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Origin
St. Vincent de Paul Society in America Has InVincentian
observance of the Centennial of
"AVE ATQUE VALE"

Very Rev. Wm. M. Brennan, C.M.

Very Rev. G. C. LeFeyre, C.M.

On the morning of Friday, August
10, the Very Rev. G. Cyril LeFevre descended the steps of the Administration Building, shook hands with each
of the priests, students, seminarists,
and brothers assembled there to bid
him good-bye, and departed from the
was
Thus
Barrens as Superior.
brought to a close his six years of office.

calculable, are nevertheless of even
greater importance. The members of
the comnunity can testify to a continual influence for good that has been
working among them, that has been
instanced by their well-being, mental
and spiritual as well as physical.
Upon the Wednesday following Fr.
LeFevre's departure, August 15, Feast
of the Assumption of Our Lady, the
Very Rev. William M. Brennan, C.M.,

It is sometimes customary to cata-

logue - briefly if possible - certain
events or evidences of progress which
have occurred during a man's term of
service
as comprising
in
some
fashion
. ...
...
T T .....
.. .
...
4..
tne record of01 s career. nowever, we
need attempt no such record of Fr.
LeFevre's career as Superior of St.
Mary's of the Barrens. To cite any
individual fact is to give it an undue
prominence to the possible detriment
of others. The evidences about the
seminary are many and varied; it is
not difficult to see what has been done
-auring these years. The tradition of
St. Mary's is one of continual improvement and advance, and Fr. LeFevre's
term of office has been no exception
to the tradition.
_

_..
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Besides the more obvious physical
betterments about the seminary, there
are those goods which, though less

arrived

during the afternoon.

That

evening after Benediction of the Most
Blessed Sacrament, he was formally
installed as Superior by the Very Rev.
Marshall F. Winne, C.M.V.
Fr. Brennan c6mes to St. Mary's as
no stranger. He is remembered by
many of the priests, students, and brothers whom he now comes to govern
once more. He is remembered too and.
respected by those outside the Community who have dedicated themselves
to the service of the seminary. The
esteem in which he is held by those
who have known him is a good portent
to the most of us who have recently
met him for the first time.
To Fr. LeFevre as he goes into other
duties, we bid Godspeed and all prosperity in his work. To Fr. Brennan,
we extend greetings and offer .our
obedient good will.

the St. Vincent De Paul Society in the
United States the Rev. Daniel T. McColgan of the Boston Archdiocesan
Seminary has been designated to write
Directed
a commemorative history.
to Father Bayard for help regarding
Father Timon's rumored connection
with the introduction of the organization into this country, the Boston writer contacted our Community historian.
We have seen the carbon copy of
Father Bayard's reply and here quote
a significant portion' of its enlightening contents:
"Father Timon visited Europe in the
summer of 1845 and actively interested himself in the establishment of the
St. Vincent de Paul Society in America.
Apparently he had appraised the work
of the organization on one or more of
his previous visits (1837, 1841, and
1843) and had talked up its excellence
in St. Louis before his 1845 trip. The
two items that follow are excerpts from
his administrative reports (written in
his capacity of Visitor or Provincial of
the Vincentian Fathers in America)
to Pietro Sturchi, C. M., Assistant for
Italian and American affairs to Superior-General Jean-Baptiste Etienne
at the Maison-Mere, Paris. Both letters are headed St. Louis, Mo., (Timon's headquarters) and are in French.
I translated them roughly instead of
laboriously copying the original language. .....
"The first item under date of Jan-uary 30, 1846, runs: 'When leaving
Dublin I took with me the rules of
the Society of St. Vincent de Paul in
English. Since my return to St.
Louis we have established it here and
it is doing a great deal of good. The
officers have already written to the
president of the Society in Paris. I
hope that it will soon be established
also in New Orleans.'
"The passage in the second letter,
dated March 26, 1846, illustrates Timon's habitual caution in repeating
items that he was specially interested
in. I transcribe it for you in the exact way that I jotted it down: 'This
letter contains Timon's quoted paragraph in re the St. Vincent de Paul
Society in St. Louis (cf. the book published by Mr. Matt on the Society).
'Immediately after my return I made
fresh efforts to establish the Society
of St. Vincent de Paul. I brought
(Continued on Page Six)
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VENERABLE

FELIX DE ANDREIS, C.M.
That the life of a man in many
ways so uniquely stamped with the
spirit of St. Vincent should scarcely
penetrate the minds and hearts of
missionaries today is surely a real loss
to all concerned. That this same man,
spiritual father of the Congregation
of the Mission in America, whose
sacred remains are a treasure of the
Barrens, whose name graces this publication, should be in the least forgotten is certainly a matter for regret. Oniy
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spirit in our atmosphere; to breathe the air he breathed;
to look out into the world with his eyes; to flood our souls
with his zeal; to inflame our hearts with a love of God
like his-then will his life take on a mellow beauty and admirable directness. To help us capture his spirit we shall
resume the account of the life of Felix De Andreis, C.M.,
in the next issue of the De Andrein.
Some years ago God's Holy Church saw fit to bestow
upon Felix the title of "Venerable." At present the Cause
for the Beatification and Canonization of Father De Andreis, C.M., is being considered in Rome. Let us all, besides making De Andreis our model and guide, pray that
God's Holy Will in the matter will be carried out.

The Community Supplement
CAMARILLO, CALIF.

95 students returned for classes on August 1 to find
Father David Pansini, C.M., occupying the chair of Scrip-

ture, and Father Robert Coerver, C.M., teaching Philosophy.
Father Richard Gieselman, C.M., is taking the chant classes and special chcirs both here and at the Junior Seminary
in Los Angeles, along with other special classes.
This year the seminary is changing some of the twosemester courses into one-semester on an experimental
basis. The same total number of hours of class per week
for the students is retained. The purpose is to give these
courses a stronger continuity and to concentrate attention
to fewer courses each semester.
On Saturday, September 15, 17 students received
tonsure, and on Sunday, September 16, 15 subdeacons received the diaconate.

Rev George Yager, C.M.
House of Studies, Washington
Rev. Patrick O'Brien, C.M.
Rev. Anthony Falanga, C.M.
St. Paul's Seminary, Ottawa, Canada
Rev. Louis Meteye, C.M.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

At the Preparatory Seminary Father James Cody, C.M..
has been appointed assistant superior, Father Dennis
Flynn, C.M., has been made assistant prefect, and Father
George Brennan, C.M., has been chosen as spiritual director.
The enrollment for this year has reached a new high
of 200 students, 32 of whom board at the College.

NECROLOGY

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Father Maurice Kane, C.M., is teaching History, Latin,

and Religion at the Prep Seminary besides being spiritual
director. Father Warren Dicharry C.M.,

teaches Greek and Latin.

is

prefect

and

SSAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

School opened on September 10 with a record enrollment of 135 students in the whole Seminary. The Major Sem(Continued on Page Four)
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In your charity kindly remember in your
prayers the mother of Father William Stein,
C.M,. the mother of Father Julius Hahn, C.M.,
the father of Father Raymond White, C.M.,
and the brother of Mr. Richard S&'llivan, N.C.M.
The suffrage numbers for October are 46
to 50 inclusive.
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Book about Early Confreres in 1Fexas Published
Father Bayard Completes a Unit of His Vincentian Trilogy
When word reached the De Andrein
sanctum that the Vincentian Press
would release in mid-October Father
Bayard's reconstruction of the activities of Fathers Timon and Odin and
1their twelve Vincentian co-workers in
eaikly Texas, we questioned the author
about such salient features of his work
as its aim and method ard archival
sources. The confreres who have been
looking forward to the appearance of
1the book will be interested, we feel,
jin the interview as we here summarize
it.
The title aptly selected for the 460-

i

page

volume

VAN-

is LONE-STAR

3UARD: THE CATHOLIC RE-OCCUPATION OF TEXAS (1838-1848). Four
jfull-page illustrations, an end-paper
1map of the contemporary Vincentian
rovince
the of
United States and
1province of
Texas, sufficiently liberal footnoting,
and a complete index are added vir1tues of the work. Father Bayard ten1tatively regards it as one of several
studies designed to bring together the
various story elements of the life of
the Congregation of the Mission in the
1United States. He has adopted a pat1tern of portrayal that he calls "broadly biographical." It is his belief

1that

the fluctuating fortunes of the

Community-its dispiriting
....
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traced through the careers of its principal sons. The opening decades of
the Vincentian span in America (18161847) were dominated by two figures
consecutively, Joseph Rosati and John
In 1830 Bishop Rosati reTimon.
moved from the superiorship of the
cradle establishment at The Barrens to
St. Louis to rule his vast diocese from
its titular city. He has found a biographer in the Rev. Dr. Frederick J.
Timon, congruously
Easterly, C. M.
with his branching activities as organizer of our original country-wide
province, invites presentation in more
leisurely detail.
An episode worthy of long remembrance in the life of John Timon was
his Prefectship of the Church in Texas. Indeed the regenesis of the Faith
in the Southwest Republic, within a
few years of the rise of the Lone Star,
was capitally due to his initiative,
courage, and far-sighted planning. In
view of the current Centenary of Texas Statehood (1845-1945), Father Bayard deemed it advisable to offer first
the Texas section of the copious Vincentian material that he spent four
summers collecting.
The sources for this interesting unit
-as the archival depositories printed
at the back of the book will indicate-

are numerous and considerably scattered.
Not quite all of the primary data
have come to light in their original
form. Certain ecclesiastical, diplomatic, and repertorial documents successfully eluded his pursuit or were inaccessible by reason of wartime restrictions. Before he could press into
service any of our American confreres
in European scholastic centers like
Paris and Rome, they were required
by the outbreak of hostilities to return to the United States. He would
have
it
whether it
ascertain whether
them ascertain
had them
have had
was possible to supplement the lavish

collection of photostats and transcripts made by our late Most Honored
Father, Very Rev. Dr. Souvay, in the
archives of the Motherhouse in Paris;
and from the Registri dei Brevi and
the Lettere e Decreti in the files of
the Sacred Congregation de Propaganda Fide he would have asked them to
secure copies of vanished bulls and
briefs issued in connection with the
Texas Prefecture, Vicariate, and orginal pan-Texan Diocese of Galveston.
However, most of these materials, at
least in abstract form, became available through various channels. Transcripts of several are in American archives;

anumber
appear in
in French
French
a
number appear

and German annals; others arenin
and German annals; others are in

DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY

NEWS
Sister Basil, former Sister Servant at
Mary's Help Hospital in San Francisco,
Calif., is now Sister Servant at the
Set6n Hospital in Austin, Texas. Sister Alphonsa, until recently Sister
Servant at Seton Hospital in Austin,
Texas, is now Sister Servant at Mary's
Help Hospital in San Francisco, Calif.
Excerpts from a letter written by
Sister Madeline Morris, former American Secretary at the Motherhouse
shortly before her untimely death in
Paris.
"Going over we had a nice class of
voyagers-only 79-so we were somewhat of a big' family. I was edified
on both Sundays by a young Catholic
Lieutenant who said the rosary, read
the Epistle and Gospel of the day and
a prayer for the men in service. This
he did on the deck and he had a good
congregation as many of the passengers were French Catholics, some English and a few Americans. Some of
the crew were also Catholics. He had
no human respect. There was no
priest on the ship so he felt something should be done for those of the
Faith. He had a little table on which
(Continued on Page Seven)

Texas newspaper files; and still others
have been reproduced in biographies
and standard histories. Occasionally,
too, a lost document is analyzed in an
extant accompanying or subsequent
letter, or a significant portion is quoted with a request for comment or elucidation.
Father Bayard found fairly complete and generally' satisfying the contemporary papers of Fathers Timon,
Odin, Nozo, and Etienne which the
American depositories house.
These
treasure-troves are chiefly at Notre
Dame University, Kenrick Seminary,
and the St. Louis Chancery. In particular, Odin's letters to Timon, to
Etienne, and to Bishop Blanc of New
Orleans are factual mines exhibiting
the Gallic talent for manifold minutiae, such as may be examined on a
larger scale in the Jesuit Relations
and in French diplomatic files. "Scrupulously and precisely," Father Bayard
says, "Odin jotted in his Journal the
day-by-day event of his Texas life;
and from these entries he wove his
frequent reports. It is chiefly from
the letters of Odin to Timon'and of
Timon and Odin to the Maison-Mere
in Paris, as well as from the replies
sent to Timon by the Superiors-General and their assistants, that the major data for the Texas survey have
come."
Perhaps at this point the readers
of this interview will ask themselves:
Has our Community historian of the
Texas Vincentian phase fused his
wealth of materials wisely and competently, joining sound scholarship
with a readable literary style? Father
Bayard himself protests that he has
no objective way of being sure. But
the priests and students at The
Barrens who have read the typescript
in whole or in part emphatically say
"Yes." They add that they are not
influenced by their having witnessed
the persevering persistence and unfailing patience that the task has exacted of the author-the latter quality often reaching the straining point
in his repeated proofreadings and
detailed reference index of topics as
well as of personal and geographic
names.
Father James Cashman, businessmanager of the Vincentian Press, has
been guided by the costs of the book
and the impressive contribution of
hitherto unknown data that it makes

to historiography to fix the sale price
at $3.75. To priests, Libraries, and Institutions, $3.00. The address of the Vincentian Press is 1405 South 9th St.,
St. Louis 4, Mo,
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FR. BERNARD STRASSER ADDRESSES STUDENTS
With the termination of the war,
we are beginning to discover that the
real test of American genius does not
lie in the past, in the material weapons she has forged, or even in the
atomic force she has harnessed to
destruction, but in the problematic future, in the new order of things that
she must build upon the ruins of the
old. As we sit down to a disposition
of the conquered foe, it becomes ever
more necessary that we be correctly
orientated concerning those peoples,
that we may know where lies the relative guilt and what share they may
have had in the events that led to
this tragic war. We must know to
what extent Nazism was a product of
the thoughts and minds of the German people and whether the Nazi
spirit is really part of the German
soul. The students are grateful for
having been availed of the opportunity to solve many of these questions
for themselves, for it was their privilege to hear Fr. Bernard Strasser,
O.S.B., himself a native German in
exile from his country since 1936.
Fr. Strasser was brought from St.
Louis in the company of Fr. Francis
Remler, C.M., and Fr. Simon Smith,
C.M., and spoke to the Community on
the evening of Thursday, July 5. He
addressed us not only from the viewpoint of an average German who had
been an eye-witness to the genesis of
Nazism, but also from his peculiar vantage point of having been intimate
with many of the former German
leaders whose names have just been
making such bloody history in the
closing of their regime,. It was this
particular feature that made his talk
especially informative and authoritative.
Fr. Strasser was born in Bavaria
and served during the first world war
as an officer in the German army. He
was in the same detachment, he told
us, with Corporal Adolf Hitler, after
the latter deserted the Austrian army
in favor of the Bavarian. After the
war, Fr. Strasser left the defeated
German army and entered the Benedictine Monastery in Metten, Bavaria.
As Germany began slowly to regain
her feet and struggle back as a nation, he watched the National Socia-

had sworn to protect and persecuting
the Church they had concorded to
respect.
Fr. Strasser was himself closely associated with the inner circle of Nazidom, particularly through his two
brothers, Gregory and Otto. The career of the last, after his break with
Hitler when he became leader of the
German Underground and began the
outlawed secret broadcasting station,
reads like romantic fiction. The story
was summarized in the book section of
Reader's Digest in June, 1940. There
Otto Strasser is considered as a man
likely to succeed Hitler-but this, of
course, was before total war had so,
destroyed Germany that the Allies had
to set up a puppet government even
for the purposes of surreinder. Otto
is now in semi-confinement in Canada. Gregory Strasser was murdered
in the 1934 "purge" of the Nazi party,
possibly by Heinrich Himmler and his
henchman Heydrich, The only official notice the family received was a
Gregory's
c.o.d. parcel containing
ashes. Fr. Strasser's personal recollections of Himmler and Goebbels
were most interesting. Himmler, he
says, was stupid and devoted to Hitler,
but Goebbels was gifted with a brilliant intellect. It is not pleasant to
have to own that both came from good
Catholic families.
Fr. S'trasser portrayed graphically
the mass psychology employed by the
Nazis, how their subtle persecution of
the Church gradually grew tighter,
how he himself eventually came into
the ill-will of the party. Particularly
amusing was his somewhat unclerical
but extremely justified dealing with
one of the Nazi agents among the boys
of the college in which he taught. At
length he knew he. was on the blacklist and had to flee for his life. He was
sent by his superiors successively to
Luxembourg, Belgium,:
Switzerland,
France and Portugal, to elude the Gestapo, finally to St. John's Abbey in
Minnesota.
By his sincerity and keen sense of
humor, Fr. Strasser more than recompensed for a slight difficulty in speaking English. In this regard, when he
would falter for a word, he was helped by an attentive audience, some-

list movement grow steadily stronger.
Germany had been thoroughly beaten
to the ground by the provisions of Versailles, and the Nazis offered the people pride for their shame, prosperity
for their poverty, and a chance to hold
up their head once more. By the clever manipulation of chance and design,
and
the skilful use of propaganda
turning of their enemies' blunders to
their own profit, the Nazis were able
to ride into power, and it was not until they were safely there that they
showed at last their true colors, rid-

"The story of St. Vincent de Paul
is no less fascinating than that of St.
Francis of Assisi."--Johannes Joergen-

ing rough-shod over the rights they

times aptly, sometimes not.
He could surely have spoken much
longer than he did, and have been
assured the while of continually appreciative hearers. For our own part,
those of us who heard him are grateful for our better than normal underfacing a
standing of the problems
twice defeated Germany and how we
shall have to cope with them.

sen.

THE COMMUNITY
SUPPLEMENT
(Continued from Page Two)
inary has 52 students, and the Minor
Seminary, 83. The dioceses represented in the Major Seminary are: the
Archdiocese of San Antonio, and the
Diocese of Dallas, El, Paso, Corpus
Christi, Amarillo, and Wynona. In
the Minor Seminary the dioceses represented ,are: the Archdiocese of San
Antonio and Chicago, and the Dioceses
of Amarillo, Galveston, Dallas, and
Corpus Christi.
The Very Rev. James W. Stakelum,
C.M., conducted the annual retreat of
the Benedictine Sisters in San Antonio from August 3 to August 12.
CHICAGO, ILL.

The UTniversity:
Father

Theodore

Wangler,

C.M.,

has been made Dean of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, succeeding Father Glennon Zoellner, C.M., who fills the newly-

created position of Student Counsellor, The latter also has charge of all
student publications.
In succession to Father Thomas Connolly, C.M., who is full-time professor
of philosophy and religion, as Director of Student Activities, is Father Gerald Mullen, C.M.
Father William Powers, C.M., Ph. D.,

is now chairman of the Zoology department of the Uptown School.
Father John Clark, C.M., is teach-

ing Religion and history in the College
of Commerce downtown.
David M. Sharer, Comptroller of the
University, has been appointed acting Dean of the College of Commerce
in succession toDr. HowardEgan who
resigned to go into business.
Major Gael Sullivan, who has just
been appointed by President Truman
and Robert Hanegan to be second assistant Postmaster General of the United States taught public speaking at
De PAti Utiveirsity Law School at one
time.
Freshmen
"orientation" day was
held in the newly-decorated De Paul
Auditorium on September 12. The incoming uptown freshmen were welcomed by Very Rev. Comerford O'Malley,
C.b, by Fr. GlennZoellner, CM., who

explained

his new position as Student

Counsellor, by Father Jeremiah Lehane, C.1M., who explained the place
of liberal arts in the post war world,
by Father William 'Powers, C.M., who
talked on the study of sciences, and
finally by Father Wangler, CM., whose
talk dealt with more technical matters
such as semester hours and credits.
Enrollment of freshmen at the Uptown Liberal Arts and Sciences Colleges reached 200 this year.
The Academy News:
Father Raymond White is teaching
history and Religion in the Academy,

Continued on Last Page)
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"....PANEM FRANGERE PARVULIS...."
In spite of war restrictions and the
consequent interruptions of one missionary activity after another, the
motor missions, somehow, have managed to flourish. With the close of the
seminary school year last June, preparations were made as usual for the
day when several subdeacons would
receive the honor of carrying the gospel into the highways and by-ways.
During the summer months, three
units - staffed by three priests and
four subdeacons-gave missions in the
streets of eighteen towns situated in
the northern half of Missouri. Of the
eighteen, seven saw the street missions
for the first time.
Two units, working out from Jefferson City, gave missions in the surrounding district. While Father Richard
Gieselman, C.M., and Rev. Mr. Joseph
Wagner, C.M., traveled to the more
distant towns with automobile and
pulpit, Father Orlis North, C.M., Rev.
Mr. William Gillespie, C.M., and Rev.
Mr. Arnold Martin, C.M., operated in
the nearby towns with the trailer
chapel and movies of the Mass. The
third unit-conducted by Father Clarence Bogetto, C.M., and Rev. Mr. Nicholas Persich, C.M.,-limited its activities to six small towns in Lincoln
County, Missouri.
Interest Growing

As usual, the units confined their
efforts to areas which are strongly
Protestant. In places, they found
strong, if not active, bigotry. And yet,
without exception, the welcome accorded them was friendly and cordial.
The crowds attending and the number
and kind of questions asked indicated
th presence of an active and healthy
interest in the Catholic Church. On
occasion, perhaps, this interest may
have been only that of concealed hos-

Fr. Richard Gieselman, C.M., Addressing Crowds
Whole Family Converted

tility; there is no way of knowing.
But, in any event, interest
encouraging!
Results of Last Year
The most heartening experience of
all, however, was the opportunity given to the missioners of viewing firsthand the results of last year's workan opportunity for which I will always
be grateful! Because my observations
were limited to one county-the territory covered by only one of last
year's units,-I cannot claim that the
results I saw are typical of motor mission work in general. However, I do
feel that they must be indicative, at
least! It is not out of place, then, to
set down here some of the things
which impressed me most.

As was to be expected, there were
not many converts who can be fully
credited to the instrumentality of the
street missions. They seemed more
efficacious in deciding prospective
converts who were caught at the crossroads. Persons, who, though thinking
of entering the Church, were, for
some reason or other, holding back,
seemed to find in the missions the
grace they needed to make the final
decision. There were, however, some
conversions which belong to last year's
missioners. There was, for instance,
the case of a fallen-away Catholic, the
father of three children, none of whom
had been baptized. Largely thru the
instrumentality of the motor missions,
God gave him the grace, not only of
returning to the Church himself, but
also of bringing his non-Catholic wife
and three children with him. The
Catholic spirit of that household,
which I had the opportunity of seeing,
was proof of God's blessings.
Marriage Rectified

Interested Onlookers Inspect Trailer Chapel

This instance involved not only a
number of conversions, but also the
return of a fallen-away Catholic. In
such a locality, where Catholics are
so outnumbered, it was to be expected
that mixed marriages would result in
defections from the faith. Here, the
motor missions met with even more
success. There was the case of a man
who had married a non-Catholic outside the Church to spite his family.
The motor missioners of last year had
the pleasure of joining this couple according to the laws of the Church.
This year, not only the husband, but
the non-Catholic wife as well, attendea the entire series of lectures.
These, and other instances, gave me
(Continued on Next Page)
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MOTOR MISSIONS
(Continued.)
much needed encouragement in my since their marriages some five years
first work in the Lord's vineyard. I ago, are under instruction. There's no
doubt but that your talks gave the
am sure that they indicate to you at
needed added push."
least that the motor missions had accomplished a lot of good that could
Recruits For Religion-By-Mail
That they accomplished
be seen.
So much for concrete instances. The
much more that could not be seen goes mission reached about two thousand
without saying.
people this summer, the majority of
Prospective Convert
whom were non-Catholics. To date,
And what of this year's work? Obabout sixty-five applications for reliviously, it is too early to evaluate the gious instruction by mail have come in.
results of this year's missions. HowOf those who have sent in their first
ever, there are definite signs of God's tests, considerably more than half are
grace at work. One night, during the non-Catholics.
Taken in itself, the
lectures, a young couple drove up in
record may not sound convincing.
front of the store where we were It must be remembered, however, that
speaking. While the wife went into these are but some of the visible rethe store, the young man settled down
sults. What Erod has been accomplishinto his seat to wait for her. As time ed in the hearts and minds of so many
passed, he grew more and more interothers, we have no way of knowing.
ested in what was going on. He waitBut, if it be true that "the declaration
ed until the end of the lectures that of thy words giveth light" (Ps. 118),
night and returned every night therethen we can be sure that the motor

One of the Missioners Distributes Literature

after. Later on in the week, he sought
the opportunity to talk with us. Altho his wife was a Catholic, he had
never before given any thought to the
Church. The night he came to the store,
he had had no intention of attending the mission. To all appearances,
the circumstances were coincidental.
Before the week of lectures was over,
he expressed to his wife the desire of
becoming a Catholic. It was the first
time he, or she had mentioned the
idea. No, he hasn't become a Catholic
as yet, but certainly God's grace has
begun its work.
In the same locality, there are four
others now taking instructions to enter the Church. Before the missions,
these were all undecided. And as I
was writing these lines, I received a
letter from a priest in another town,
telling me: "Two women, who have
been thinking of becoming Catholics

missions have been effective in carrying on the work of Jesus Christ in
that particular field which was so
close to the heart of St. Vincent de
Paul.

ST. VINCENT DE PAUL
SOCIETY
(Continued from Page One)
home with me from Dublin the rules
and all the requisite papers in English' etc., and he gives Father Sturchi
the names of the officers as listed in
Matt. 'I entreat you to push the process of agregation.'"
Whatever use Dr. McColgan may
think proper to make of these data,
the Vincentian origin of the St. Vincent de Paul Society in the United
States is thus demonstrable and a
matter of no slight satisfaction to the
American sons of St. Vincent.

NEWS FROM SPAIN
A glowing account of the religious
renewal of Spain following upon the
civil war there is to be found in the
following letter written by a Vincentian scholastic in the seminary at
Cuenca. Because it will be of particular interest to confreres as giving an
eye-witness description of the Little
Company in Spain at the present time
(the letter was written in July of 1944)
we here reproduce it from the April,
1945, issue of Sao Vicente, the publication of the Vincentian scholasticate
of Petropolis, Brazil.
"Now that our crusade for nation
and religion has come to a glorious
conclusion under the guidance of our
'Caudillo,' whom God preserve, a great
resurgence of religion has come into
our land and is now producing abundant fruits. Our little Company, although-or because-it has suffered
much from the religious persecution,
is by no means to be excepted from
this general religious rebirth in our
land. During the war of liberation
30 priests and 19 brothers were martyred by the Communists, and as a
memorial to them there has been published a large book giving the particulars of the captivities and martyrdoms.
Here once more we have proof of the
saying, 'the blood of martyrs is the
seed of Christians.' Our 9 apostolic
schools spread throughout all Spain
are filled with young men preparing
for the priesthood in the Congregation
of the Mission. S'ome of them have
as many as 200 students. The internal
seminary and school of philosophy are
also extremely well off. In this seminary we have now 65 students in theol-v under the direction of 6 excellent
professors. On the 16th of this month
we shall ordain 20 priests who will go
forth into Spain to preach the gospel.
Some will go to South America where
they have already been preceded by
4 others ordained in February and who
are now at work in Bolivia. All the
Community works are being carried
out in Spain with great zeal and force,
but none quite like that of the missions
to the poor. Here we can see a true
rebirth of the primitive spirit, and our
missioners are performing miracles in
God's vineyard. Their Excellencies the
Bishops have also called upon us to
give missions in the large cities, but
even there, in keeping with our traditions, they seek out always those regions most devastated and povertystricken, where they work wonders
freely. In addition to these works, we
maintain a mission in India from
Much
which we hear periodically.
work! Some even of the seasoned missionaries and one youth have already
succumbed to the hard climate. Please
God the war may soon be over and

these far-flung outposts will be filled
by many eager missionaries who wait
the moment impatiently."
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NINE RECEIVE DIACONATE-At 8:15 o'clock, the morning of Friday, September 21, Bishop Donnelly
began the ordination Mass during
which were elevated to the Diaconate
the nine members of the ordination
class of 1946. We congratulate these
men and beg for them God's blessings
and grace. May they perform well the
duties of their new dignity and merit
advancement to that goal so earnestly
desired by us all. They have reached
the last stage in the long pathway to
the inner sanctuary, they have received the first imparting of the sacrament of Holy Orders. Levites under the
New Law, they have, indeed, been
"lifted up" to great things and greater expectations.
In a short discourse to the ordained
and the rest of the student body, His
Excellency, taking his text from the
Second Epistle to the Corinthians,
"he who sows sparingly will also reap
sparingly, and he who sows bountifully will also reap bountifully," urged
us as future priests to the right kind
of service of God. We must indeed
spend ourselves, he said, but our activity must be tempered with prudence
and proportion. Avoiding on the one
hand a niggardly service of God, we
must equally avoid on the other a
ceaseless round of useless activity;
our service must be always for the
pure honor and glory of God.
In wishing well to our new deacons,
we can do no better than echo the
prayer which the Most Reverend Bishop offered for them in the sacred ceremony; "Enriched with the heavenly
gift, may they be pleasing to Thy
Majesty and give unto others the example of a righteous life6....may they
be worthy successors of that sevenfold
number whom the Apostles chose under the guidance of the Holy Spirit,
and adorned with all the virtues which
Thy service calls for......"

ARCHBISHOP BECKMANN
AT BARRENS
Edified by his piety, and charmed
by his irresistible affability, we consider ourselves honored by the short
visit on Holy Founder's Feast, September 27, of our distinguished confrere, Archbishop Beckmann, C.M., of
Panama.
This issue was already too far along
to permit of our giving sufficient space
to this event. The details of what
was more like the appeal for help of
one confrere to his brothers, than the
official address of a dignitary of the
Church, on behalf of his 540,000 desperately needy souls, will appear in
the next issue.
His Excellency has toured many of
the important cities in the United
States to look for volunteers to aid
hini in administering to his vast Arch-

diocese.

Mahoney

THE NEWLY ORDAINED
Back row, left to right: Rev. Messrs. Hartrick Sullivan, C.M., William Gillespie, C.M., Nicholas Fersich, C.M., and Edward Virgets, C.M.
Front Row, left to right: Rev. Messrs. Jeremiah Hogan, C.M., Arnaud Martin,
C.M., Joseph Wagner, C.M., Cecil Parres, C.M., and Edward Danagher, C.M.

DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY
(Continued from Page Three)
he placed two candles and a crucifix.
I spoke to him after the services when
he told me that he had not been to
Mass in three months; but he wanted
to do something to let the world know
he was a Catholic and, at the same
time, in some way to make up for his
loss of the Mass.
"We finally landed at Le Havre.
The once most beautiful port is almost a ruin. A church near the port
and two of our houses along with everything in that region stood strong
reminders of the terrors of war. The
steeple of the Church and a bit of
the framework of the houses were
all that could be seen. At our house
on rue St. Jeanne d'Arc two of our
Sisters were killed. I believe we have
lost about seventeen of our Sisters in
France. Nearly every station and
bridge had fallen along our route. The
road from Le Havre to Paris had been
changed and temporary bridges built
by the Allies.
"Many of the Sisters look worn and
thin, but how could it be otherwise
after almost six years of a most terrible war. The four Visitatrices who
were taken prisoners with our M. H.
Mother have been released, but one is
in a dying condition due to the horror of the prison. However, not one
of them had to bear with any insult to
their person. The Polish priests have
been massacred by the hundreds. At
Dachau, that horrible Concentration
Camp in Germany, eight hun-

dred C.M.'s were killed or died of
bad treatment. There are nine of
these prisoners now at St. Lazare. I
think that there were about seventeen
hundred C.M.'s at that prison. I wish
you could see the nine who were freed
by our American boys. They still wear
their prison garb, a rough coat with
a big red cross sewn on the back and
front, and a long red band on the
cap. I wish I could get cassocks for
them, even old ones. With all the
suffering the people and our Community have endured, I find no harsh
words, no hatred toward the enemy.
"Imagine a city of 4,000,000 inhabitants and not a taxi, no train, no
autobus. The underground is the sole
means of transportation."

Congratulations
Our sincere best wishes to
those who pronounced their Holy
Vows on the Feast of Holy
Founder, July 19,-Messrs. Martin McHugh, C.M., Raymond
Kellner, C.M., Carl Callier, C.M.,
and Robert Olker, C.M.; to those
their Good
who pronounced
SPurposes on that day-Messrs.
Gerald Gaines, N.C.M., William
McCarthy, N.C.M., and Donald
Ryan, N.C.M.; and to Mr. William Gannon, N.C.M., who pronounced his Good Purposes on.
September 15.
AL
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FROM FIELDS AFAR
We have here several letters from
confreres who are at present serving
as chaplains in the armed forces of
the United States. We are happy to
reproduce these excerpts in the knowledge that they will be of great interest to the readers of the De Andrein.
The following is from a letter of Fr.
William Flynn, C.M., dated August
23, 1945:
"Just a line from Manila to assure
you that I'm still on the move. Manila
is a city of ruins--but very busy. You
can hardly imagine how bad the damage is. I went in for two afternoons
in a row and walked around. So far
1m still in a fog about the directions
here and have to be careful about
leaving the camp so I'll be sure to end
up in the same place. There are no
safe restaurants in Manila, so one eats
at the snack bars run by the army
post exchange. The Red Cross Club is
crowded to the doors. The few theatres are mobbed all day-in.. fact, it
looks like Chicago's loop on a Saturday night except for the ruins and
the lack of bright lights. I would like
to look up some of the Community
houses, but it is so hard to find anyone at all in this country, I hesitateeven the Archbishop of Manila is
bombed out and moved to a convent.
I have not been to see him as yet, not
knowing my way around very well."
From Leghorn, Italy, comes this letter of. Chaplain Ferdinand J. Ward,

5000 were fed. The English were going
to grab it, but the Vatican got it first.
"I made the trip to the school and
came back again on Friday for lunch.
The interesting part of this visit was
the sight of the chairs marked 'K.W,
II.' to mark the gift of the former emperor of Germany. It was the best
meal I had in that country and I had
an enjoyable time talking with the
men. They said that Cologne is gone,
that they never hear from Germany
and that 42 Sisters were killed in the
bombing of Dusseldorf. Now, in this
Holy Land, the Jews want all the
German property; this means more
worry for the community. They also
mentioned that they never heard
from France.
"Up at the house of St. Vincent I
saw the Sisters and met some of the
blind, young and old. The little babies sang Benediction for me and then
asked for my blessing. I called at the
hospital in Nazareth. In Bethlehem
I saw the Irish Sister who was a de-

checked in at the hospice and was celebrating Mass at the Holy Sepulchre
by 9:15 a. m."

C.M.:

"Well, I have been to Jerusalem where
I met two C.M.'s in a beautiful school
with a horrible name-the Schmidt
School for Girls. When the war broke
out the English put them into a camp
and left them, together with the Italians and other foreigners. I saw the
Church of the Loaves and Fishes-the
one that marks the spot where the

Fr, Glynn's Chapel in Background

Fr. Glynn and Friends

Fr. Glynn in "Flysuit"

light with her English. The hospital
is large, but looks poor, as do all the
others over here. In Jerusalem the
chapel, the gift of the present Sister
Servant, is as large as any big city
church; the one in Nazareth is also
large and ornate.
"Past Sunday we were ready to leave
Casanova for
Tel-A-Viv and good
water. In the hospice I could hear the
recitation of the rosary in English.
When we were getting into the car,
I saw our C.M. coming along; he said
that he had been conducting the exercises for the Casanova Legion of
Mary which is growing to big numbers. The C.M.'s there wear white dusters, white helmets, and appear comfortable.
"We arrived by plane from Athens
on Monday, August 20. We had to
remain over in Tel-A-Viv with the
other chaplains who had trouble in
changing their money. I took a bus to
the Holy City, got there in two hours,

Finally, we present this letter from
Fr. William Glynn, C.M., dated August 21, 1945, from along the Burma
Road.
"The war is definitely over but I am
still lingering on as
Chaplain for
a while. At present, I am still unable
to get in touch with the Bishop. I
did, however, get a letter from Fr. Bill
Stein in which he enclosed several
others. One is for you. I will send the
letters all on to you as I know you will
see they get to the party intended. So
far I do not think Fr. Stein knows his,
mother has died unless our letters we
sent got through. I think in a week
or so I will be able to get mail through
O. K. Bishop O'Shea went back a few
weeks ago.... I gave him a letter for our
Bishop. I called Kun-ming today,
but so far they have not received word
from him. I hope to drop down to
Kun-ming next week. I have moved
from Cheng to Yan-nan-yi. It is 328
kilos from Kun-ming on the Burma
Road. Things should break up soon
and the boys start going home. As you
know, I am due to go home now. It
was just six years ago today I arrived
in Shanghai. I have a good chance
to go back with the fellows, but I feel
there are some at our mission should
go home first. This will leave the
Bishop short-handed. So I will leave
it up to .him, what he thinks is best.
Also I would like to swing a deal to
get something for our mission from the
army. I wonder what are the possibilities of other priests coming to China.
The ships coming this way should be
empty, enough. I hope you have those
students ready for the missions, Not
(Continued on Page Ten)
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FATHER RIES' EDUCATIONAL PLAN APPROVED
The Reverend Michael M. Ries, C.M.,
pastor of the Sacred Heart parish, Cotulla, Texas, is able to report that .during the past school term every child
in his parish has been given religious
Moreover, he has been
instruction.
able to obtain from the State Boards
of Education of Texas, Iowa and Nebraska approbation of his accredited
public high school course in Religion
for Catholic students. A letter from
Rev. John R. Gleeson, Archdiocesan
Director of the Confraternity of Christtian Doctrine of Chicago, assures him
that the State of Illinois will soon approve it also.
In his letter Father Gleeson shows
his confidence in the work of Father
Ries: "To me, it is positively amazing what you .have been able, to do
in Texas, I0wa and Nebraska. Speaking of the so-called Inter-Faith Committee, on Religious Education, I am
more fully convinced than ever that
the only satisfactory solution is to have
each group deal separately. The arrangement that you have made in
Texas seems to me to be ideal. From
my way of looking at it,
your plan is one of the
most important developments that has taken
place in the Confraternity work in the
last ten years. Surely,
it should be brought to
the attention of the directors throughout the
country."

at the end of the school year the opposition of one of the ministers became so strong that the plan had to
be abandoned.
Undaunted by these misfortunes,
Father Ries proceeded to introduce a
new system the following school term.
The elementary school retained its release time, but the high school was
forced to be satisfied with a four year
accredited course of one class period a
week held outside of school hours and
off the school grounds. Althouuh the
class was accredited it was not popular with the students since it meant
a class outside of the regular school
hours. Even, a discussion club held every two weeks failed to raise the attendance to what it should have been.
The conditions in the elementary
school also left much to be desired.
the children had to attend classes at
the church ten blocks away. Besides
the long walk involved, they had to
cross the railroad track and international highway twice on every trip.
The sisters had to go after the children every day, and were forced to

with a half credit for each, one on
the Old Testament, and one on the
New Testament.) The only text used
should be the Bible; the course must
be non-sectarian; the Bible should be
taught for its literary, historical, and
moral values.
Assistance Given By Bishop

The unfavorable situation confronting the elementary school was also relieved during this period. Across the
street from the public school there
now stands an extension school building for the religious instruction classes. This building is constructed of red
hollow tile with concrete floor, celoIt is
tex ceiling and asphalt roof.
built to provide four regulation-sized
classrooms separated by folding partitions which can be removed, converting the building into a community hall
of 85 by 30 feet with an elevated stage
at one end. The keen foresight and
fine spirit of generosity of Bishop
O'Brien made this possible with his
donation of $2000. Both Father Ries
and the people of Cotulla are deeply
indebted to the Bishop for his generosity and patronage
which has solved one
of the most pressing
problems of the Catholic educational system.
Practicality of
the Plan

The system that has
been accepted is now
known in educational
circles as "The Cooperative Plan." In the
past year it has enabled Father Ries to

History of the
Program

Our confrere's work
along these lines began
in June, 1942, when
Archbishop Lucey of
San Antonio gave the
Cotulla district of Christian Doctrine
its charter and entrusted the program
to Father Ries. At first, things seemed
to work out smoothly. According to a
state law classes in religion were permitted to be taught in the classrooms
of public schools. Father Ries made
arrangements for the Sisters of the
Sacred Heart of St. Jacut to conduct
classes for the elementary pupils of
the public school during release time.
For the high school students, there
was a regular daily schedule for a twoBible
semester accredited course.
study was the subject, and the different ministers presided in their respective classrooms. However, this plan
was not as successful as was anticipated because most of the students
were forced to attend their regular classes at the time of the Bible classes.
Added to this was the opposition of
some of the teachers in both high and
elementary schools based on the
grounds that these classes interfered
with the curricular program. Finally

Courtes)YAlamo

The New School Building

make two trips on some days. These
are the conditions that prevailed during the school year 1943-1944. During
this period the Archbishop and Father Ries were making arrangements to
solicit the aid of Bishop Wm. D.
O'Brien, President of the Catholic
Church. Extension Society, in order
to erect a building for religious education in Cotulla.
Dawn of Success

At this same time a solution was
sought to the problem of re-introducing religious education into the high
school. As the result of a talk with
the city superintendent of schools,
Father Ries was delegated to confer
with the State Department of Education. This turned out to be the turning point in the entire program. It
was learned that a new regulation
had been set forth allowing high
schools to grant credits for classes in
Bible study, proved that they conform with certan demands of the
state: (two courses may be offered

Register

give

religious

instruc-

tion to 627 pupils.
Every denominational group is
treated independently and no united
action is necessary, as release time is
Since the
an equal privilege to all.
Bible is to be taught for its literary,
historical, and moral values, meetings
and assemblies of the different denominations are no longer necessary,
and, the word "religion" is not used
in connection with this course. The
Bible course is embodied as a part of
the school's regular curricular program. There is a course in sociology
for those students whose parents have
no religious creed.
Since the course is historical and
the only text "iued is the Bible, it is
concluded that a general outline of
Bible references for the topical lessons of that course is the form for approval and credit for this course. Since
several states favor this view, Archbishop Lucey has already arranged to
have such an outline edited and pub(Continued on Next Page)
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FIELDS AFAR(Continued from Page Eight)
only with the language but the spirit
as well.
"....I am sorry I did not answer
your letter sooner, but I kept putting
it off. Then I got changeddand my time
has been full with servicing not only
a big air-base, but an SOS supply depot, and many installations up ald
down the Burma Road. You have
heard of the famous pipeline and telephone line.......
"My present setup is very good. I
have a building to myself consisting
of an office and quarters I have my
own jeep, typewriter, radio, telephone
and an assistant. I will enclose a
few pictures. I may be able to keep
my jeep.
"'......Give me the lowdown on things
back home. I surely would like to get
home for a few months. Maybe I may
be able to bring a troop ship home
and come back with another......"
We can furnish these further addresses of our confrere-chaplains for
those who do not know them.
Chaplain (Lt..) Maurice J. Singleton
Roosevelt Base
Terminal Island, California
Chaplain Joseph J. Edwards
U.S.S. Oneida, APO 221
Fleet Post Office, c/o Postmaster,
San Francisco, California
Chaplain (1st Lt.) Vincent D. S'mith
Gardner General Hospital
Chicago, Illinois.
Chaplain (1st Lt.) Ferdinand J.Ward
33rd General Hospital, APO 782
c/o Postmaster, New York City
BARRENS REPRESENTED AT
ST. LOUIS CENTENARY

Elaborate celebrations, marking the
hundredth anniversary of the founding in St. Louis, and America, of the
Society of St. Vincent de Paul, will
reach their climax Sunday, September
30, at 3.30 p. m. A crowd of 100,000
is expected to be present on the Mississippi River Front Memorial Site.
Addresses will be delivered by the eminent orator, Rt. Rev. Msgr. F"lton J.
Sheen, as well as by the beloved Archbishop John J. Glennon of St. Louis.
Three choruses totalling 10,000 from
grade and high schools, colleges, and
seminaries have prepared a selection
of Gregorian and popular hymns.
Our Seminary will be represented
numbering
by its "Falso Bardoni,"
thirty-two students, who will assemble
with scholastics from the Jesuit, Redemptorist, archdiocesan, and other
seminaries; the special offering of this
group will be the Hymn from the First
Vespers of the Feast of St. Vincent
de Paul.
SThe three combined choruses will

sing the "Christus Vincit,' 7 later joining with the congregation for the National Anthem, after the Benediction
of the Most Blessed Sacrament.

THE COMMUNITY
SUPPLEMENT
uonutinue

furIom

rtage

FR. RIES(Continued fro)m Page Nine)
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and Fathers Henry Piacitelli, C.M., and
Clarence Bogetto,

C.M., are teaching

English and Religion.
Father Peter Diliberto,

C.M.,

has

been appointed Procurator at Rosati
Hall.
811 boys have enrolled this yearthe largest enrollment in the institution's history.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Very Reverend Joseph P. Donovan,

C.M., conducted the annual retreat at
St. Joseph's mother-house in St. Louis
during August.
In August Father Gilmore Guyot,
C.M., conducted the preparatory re-

treat for the reception of postulants,
profession of novices, and final profession at Loretto' mother-house, Loretto, Ky.
On September 9, the Very Rev. Marshall F. Winne, C.M.V., addressed the
radio audience of the Sacred Heart
program of station WEW on the life
of St. Vincent in connection with the
coming commemoration of the founding of the St'. Vincent de Paul society
in America. Briefly he traced the origins of our present organized charity
and relief work to the methods developed by Our Holy Founder to alleviate
the sufferings of the poor in his day.
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

At the annual Catholic Bibical Association meeting held in New York,
Father Joseph

Lilly, C.M., was

re-

elected general secretary of the Association.
PERRYVILLE, MO.
Father James McOwen, C.M., is now

Director of Students.
Father Charles Rice, C.M., has been

appointed Director of

Brothers, and

Father James Fischer, C.M.,

is the

newly-appointed Director of Studies.
The Students are rehearsing the
play, Second Spring, which will be
presented on the afternoon of October 14, to honor the hundredth anniversary of Cardinal Newman's conversion.
Most of the Novitiate walks were laid
in concrete this summer.....The various
other crews lent their assistance to
the cannery workers to handle an unusually large tomato
crop..... Two
hundred new volumes were accessed
to the library......A new field of study
for the advanced lay pupils of the
Crusade Correspondence Courses is
being prepared, that will teach both
moral principles and methods of application in sample cases.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
On September 27 the Diamond Jubilee Celebration of St. John's University will be inaugurated with a Solemn
Mass at 10 a. m., celeprated by Very
Rev. William M. Slattery, C.M.V., in

lished by the secretary of the Catholic
Biblical Association of America. The
course will be.extended over four years,
the length of the high school period,
and will depend largely on the outline.
This gives the pastor a chance to keep
in touch with every Catholic child
for the duration of his school life.
Father Ries' plan will probably receive a hearing at the meeting of the
Confraternity of Christian Charity at
Kansas City in the near future. It
has been so successful where it has
been used that we feel sure that it
will prove to be of'immense benefit to
religious education in this country.
the Church of St. John the Baptist.
18 Scholastics of Mary Immaculate
Seminary will go to St. John's to sing
a Solemn Pontifical Mass of Thanksgiving on Sunday, September 30. The
Most Rev. Thomas E. Malloy, S.T.D.,
Bishop of Brooklyn and Chancellor of
St. John's University will officiate,
and Rt. Rev. James H. Griffiths, '23,
S.T.D., Chancellor, Military ordinariate of the United States, will deliver
the sermon.
VATICAN

CITY

At a meeting on June 26th the Sacred Congregation of Rites discussed
two miracles attributed to Blessed
Catherine Laboure that have been
proposed for her canonization.
HAMADAN, IRAN

The following is an authentic story
told by Father Kearns, C. SS. R., an
American Chaplain who returned from
the area scme time ago: "You ought
to do something for Father Rigter, the
Vincentian missionary at Hamadan in
Iran," said Father Kearns. "I was out
there with our boys, and we can tell
you about his hardships.
"During the winter Father Rigter
had to sleep alongside his meager little fire in his wretched shanty of a
rectory. He had a racking cough, and
if help had not come from the soldiers
he could not have lasted.
"He has no chapel. The soldiers
were going to help him build one, but
the plans fell through. Poor

Father

travels miles on foot into the hills to
bring Christ to his flock. He is there
thirty years, having come as a young
priest from Holland."
MANILLA
The total number of Vincentians
known-rto be dead is twenty-two. The
assassination of another priest, shot
to death by the Japs on the grounds
of Assumption College, has been verified. Five other Spanish confreres
died of starvation.

Perryville, Missouri, November,
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St. Katherine's Celebrates Golden Jubilee
CONFRERE PRELATE MAKES PLEA

Mahoney

Archbishop Francisco Beckmann, C.M.
On September 27, St. Mary's was
host to Archbishop Francisco Beckmann, C.M., of Panama, one of the
three living Vincentians to enjoy that
ecclesiastical rank.
Not since the time of the Most Rev.
Emile Lisson, C.M., in 1926, has the
Barrens been so privileged.
The Community was present for the
Archbishop's Mass in the Church of
the Assumption. Consciousness of his
his
episcopal dignity impregnates
every movement at the altar, yet with
what simplicity, and self-effacing reverence is that dignity complemented!
On the day when his sons commemorate his death, St. Vincent's ideals
were seen still alive in one of his children.

Informal Prelate

More Priests Needed

His flock, we learned during his
subsequent informal conference with
the Students, numbers 540,000. Only
thirty-two priests are now available
for their wants, with the present deficiency of the usual European supply. It was to encourage priests from
the United States to come to his country that the Archbishop had made a
tour of various American cities. That
plea was repeated before us, earnestly,
anxiously.
A Rugged Life

No attempts were made

zealous missionary to glamorize the
life of the Panamanian missions.
Table fare is extremely sparse and
unvaried, and the priest in the course
of his incredibly long visitations gladly accepts from the hospitable people the beans and rice they can spare
from their impoverished larders. Sleeping for the Panamanian missioner, accustomed to beds and above all, cleanVerliness, is even less attractive.
min swarm in the hovels of the natives. His Excellency learned early in
his twelve-year career to rely upon
the hammock he always carries with
him on journeys, and even uses
in his archiepiscopal mansion.
When the Archbishop entered those
primitive regionis those dozen years
ago, he found three generations of
husbands and wives who had never
received the Sacrament of Matrimony.
In that first year, six hundred babies
received the Sacrament of Baptism.
With little imagination, the listeners could reconstruct the natural aversion that must have been his, coming
there from a comfdrtable-and clean
-home in Holland. But while making light' of his own inconveniences,
he had sincere commendation for the
Maryknoll sisters caring for the hundred, and ten-to-twenty Hansen's disease patients in the Canal Zone.
An Active Shepherd
For all of the twelve years, the
Archbishop has been exposed to whatever diseases have been prevalent, to
malaria in particular, without succumbing. His personal solicitude for
his flock never allowed him to take a
mere directive position, prelate though
he is; he has always been in their
midst, but not, as he comically observed, "going about as a grand monsignor."

by

this

Commenting on his arrival in Boston, His Excellency confessed that the
accent of the Bostonians was "very
funny." In a later reference to "New
Orleans," he was obliged to turn for
help for the correct pronunciation, to
Father Stephen Paul Hueber, C.M.,
who had been with him during his
tour of Chicago 'and was his escort
here.
Panamanians speak Spanish. The
Archbishop delighted his audience by
singing several bars of the Panama
(Continued on Page Eight)

To climax a three-day celebration a
Solemn Mass was offered in St. Katherine's Church, Sunday, October 7.
The Very Reverend Marshall F.
Winne, C.M.V., celebrated the Mass
in the presence of three Archbishops
and a large number of clergymen,
while the pews and aisles of the
church were jammed by the faithful
of the parish. In an eloquent sermon
Rev. Clarence Howard, S.V.D., traced
the progress made in the parish
through the years, and Archbishop
Rummel read a letter from the Apostolic Delegate conveying the congrat-

Courtesy Catholic Action ofthe South

Rev. Willis Darling, C.M.

ulations and blessing of Pope Pius XII.
Solemn Benediction of the "Most Blessed Sacrament was given in the evening and an appropriate sermon was
delivered by Father Winne.
On the Children's Day, the preceding Friday, His Excellency, Archbishop Beckmann, C.M., of Panama, celebrated a Solemn Pontifical Mass of
thanksgiving. To bring the jubilee to
a close the following Monday morning
Rev. Willis Darling, C.M., pastor of
the church, chanted a Solemn Mass of
Requiem for the deceased priests and
parishioners of the past fifty years.
The program was planned and carried
out under the direction of Father
Darling, Rev. James Connors, C.M.,
and Rev. Charles Saunders, C.M., his
assistants.
The Church of St. Katherine of
(Continued on Page Six)
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Let us love God, but let it be at the expense of our arms
and in the sweat of our brow.
St. Vincent de Paul

FATHER FELIX LEAVES ROME
The Holy Father himself decided
that it was God's will that Felix accompany Bishop Dubourg to America,
instead of remaining in Rome, as
Fr. Sicardi, the Vicar general, had
hoped. Before leaving the continent,
Bishop Dubourg presented the little
band of missionaries to Pope Pius
VII, and the Holy Father favored the
-nrn^n->fiflX7

-nitnee»rsC vXith hie Anostonl-

ic Benediction, together with the granting of numerous
petitions. The informal interview, which lasted over an
hour, closed, with the Pontiff exhorting them to put all
'".
their trust in God.
£,The -omipany of missionaries ,was now divided into
two goupsi,I•:ould eventually meet at Bordeaux, and
crossing, Father Rosati, together
i blAt
unite ifor
"s•i• ents, and, two brothers, led the
with .tw. priest•
ome.R .October :2, 1815. An incident of
first a'r••
note wcithl•ecor~lng, iih sfar.as it: caused a considerable
: frail "ship" near the
delay wash.e grbunding ofiheir
mouth of the Tiber. It wasn't 'until 19 days later that
Genoa was finally reached. Here two of the party, discouraged by the events of thepast few weeks, quit the
company. January :7,1816 saw the little group temporarily
establish themselves in Marseilles.
Meanwhile De Andreis and Dubourg were making
final arrangements for a rapid departure. In order to insure the continuance of the missionary work in the same
manner in which it was to begin, Bishop Dubourg, Father
Sicardi, and Father De Andreis drew up a Concordat,
which was to govern the mutual relations between the
Bishon of New Orleans and the Congregation. The missionaries were to accompany Dubourg to America, start a
house in his diocese, and proceed with the usual Community works, especially to found a seminary as soon as possible.
The Congregation agreed to supply the Louisiana
diocese'"vith a number of subjects, who would be bound
by the rules and the constitutions of the Community; they
were to live the life of a Missionary, in common wherever
possible,' "id
"they must always and everywhere observe
with exactitude the rules and constitutions and holy practices, left by their Holy Founder, rid observed by the confreres in every place where they are' established." Many
friends of the, missionaries, feeling warmly towards the
project,, now. flooded them with much needed donations
of books, sacred vestments, and vessels, and even a little
money.
After fortifying himself with a retreat, Felix left Rome
on the morning of December. 15, 1815, accompanied by

another priest, and two students. The road to far-off
Louisiana was a long and trying one, but not unprofitable.
It was during the time of traveling, when dissipation and
relaxation are seemingly easily justifiable, that De Andreis
and his three companions tempered their virtues and prepared themselves for their ministry. The "traveling community" went on, observing a regularity which could only
be expected at one of their houses. Three meals a day
were replaced by one, with collations of bread and chocolate bars substituting for the other repasts. For spiritnal
nourishment, they made it a special point not to miss
Mass, and availing themselves of the afternoon privilege,
they celebrated almost daily.
Onward they pushed, drawn toward their distant
objective by the ever present desire to do something extraordinary for their God. Foligno, Bologna,, and .Piacenza
passed under their weary, bu!t happy feet. From Piacenza,
Felix wrote to his superior, Fr. Sicardi, "I thought to find
the actual parting with Rome very bitter, but instead I
have found it most sweet as though I had entered into a
sea of balsam, and I cannot sufficiently thank my Savior
for a grace so signal as is that of my destination." The
only consolation that Piacenza afforded him was the acquisition of another Brother.
Next came Turin, and an incident which remained
indelibly imbedded in Felix's mind for the remainder of
his life. This was to be his place of embarkation, probably
the last time in his life that he would be within visiting
distance of his father and brother. His brother Vincent
came to Turin to bring Felix home for one final short visit.
Felix's heart was torn between two loves, his love for God,
and his love for his father. The decision that Felix subsequently made, was possible only ,to a saint, and understandable only for a saint's reasonhs. The refusal was interpreted as supreme insubordin in and gross ngratitude.
His love, however, for ',fis family was sincere and
supernatural, and his action, based on justifiable reasons,
was to give to God a truly singular proof of his detachmeit
from the objects of his deepest love. He later explained
to his brother, "to have gone: home under such circumstances, besides it being impossible by reason of the party
of which I was in charge, and from which I was 'absolutely
unable to absent myself, would have been ad'ouble affliction, to me and to my family, and a betrayal of my conscience and my honor which were so evidently involved."
Felix was to feel the effects of this decisiornthroughout his
life. In fact, from that time, his father refused to answer
his letters, thus breaking one of the few ties he had with
the past.

THANKSGIVING
It is with full hearts and earnest will that we can
render thanks to God this year of 1945. This year has
seen the end of the bitterest and most :devastating war
ever suffered by mankind; and our thanks for its conclusion
must be mingled with resolves that it must never come
to us again. We have been signally blest in this country, for
we have been spared the terrors which accompanied the war
abroad, and which in some lands still persist. This is truly
matter for thanksgiving and fitting matter for the nation
that first instituted a day of universal thanks -to God.
The De Andrein, therefore wishes you all a most prayerful
and blessed Thanksgiving Day.

THANK YOU
The De Andrein herewith extends its sincere thanks
to those confreres and others who have subscribed for the
coming year. The staff trusts that this year's De Andrein
will achieve the same measure of success as those in the
past:and fulfill the expectations of our subscribers.

nWe
must nbt be satisfied with doing good
works; they:imtst be raised to a higher state and
enriched by the merit of a most noble and holy
intention, and performed soley to please and
glorify God.
-St.

Vincent de Paul
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COR AD COR LOQUITUR
EMMET LAVERY'S
"SECOND SPRING"
PRESENTED
On October fourteenth the hundredth
anniversary of a tremendous event,
the conversion of John Henry Newman,
was fittingly commemorated by an
threeimpressive
act dramatization
To
of his life.
those

acquainted

with the caliber of
Student theatricals a sufficient description can be given in a word by saying that in all
respects "Second Spring" was one of
the most outstanding plays that have
been produced in our generation.
A keen understanding of Newman's
heart and mind enabled Mr. Robert
Brennan to play the leading role to
perfection, making the famous English
convert live for us in all the eagerness
of his genius and gentleness of his
humility.
Mr. Francis Gaydos turned in an
excellent performance as Henry Edward Manning; he is to be commended
for the restraint with which he presented the playwright's rather objectionable portrayal of the Cardinal.
This was the sole defect of the playthat it painted such a harsh and onesided picture of Manning, with little
attempt to palliate actions which at
least might have been the result of
misunderstanding.
Four magnificent scenes at the end
of the play stood out above the rest,
achieving a superb climax. The second scene in the third act was delightful in Newman's joy at being at last

Mahoney

Left to right: Messrs. McKinley, Ruiz, Michael McHugh, Farris, Lange,
Shaughnessy, Calcagno, Brennan, Wagner, Lenihan, O'Connor, Ross, Parres,
Danagher, Eirich, Falanga, Gaydos, Leonard, and Munster. Other members
of the cast were Rev. Messrs. Hogan and Martin.
and whose heart-in which dwelt
vindicated, pathetic in his disappointment at the subsequent reversal, and "the love of God, of man.........and of
touching in the tender blessings ex- Oxford"-was greater still. A portion
changed between himself and Bishop of Cardinal Manning's funeral sermon
Ullathorne, (played remarkably well for Newman made up the epilogue; a
by Rev. Mr. Edward Danagher). The fol- catafalque and funeral candles on the
otherwise darkened stage formed an
lowing scene in the Pope's chambers
was splendid in costuming, with the effective setting for this scene. Mancardinal's robes and the striking papal ning's words were'an impressive trivesture, and noteworthy for Mr. Jer- bute to "the confessor of the Faith,
great teacher of men" who had led
ome Calcagno's animated performance
a "humble and unworldly life in union
as Cardinal Nina who verbally "marched Manning up the hill and then down with his God, in manifold charity to
all."
again" regarding the Times affair,
That the production was extraorIn the final scene of the act the
audience yielded completely to the dinary was due in no small measure
powerful spell of Cardinal Newman's to the ability and efforts of its director, Mr. Bruce Vawter. A great deal of
Oxford address and was breathlessly
silent ("the same kind of hush that remote preparation, including extenwas forever in St. Mary's when he sive reading, made it possible for the
used to preach there"); in this speech play to be cast, script arranged and
was clearly measured the stature of distributed, and costuming and scenery planned or actually accomplished
this man whose mind was so great
far in advance. Remarkable attention
was given to detail, a labor partially
lost on an audience to a great extent
unfamiliar with the characters and
the period; every effort was made to
reproduce as closely as possible characters and characteristics, and the
costuming was extremely authentic.
A great deal of credit for the success of the play must go to Mr. Charles
Herbst for his painstaking work on
the costumes and to Messrs. Gaydos,
Richardson, and Stack for exceptionalThis
ly capable stage-management.
production was replete with many and
various special sound, lighting, and
scenery effects, each of which alone
would have contributed much to its
success.
In the words of the Superior, the
play was truly "very wonderful and
very beautiful"; we are immensely
grateful to all connected with its production for so, vivid and penetrating
a glance into the heart to which the
Heart of God spoke in love and which
M honey
replied so generously in kind.
HENRY EDWARD MANNING AND JOHN HENRY NEWMAN
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THE COMMUNITY SUPPLEMENT
DENVER, COLORADO

Rev. William Kenneally, C.M., has
been giving week-end retreats in Colorado Springs at "El Pomar," a home
recently donated to the archdiocese
for the purpose of women's retreats.
Rev. Thomas Barrett, C.M., has divided the entire student body of St.
Thomas Seminary into a two-part
choir for the singing of a special Mass.
Rev. Bert Cunningham, C.M., has
been conducting a liturgical seminar
for the young priests of the archdiocese. Fr. Cunningham has also recently begun a course in Catholic Action
at the seminary in response to the directive of the Bishops' Committee urging seminaries to undertake such
courses.
Ordinations to the priesthood will
be on December 1 for the men of the
Denver Archdiocese.
CAMARILLO, CALIFORNIA
Very Rev. William Barr, C.M. conducted a two-day retreat at St. Anthony's High School, Long Beach, on
October 10 and 11.
Rev. Robert Brown, C.M., will conduct the retreat for the students of St.
John's Seminary October 27 through
November 1.
Rev. Oscar Miller, C.M., has completed the construction of a speech
studio and installation of equipment
for recording, amplifying and practice in broadcasting technique.
Rev. Harold Beutler, C.M., is heading the efforts of the Mission Society
in preparing and sending food-packages to Paris.
Added impetus to the study of Scripture and Greek has been given by Rev.
Francis Pansini, C.M., by the use of
colored photo-slides.
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Rev. Thomas Gaughan, C.M., recently celebrated his silver jubilee of ordination.
Rev. Russell Kirscheneuter, C.M. is
succeeding very well in his work in
the Newman Club, and will begin
classes at U.S.C. in November.
Rev. John Casey, C.M., is soon to
take the S'unday Mass at El Santo Nino Community Center here.
Thirteen Hours were closed at Los
Angeles College with His Excellency,
Archbishop Cantwell, presiding, and
with fifteen neighboring pastors in attendance. The sermon was preached
by Fr. Michael Lee, pastor of St. Peter's, Los Angeles, and author of the
book, "Conferences on the Little Flower."
The students' annual
retreat was
conducted
by Monsignor
Timothy
Mannfng.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
The total enrollment

at De Paul

University this year is 6,066, an in-

crease of 1,070. There are 353 veterans
registered. Special courses for veterans are to be conducted at both the
downtown College of Commerce and
the uptown Liberal Arts College. The
classes will be twice the usual number of hours per sermester and will be
conducted in English, Business Management, History and Philosophy: The
reason for this special arrangement
is to save time for the veterans and
enable them to get in more courses
under the "G. I. Bill of Rights."
Rev. Walter Case, C.M., chairman of
the English department at De Paul,
discussed "Newman: Forerunner of the
New Age" at the Sheil School of Social
Studies, October 5.
Rev. Waldemar Kirschten, C.M., has
revived the long defunct Dramatic
Club at the Academy and is currently
planning the presentation of the play
"Room Service."
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Rev. Thomas Lilley, C.M., was unanimously chosen by the St. Vincent
de Paul Society of St. Joseph's Church
to represent the society at the centennial celebration in St. Louis.
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

St. John's Seminary was host to the
delegates of the national convention
of the Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine held in Kansas City. The
priests of the Kansas City deanery will
also meet there for the autumn clergy
conferences.
BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

His Holiness, Pope Pius XII, sent
a cable blessing St. John's University
on the 75th anniversary of its founding. Reviewing its history briefly and
wishing well for its future, the Holy
Father commended the zeal of the
sons of St. Vincent de Paul in this
work. St. John's has inaugurated an
evening program of adult education
designed especially to meet the needs
of men and women of this community. The program consists of ten courses, and is open to all, with no educational requirements. One section of
Brooklyn had so many registrants for
the course that regional sessions will
be held.
NEW YORK CITY
Rev. Charles Docherty, C.M., was
amonrg the army and navy chaplains
assisting at the consecration in St.
Patrick's Cathedral of Bishop Arnold,
former chief of chaplains.
KONNERSREUTH, GERMANY
Two Eastern confreres, Rev. Paul
Dillon, C.M., and Rev. John Shea,
C.M., have seen and spoken to the
famous stigmatic, Teresa Neumann.
Fr. Shea was especially impressed, having met her a few hours after she
had been through her Friday Passion

ecstasy.

METZ, FRANCE

Sister Helene Studlet, D.C., of Metz
has received an army citation for having assisted in the escape, at the risk
of her life, of over 2,000 French soldiers and civilians hunted by the Gestapo. General Giraud, who himself
benefitted from her services, signed
her citation by saying that hers was
"the purest example of charity and
fervor, both patriotic and religious."
TURKEY

The new Apostolic Delegate to Turkey is the Most Rev. Giuseppe Marina,
C.M., titular Archbishop of Heliopolis
and former Apostolic Delegate to Iran.
Archbishop Marina was at one time
Visitor of the Roman Province of the
Congregation of the Mission, and has
just completed five years of arduous
labors in behalf of the Polish refugees
in Teheran.
BRAZIL

Along with two other religious sisters, Sister Joana Voisin, D.C., has
been publicly deccrated with the National Order of the Southern Cross by
the President of Brazil for her services
to her country. During the 51 years
in which she has lived in Brazil, Sister Voisin has devoted 32 of them to
a home for foundlings in Rio de Janeiro, and the President has called her
activities an example of signal heroism in behalf of the children of the
Republic.
His Exc. the Most Rev. Luiz Gonzaga Marelim, C.M., first Bishop of
Caxias, has just celebrated his twenty-fifth year in the Community.
Father Francisco Godinho, C.M.,
former Superior of the Seminary of
Petropolis, Brazil, has been named
Visitor of the Brazil Province.
SPAIN

SAO VICENTE for the month of
July quotes three Spanish confreres
as having confirmed the happy picture of flourishing Catholicism previously reproduced in this paper last
month. Missions are being conducted
throughout all Spain. In Barcelona
29 missionaries were active, of which
20 were Vincentians. They report
300 novices in the novitiate of the
Daughters of Charity. The mission
to India, previously mentioned, has
already accounted for the death of
twelve missionaries, owing to the rigors of the climate. They were high
in their praise of the regime of their
"Caudillc," General France, who, they
say, is a daily communicant, and has
the respect and loyalty of the entire
nation. Particularly interesting was
the fact that workers in factories are
allowed time off, with pay, in order
that they might make spiritual retreats.

(Continued on Page Seven)
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ST. STANISLAUS

9 ELD STREET

NEW HAVEN CONN.

September 28,1945.

Very Rev. Marshall F.'Winne,C.M.V.
1427 South 9th Street
St.Louis 4,Missouri.
1My dear Father Winne:
Gratia Domini nostri

I

sit

thought it

semper nobiscum:

you to see pictures

may interest

of some Polish Vincentian Fathers as they looked just after
their liberation from the terrible Dachau Concentration Camp
by our American Forces.
They are now in Paris,

They escaped death by few hours.
where the Very Rev.Father Edward Robert

and all the Confreres received them with open arms at our
Mother House.
Vith all best wishes,

I remain

Devotedly yours in St.

Vincent

h
~~L~llli~ru ( I/I .rbu~
Anthony Mazurkiewicz,C.iC.L

I J. I .

L.

Y1 .
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WORD FROM THE HOLY LAND
CHICAGO, ILL.: Over five years is
a long time to take for a letter to
reach its destination after being mailed. Fr. Stephen P. Hueber, C.M., recently received such a letter from a confrere, Fr. Hugo Kerls, of Austrian
Hospice, Jerusalem, which had been
mailed on June 23, 1940. This letter
had been censored and held in Palestine until peace was declared. Fr.
Kerls acted as guide to Fr. Hueber
when he visited the Holy Land in the
summer of 1938. The letter is as follows:
"Dear Father Hueber,
"Gratia Domini nostri Jesu Christi
sit semper nobiscum!
"Just an hour ago we received and
enjoyed very much your letter dated
May 6th. Have many thanks for it.
Indeed you are very glad to have peace
over there. We feel the war like a
heavy burden on our souls and -no
need to say-we join daily in our prayers for an early and lasting peace.
How I pity all the young lads who die
by the hundreds if not thousands every
day for the sake of their country.
"Since two weeks we are interned
again, fathers and sisters. We live
now together-62 priests and brothers

of different orders and ages-in the
nice Austrian Hospice, just in the Old
City, having before us or within our
sight the Holy Sepulchre, the Way
of the Holy Cross and the Mount of
Olives. Each two live in one room,
having comfortable
furniture and
enough food. Our nice chapel is never
empty. Every morning there are about
twenty Masses. So we may hope that
God's grace last upon our house. At
six-thirty each evening we recite in
common the holy rosary and have
benediction. On Sundays there is an
extra Mass at eight o'clock with songs
and sermon. Everybody spends his
time as well as he can. Some study
Arabic, others English. Fr. Sonnen
gives the last finish to his huge collection of notes about the Beduins
living around the Holy Lake. I myself am ploughing through the fields
of trigonometry and similar subjects.
If I am tired with it, I study Arabic
or read or talk or pray or sleep. In
this way the time passes very quickly.
Only Fr. Mueller, who before was at
Emmaus, is a bit weak and is in bed
today. But just half an hour ago I
heard him singing. I guess that's not
a bad sign.
"Our school is going well in spite of
the war. The other week seven girls

of our training course offered their
examination. All passed very well.
Give God that we may be able to continue our work also next year. The
teaching is done by Arabic sisters and
teachers and one English lady.
"If you come again to Palestine, I
can take you around in our Ford. It
has a big room for luggage, so you
can gather a lot of holy locusts, thistles, Sodom-apples and all the like.
But hurry up, before you are ninety.
I wish I could help you in your many
fold work. For such a young horse
like me it is not easy to sit idle for
God knows how many months. Perhaps it can be arranged in some way.
If there is no work for me here in
Palestine or at home after the war, I
will beg to be sent over and you come
here and have a rest so well deserved.
But now I am building castles in the
clouds, so I better stop it. Please remember us in your prayers and in the
Holy Sacrifice. We do the same to you.
Let us know more about your famous
city. It is all of the extreme interest
to us. And now all our best wishes
to you and a big tin full of condensed
Jerusalem greetings!
"In the love of our Lord we remain,
dear Father
"Your devoted confrere,
"Hugo Kerls, C.M."

POLISH CONFRERES RELEASED FROM DACHAU

Rvds. John Rzymelka, C.M., William Szymbor, C.M.
Francis Malinowski, C.M., Ladislav Kowalik, C.M.

Bronislav Szymanski, C.M., Louis Moska, C.M.
John Zalewski, C.M., Stanislaus Przewozniak, C.M.
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MONSIGNOR SHEEN LAUDS SOCIETY
Persistent rain in St. Louis on September 30 forced last-minute abandonment of the Mississippi Riverfront
site chosen for the celebration of the
Centenary of the St. Vincent de Paul
Society. Later in the afternoon, the
twenty-two
rains still continuing,
thousand persons packed the new
St. Louis Cathedral, the largest crowd
ever to gather there, breaking the previous records set at the Consecration
in 1926, and at the visit of Cardinal

Mercier after the first World War.
The grade and high school children
who were to have made up a part
of the chorus of 10,000 voices were
sent home. This change necessitated
a last-minute rehearsal of other
chants and hymns. Nevertheless, after
only fifteen or twenty minutes, the
Rev. Clarence Corcoran, C.M., director
of the musical program, was able to
give the "ready" signal.
By the time the choir of Seminarians
from Kenrick, the Passionist, and
Resurrectionist Monasteries, and St.
Mary's had taken its place behind the
main altar in the Cathedral, the congregation was already overflowing into
the aisles and balconies. At the entrance of the hierarchy, with Archbishops John J. Glennon of St. Louis,
Moses .E.Kiley of Milwaukee, and
Francis Beckman of Dubuque, and our
confrere, Archbishop Francisco Beckmann, C.M., of Panama, a bank of
trumpets behind the altar sounded cut
a ringing fafnfare.
Threading his way through a mass
of people ten-deep across the apse,
Msgr. Fulton J. Sheen, the principal
speaker, entered the pulpit. Departing from a usual historical resume of
the Society, he lauded it for its achievements over the past hundred years,
and showed how it was in potency the
very- force needed to aid in the reChristianization of Society. From its
inception in France in 1833 there have
been present in its spirit the three
factors that are lacking in the world
today: the desire to preserve individual responsibility; a care for individual conscience and an efficient way of
combating class conflict by eliminating the barriers between rich and poor.
"No man," he declared, "dies so rich
as the St. Vincent de Paul man-he
dies possessed of God."
It was during this address that Msgr.
Sheen declared that in a couple of
weeks, there would be announced "one
of the most spectacular conversions
in American history." This of course,
we have seen fulfilled in the recent
return of Louis Budens, former editor of the "Daily Worker," to the
Catholic Church.
Archbishop Glennon afterwards read
the mess:ae of the Holy Father, and
conveyed::the Papal Blessing. His Excellency :xpressed regret that rain

had made it impossible to carry out

the program as planned, for the Riverfront site adjoining the Old .Cathedral
is rich in the history of the early days
of the Church, and of the Society in
St. Louis.
The commemorative ceremonies concluded with Solemn Benediction of the
Most Blessed Sacrament, while again
the trumpets pealed in tribute to the
Eucharistic King. Assisting Archbishop Glennon for the Benediction were
the Very Rev. Marshall F. Winne,
C.M.V., Deacon, and the Rev. William
A. Q. Conner, supervisor of Catholic
Charities in the Archdiocese of Chicago, Subdeacon. During the services,
a news cameraman recorded the event.

SAINT KATHERINE'S
(Continued from Page One)
Siena was the first .to be established
for colored Catholics in the Archdiocese of New Orleans. The parish was
erected in 1895 by Archbishop Janssens who was anxious to make a more
adequate provision for the colored of
his flock. He entrusted its direction to
confreres
the Community, and our
have been in charge ever since. The
church originally served St. Joseph's
Parish but when this parish erected a
larger edifice on Tulane Avenue, the
smaller church opposite Charity hospital became the present St. Katherine's.
The history of the parish for the
past fifty years is characterized by the
untiring devotion of its pastors. The
work to be accomplished was of astonishing proportions. The spiritual
welfare of the people was always the
first consideration, and parish activities that might contribute to it were
never neglected. The Sisters of the
Holy Family were introduced to teach
in the school, the men and women of
the parish were organized into such
organizations as the St. Vincent de
Paul Society and the St. Ann's Sodality, and improvements were continually being made on the church and
school.

Rev.

Ularence

ourcortan,

.Tm..

CHAPLAIN NEWS

Today the half-century old parish is
carrying on with renewed vigor. To
Father. Darling and his assistants we
offer our congratulations and prayers
for continued success in this work of
which the Community can justly be
proud. Some of our confreres; who
have previously served S't. Katherine's
as pastors are: Rev. John McWilliams,
C.M., Rev. Thomas Reynolds, C.M., and
Rev. John Modde, C.M.

The following is an excerpt from a
recent letter of Father Joseph Edwards.
"Since V-J Day we have placed a
lot of water under our keel. Ours was
the task of bringing the soldiers from
The Western Province regards St.
Okinawa to Korea for the occupaas one of its most valued
Katherine's
of
convoy
our
After
tional invasion.
Here,
perhaps more than
.heritages.
28 ships was under way, I learned that
elsewhere, has been offered an opporArchbishop Spellman was on one of
zeal
our ships, but 'Mighty 0' anchored tuniity to exercise that apostolic
true
son
of
the
characteristic
which
is
out so far that I didn't see him when
he went ashore. He went to Seoul and of St. Vincent. When this parish was
established, traditional and sectional
from there we lost track of him.
racial prejudice was much stronger
opera"We are now on the longest
than it is today. Although there is
tion we have had to date. From Korea
much less active opposition now, there
we went to Samoa in the Philippines;
are still Catholics, in the North as well
(Shellequator
thence south across the
as the S'outh, who have difficulty in
back now) to Bougainville in the Solomon's, stopping at Hollandia, in New recognizing in all men the image of
Guinea. We are now removing the last God. One of the most pressing probof our men from Bougainville and will lems of the Church at the present time
take a detachment of marines up to is to impress on us the fact that we
are all the sons of God, brothers of
Tientsen, China. From there-we don't
Jesus Christ, members of the same
know!
"I am well, seeing a good bit of the Mystical Body. It is a source of inworld from a port-hole. Never get to spiration to know that our Communsee much ashore as the natives are ity is taking such an important role in
the work among the colored people,
'out of bounds', and military restricour brothers in Christ.
tions are still in force."
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The Community Work in China
BY A DAUGHTER OF CHARITY

When our Divine Lord wended His
weary way among His privileged contemporaries, He turned His blessed
hand to everything. At times there
were the homey chores in His Blessed
Mother's society, or the little shop at
Nazareth beckoned to Him. Then as He
traversed the highways and by-ways, He
was painstaking school teacher or devoted nurse-witness Him with the man
at the pool or with Simon's motherin-law; He ministers to the sick or
underprivileged, the old, the infirm,
the deaf, dumb, blind, lepers, little
children; and best of all, He was at
the beck and call of anyone who wanted Him.

The truly delightful picture of Our
Lord in His Public Life is the perfect
pattern after which we in China endeavor to fashion our days, our
months, our years.
Variety of

Talents

No matter what one'ss talents or
limitations, there is to be found in
China mission life one's perfect complement. There is sewing to be done,
and cooking, and washing, and ironing
(and, oh! the delightful irons with
the charcoal fire inside them!), and
house-cleaning, and there are babies
to mind, older youngsters to train,
school rooms, airy and otherwise,
needing teachers, a hospital or dispensary awaiting Sister-nurses. There
are the blind, the old people, and the
thousands of pagan homes anxious to
welcome with a smile the visits of the
Sisters with medicine, often too with a
ticket to heaven dispensed with the
tco-long-delayed restoratives!
Steps of the Master
One must experience the joy of this
house to house visiting to realize its
meaning. Equipped only with a supply
of very simple and easily applied
household remedies-such as 6ne's
mother had at home-, and a fair
knowledge of ordinary ailments, the
daily journey is begun, north, south,
east, west, unescorted only long enough
to reach the principal street. There
the procession begins, much like that
which must have accompanied our
Divine Lcrd on His tours around Galilee or Judea, a simply delightful following, if one likes people! Here and
there are you called for, backwards,
fcrwards, often traveling miles with
little headway, around in a sort of
circle, as one poor family after another learns by close observation that you
really are giving real medicirie entirely free of charge. A refusal to retrace
one's steps four or five blocks to see
some patient after this delightful discovery has been made by its parent

or interested neighbor, might later on
result disastrously for some little soul
awaiting .Baptism. Often on your return patients are found who earlier
in the day hesitated to ask for help.

STUDENT-NOVICE
BASEBALL

intermittent showers the community
at the Barrens this
year witnessed one
of the best Student-Novice ball
games in years. Although the usually
victorious students
once more won the
game by a 2-1

Life in the Missions

Contact with the poor gives any
Child of St. Vincent a feeling of being at home. This one always has in
China. Our orphanage was conducted from time immemorial (the French
Sisters seem to have invented the idea
and passed it on to us) on what in
this country is called the Cottage
Plan. Only, there are no cottages.
The children are divided up into bands
of about ten, and placed in the charge
of a woman or young girl, these helpers being either grown orphans or
young women from the outside glad to
live in the mission. All attend a parochial school under our management,
and the whole outfit of children and
"big sisters" is carefully watched over
by a matron holding office under the
Sister in immediate charge of the orphanage.
To our parochial school come any
Catholic children who have completed their course of religion in the Catechumenate. The orphange children
are admitted at the age of six or seven, and in a band make their First
Holy Communion as in our parochial
schools at home here. It is a great
joy to one of the Sisters to take charge
of this school, to hire and supervise
the teachers, conduct one or two studies herself, and see that the children
regularly attend classes. Our school
is graded according to recognized
Chinese standards and we try to secure
competent teachers.
Perhaps some
day we will be able to have Sisters
who can take over the classes themselves.
Always the Poor.
High school work in China will not
withdraw our Sisters from direct contact with the poor. Many of our most
promising girls are very poor and entirely dependent upon the mission for
funds to defray the cost of education.
There can still be-as in the United
States-home visiting after school
hours and on holidays, but in China
the greatest drawing card to the poor
will continue to be the free dispensary operated in every house of our
work
Sisters, besides vacation time
among the poor in villages far away
from our mission.
Truly, one's devotedness
has full
scope in China. Perhaps like the Japanese surrender, the call back to the
Orient will come more quickly than
we now anticipate, but it cannot come
too soon for those who are waitingon both sides of the Pacific!
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a hard fight. The spirited
without
novice team was continually threatening. They outhit their older confreres but their lack of experience was
costly at the critical moments and the
students scored on errors. The batteries for the students Were Messrs.
Vidal and Ross, for the novices Messrs.
Rudy Miller and Harold Persich.

COMMUNITY

SUPPLEMENT

(Continued from Page Four)
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
On Friday, October 19, the Faculty
and Students of St. John's Seminary
were honored by a visit from His Eminence, Rodrigue Cardinal Villeneuve,
O.M.I., Archbishop of Quebec and Papal Legate to the Golden Jubilee Celebration of the Pontifical Coronation
of the Image of Our Lady in Guadalupe. Accompanying His Eminence
were Their Excellencies, the Most Reverend Norbert Robichaud, Archbishop
of Moncton, the Most Reverend Camille Le Blanc, Bishop of Bathhurst, and
the Most Reverend Joseph Guy, O.M.I.,
Bishop of the Indian Missions in Quebec. His Excellency, Archbishop Lucey, was unable to be present by reason of illness. When Cardinal Villeneuve
addressed the assembled Faculty and
Students, he assured them that he felt
perfectly at home speaking to Seminarians, for he had spent the first
twenty-three years of his priestly life
as a professor apn later as the Superior of the Scholasticate of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate in Ottawa,
Canada. He urged Faculty and Students alike to pursue their Seminary
duties with redoubled vigor, reminding them of the fact that Our Lord
had spent the greater part of His
public life in the education of the
first Seminarians. He promised that
in the visit he will scon make to the
Holy Father to report on his mission
to Guadalupe, he will have many
things to say about the progress of the
Church in the Southwest that will console and gladden the heart of the
Holy Father.
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ACADEMIA DISCUSSED

NECROLOGY
The suffrage numbers for November are 51 to 55 inclusive.
SUPPLEMENT

SUFFRAGE LIST-1945

61-Kelley, Wm., priest, died in Chicago, May 19, 1945,
62-Kudlek, Martin, Brother, died in Cracow, 1942
63-Myslinski, Valentine, Bro., died in Cracow, 1942
64-Kominek, John, Priest, died in Lwow, 1943
65-Michalski, William, priest, died in Warsaw, 1943
66-Olszak, Joseph, Brother, died in Tarnow, 1943
67-Fedzin, Joseph, Brother, died in Cracow, 1943
68-Wegrzyn, Michael, Brother, died in Cracow, 1943
69-Grzesko, Francis, Brother, died in Warsaw, 1943
70-Smidoda, Francis, priest, died in Cracow, 1944
71-Porzycki, Stanislaus, priest, died in Brazil, 1944

72-45
64-17
77-33
66-48
64-47
75-51
70-45
76-46
77-55
42-22
47-31

72-S'erzysko, Ladislaus, priest, died in Wenchow, 1944

30-'1

73-Majsterek, Anthony, Bro., died in Tarnow, 1944 66-38
74-Kaminski, Caesar, Brother, died in Wilno, 1944 60-36
75-Wolak; Michael, Brother, died in Sandomir, 1944 46-19
31-12
76-Kanefek, Francis, priest, died in Poland, 1945
77-Michalski, Constantine, priest, died in Auschwitz,
Feb., 1945
66-48
78-Levreri, John-Baptist, priest, died in Cagliari,
May 12, 1945
90-70
Please remember in your prayers the sister of Rev.
Carlton Prindeville, C.M., and the sister of Father Thomas
Navin, C.M.

On Monday, October 15, Fr. Joseph Tennant of the
National Society of the Propagation of the Faith spoke to
the students on the subject of the Missonary Academia.
Fr. Tennant said that he has visited more than thirty-five
seminaries in the course of the past year, with the object
of popularizing the Academia among the future priests
of America so that in turn the faithful may become mission-minded according to the ideal of Catholic activity. He
reminded us that although America's contribution to the
world missions in financial support is proportionately
larger than her quota, still in the item of personal service
our contribution has been negligible-barely amounting to
3% of mission personnel. Setting aside other considerations, the native catechists of various mission lands-men
and women who have devoted their entire lives to service of
the Church-far outnumber the Americans who have consecrated themselves to this, the primary work of Christianity. Fearing that regular courses in missiology may do more
harm than good, the aim of the Academia is to promote
interested and voluntary discussion and action on the problems facing the mission field. If the clergy is imbued
throughout with a correct perspective of the position of the
missions, there will be little to fear in the future for American proportionate participation in the effort to win the
world for Christ.

FROM THE MAISON-MERE
Valuable information concerning the
present state of the Maison-Mere in
Paris appears in the following , letter
from the Secretary General of the
Congregation. This letter has been
taken from the last issue received of
MISIONERO, the periodical published
by the Vincentian scholastics of Guatemala.
"Congregation of the Mission
"Maison-Mere
"95. rue de Sevres, Paris.
"Gentlemen and my very dear confreres,
"The grace of Our Lord be ever with
us!
"After our long enforced silence, at
long last we can resume correspondence once more. And how much
there is to say!
"Thanks be to God, 95 has not greatly suffered. Though it has lain beneath the iron hand which has oppressed our land these past four years,
it has lived and it has held on. Our
most honored Father Robert is well,
as are also these Fathers who survive
to greet you.......
"You will forgive these hasty lines
which I write with cold fingers. There
has been much snow........and no fuel!
The Community has deserted the
chapel (a frigidaire!) in favor of the
priests' hall as a place of assembly.
The refectory is ice-cold, but thanks
be to God there is something on the
plates. Our privations have become
increasingly severe.......

ndei

"We have scarcely been able to be
in touch with Rome......
"We still have about fifty who are
prisoners or who have been deported
The
to Germany. Alas for them!
house at Dax was occupied by some
250 Germans.......for 1500 days exactly,
from June, 1940 until August 22, 1944.
The country was liberated on the feast
of St. Louis, as you know. But all is
not yet over!
"The clerics are all at Dax......a full
house. The ordo for 1945 (a war ordo)
comprises the roll-call of C.M.'s in
France, Algeria and Belgium. It lists
at Dax 96 students, 50 seminarists, 31
prisoners ..

"

"I remain, devotedly yours, etc.
"Combaluzier, u.p.m."

CONFRERE PRELATE
MAKES PLEA
(Continued from Page One)
National Anthem, for while he is
deeply cognizant of his tremendous
responsibility as shepherd of half a
million souls, the lesser conventions
of his dignity trouble him little. While
still in Holland he had learned to
speak English, guided by his tutor's
direction to speak it "as though you
had a hot potato in your mouth."
The Community at the Barrens
treasures the recollection of his short
stay in our midst.
We believe we
shall best be able to manifest our
gratitude by assuring him that his
pleas for prayers for his poor parishioners will not be forgotten.

C.C.D. MEETS IN
KANSAS CITY
During October 10-14 was held at
St. John's Seminary in Kansas City,
Missouri, the tenth annual national
meeting of the diocesan directors of
the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine. More than fifty diocesan and
archdiocesan directors were present
this year at the convention presided
over by His Excellency, the Most Rev.
Edwin V. O'Hara, Bishop of Kansas
City. In the process of the meeting,
on October 12, Bishop O'Hara celebrated his fortieth anniversary in the
sacred priesthood and his fifteenth
anniversary in the episcopate.
One of the main recommendations
of the meeting was, at the instance
of Bishop O'Hara, to urge furtherance
of the cause of Pope Pius X, the
founder of the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine. In the matter of
the education of Catholic youth, special consideration was given to the
Newman Clubs as founded throughout
the United States, with particular emphasis on Junior Newman Clubs which
are designed for the benefit of those
of teen-age and younger.
In the general session of the convention, Fr. M. Ries, C.M., Pastor of
Cotulla, Texas, discussed the "San Antonio Plan" for the religious instruction of children, and explained in detail the method developed principally
by him of using Bible Study outlines
as a means of imparting instruction in
the Catholic Faith to children not attending the parochial schools.
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FR. J. LeSAGE 50 YEARS IN COMMUNITY
Half a century ago, on December 8,
1895, Father JohnLeSage, C.M., began
his first day as a member of the Ccngregation of the Mission. The Barrens
is privileged to have with her this beloved confrere, and to commemorate
this filtieth-year mark.
Father LeSage's zealous past years
reveal scholarly achievement, true
Vincentian concern for the poor country people, and open-handed assistance
to those in need of his numerous tal-

MOTHER SETON'S
CAUSE PROGRESSES

ents.

Although most of his pre-ordination
studies were undertaken here, they
were completed in Europe. Simultaneously in 1903, at Rome, he was awarded two' doctorate degrees, one in Theoiogy, and the other in Philosophy. At
the Chapel of St. Vincent de Paul, in
the Maison Mere, at Paris, the Sacred
Order of Priesthood was bestowed on
him in the same year by Archbishop
Lesne, C.M.
Returning to America Father LeSage was assigned to St. Stephen's
Parish in New Orleans. In addition
to his parochial duties, he filled the
directorship of the students at the
Notre Dame Seminary in that city. In
1907, after two years in that dual office, he joined the faculty of the Dallas University.
Except for a year's interval spent as
an assistant pastor in Los Angeles,
the period between 1907 and 1918 was
taken up with mission work, teaching,
and, particularly, in his post as
Knights of Columbus Auxiliary Chaplain, caring for thousands of soldiers
encamped in Texas. In giving missions in the thinly-settled Texas countryside he was obliged to travel horseback over hundreds of miles of territory. Each Saturday marked a new
week-end missionary trek.
The year following the Armistice

---Rice
REV. JOHN LeSAGE, C.M.ce

of World War I found him on the
,faculty of the growing De Paul University in Chicago. His years there
were divided between the Science and
Philosophy Departments. While engaged as a Physics professor, Father's
interest was drawn to the still undeveloped possibilities in radio. Besides
his formal classes he would devote
long hours to that subject; his greatest diversion was his own transmission set. Chicagoans were aware of
his acumen in the radio field, and did
not hesitate long before they were
seeking his counsel on difficut technical
problems,
for, besides possessing
(Continued on Page Five)

The Community was recently host to
our confrere from the Eastern Provine, Fr. Salvator Burgio, C.M., VicePostulator for the Cause of Mother
Seton, who addressed us on the progress of the work in the Cause.
Though the life of Mother Seton is
well known to us, Fr. Burgio reminded us, the lastingness of her influence
for good in our lives will depend upon
her canonization. He . reviewed the
history of the work on the Cause since
its commencement in 1907, and informed us that he expected shortly
the decree from the Sacred Congregation confirming Mother Seton's
virtues as heroic and according her
the title "Venerable."
He was then on his way to New Orleans where last September occurred
the cure of Sister Gertrude. He briefly sketched the process of the court
of investigation in this case, whose
two most important men were the
doctor and the Promotor Fidei or
"Devil's Advocate." In this instance,
the Devil's Advocate was an experienced canonist, professor of canon law
at Catholic University, and the doctor the best that could be obtained for
the circumstances: a Jew and an agnostic, who does not believe in miracles. This man, Dr. Sieberg, is an
experienced pathologist and as such
is the only kind of doctor acceptable
to the Holy See. Father Burgio first
approached a professor of medicine
at the Roman University, physician of
the Royal Family
and of the
Holy See in matrimonial
cases,
but that doctor told him what the
Apostolic Delegate later also told him,
(Continued on Page Five)
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Before leaving, Bishop Dubourg named De Andreis
superior, and his vicar general in Louisana. On the 13th
of June they boarded the American brigantine, "Ranger,"
and set sail for America. The main body of missionaries,
Published monthly by the Stephen Vincent Ryan Unit of
under Dubourg, was to join them later. It would not be
the Catholic Students' Mission Crusade.
until July 26 that they would be able to chant their Te Deum
Subscription:
$1.00 per year_ (nine issues)
on American soil, in Baltimore harbor.
Please notify us of change in your address
Life on the "Ranger"
Their transatlantic voyage was accompanied with
Editor ................................ ....................................... Thom as P. M unster, C.M .
Associate Editors............................................................John F. Lenihan, C.M . hardships most difficult for us to realize. Storms conF. Bruce Vawter, C.M. stantly threatened the very existence of the boat. On one
occasion De Andreis records, "we had some stormy days,
Archivist ...............................
........................................... M aurice J. Sheehy, C.M .
and especially one night which was spent in prayer, as it
Business Manager.................................................John M. Richardson, C.M.
seemed to us that it would be our last in this life. So
Circulation Manager ..........................................
James M. Galvin, C.M.
fiercely was the boat lashed by the angry sea, that it
Contributor...........................................................................
Thom as J. M eik, C.M . groaned and creaked, and seemed momentarily on the
Faculty Adviser ..........................................Rev. James F. McOwen, CM. point of breaking into a thousand pieces. The captain
Let us love God, but let it be at the expense of our arms himself urged us to pray. But God willed our escape that
martyrdom might be prolonged. The victims were
and in the sweat of our brow.
St. Vincent de Paul our
prepared, but the blow was stayed; God knows why!"
The Community life of the missionaries was not disrupted. All the exercises were made in common, although
only four of the thirteen were members of the Community.
Last Stop Bordeaux
Felix De Andreis, as superior, was able to obtain this extraordinary faithfulness, merely by force of his example.
The journey from Turin to BorThe 19th of July was celebrated with all possible
deaux consumed almost a month. On
solemnity-High Mass, Vespers, and a panegyric in French.
their itinerary they paused momentarFelix used the feast day as an excuse for requesting a
ily at Dansebourg, Bramante, Del- favor of the captain. He was an American sailor, who
tinato, in Provence, Languedoc, Gasenjoyed listening to conversations on religion, but "cared
cony, at Niems, and finally Toulouse. more for dollars than for his soul." In spite of his inAt the last mentioned city, they had differentism, he held the little band in high esteem. It was
the indescribable joy of meeting their on this day that a negro slave was to be punished for his
fellow missionaries, Father Rosati and
drunkenness and larceny. The punishment was to take the
his companions, who, they thought,
form of a sadistic display. The slave, bound by a long
rope was to be thrown into the sea, and made to pass reIlAILU perllLu
aU sceia.
eIlo pJcUr
u.e
peatedly under the keel of the ship, with hardly enough
again separated, and on the 30th of January, 1816, Father
De Andreis' party arrived at Bordeaux, and was joined time between the immersions to draw a breath. Through the
shortly afterwards by Father Rosati. Here they remained plea of Felix, the captain condescended to release the slave
for four months. At the Archbishop's bidding they assist- as his contribution to the festivities.
While still over 300 miles off the American mainland,
ed in the spiritual ministrations of the city. Felix's main
calm and adverse winds curbed their progress. A matter
duty was the chaplaincy of the prison.
Father Rosati recalls that in Bordeaux De Andreis
of more than incidental importance was the fact that the
attended to his good works without the least ostentation. provisions were running dangerously low. It was under
these circumstances that St. Vincent was implored, and
"He rejoiced in this obscurity.....which is always so much
desired by the children of St. Vincent. His reputation the thirteen missionaries made a vow in his honor. Natspread, in spite of Felix's desire. Visitors to Bordeaux urally, St. Vincent could not but help his zealous sons, and
sought his acquaintance, and never left his presence with- their prayers were answered. Felix and his pioneer brethout being deeply impressed with his eminent qualities. ren complied with their part of the contract weeks later,
by making a novena in preparation for St. Vincent's death
One would admire the depth of his knowledge, another
anniversary, and celebrating the feast with religious solthe holiness of his life, all, the suavity and prudence of
ehnnity.
his demeanor."
Felix's Letter
On May 28, 1816, Felix wrote Fr. Sicardi, in Rome,
MAIL TO CHINA
"A few days ago Bishop Dubourg arrived here....Through
According to the Perryville Post Office regular mail
just and prudent motives, our plan has been changed, and
service has been re-established between the United States
instead of going to New Orleans, we are going 400 leagues and
China. Ordinary mail goes for five cents the first ounce
above this city, to St. Louis. I have, therefore, been obligand three cents for every ounce thereafter. Air Mail is
ed to apply myself seriously to the study of the English langseventy cents a half ounce. Packages up to fifty pounds
uage. We shall go to Philadelphia,or Baltimore, and thence by
land some 800 leagues farther, through the woods, among may also be sent.
mosquitos, wolves, bears, panthers, rattlesnakes, and savBOOK FAVORABLY RECEIVED
ages, almost more ferocious than the wild beasts themselves. We shall be obliged to sleep under trees, making
Readers will be glad to know that copies of Fr.
large fires around in order to keep off intruders. I regret Bayard's new book, "Lone Star Vanguard," are now availthat we shall have to change our costume for the secular able for shipment from the Vincentian Press, 1405 So. 9th
dress, but this will be usque donec. Four of the priests who
St., St. Louis 4, Mo. Reactions from those who have alcame with us from Rome have left us; but more have ready had the opportunity to examine the work have been
joined our board...We...13 form the vanguard and will leave universally enthusiastic in regard to its qualities, literary
on June 12th...Our new destination possesses many adas well as historical. It is bound in green cloth with a
vantages over New Orleans; the climate is healthy, the
very attractive dust-jacket in purple and white depictmanners of the people simple, and as yet, free from Euing the Lone Star. Set in legible type upon fine quality
ropean vanities."
paper, the several illustrations and attractive end paper
By now the missionaries were becoming so accusmap of the Vincentian West avail much for the technical
tomed to disappointments, that when the captain of their .enhancement of the undoubted scholarship which has gone
vessel broke his contract and sailed without them, they
into the production of this record of a relatively unknown
merely took it for granted. This turned out to be one disphase of the life and work of the Congregation of the Misappointment for which they were forever thankful. A fursion. The publishers mention that the book will be of parious tempest arose, and the faithless captain with all
ticular interest to Texans, owing to its material, and we
aboard were counted as victims of the storm. This Felix
can add that it will be of even more particular interest to
often related afterwards, remarking "that under human
all the members of the Double Family and their wellopposition, God always conceals designs of particularmercy
wishers, describing as it does the apostolic zeal of these
toward his servants."
early American sons of St. Vincent de Paul.
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------- Esperanza De America

Through the courtesy of our confrere, Archbishop Francis Beckmann,
C.M., of Panama and at the invitation
of Archbishop Louis Martinez of Mexico City, it was my privilege to assist
at the memorable ceremonies of the
Golden Jubilee of the coronation of
the Miraculous Image of the Most
Blessed Virgin Mary of Guadalupe.
Together with our own Archbishop
Beckmann and Archbishop Beckman
of Dubuque, I flew from New Orleans
to Brownsville, remaining there over
night. The next morning we mhet
Archbishop Rummel at the airport to
join him on the flight to Mexico City.
Archbishop Martinez and our provincial of the Province of Mexico, Fr.
Patrick Ataun, were at the airport to
greet us on our arrival.
The reception for the Cardinal Legate in the grand Basilica of Our
Lady of Guadalupe, about five miles
from Mexico City, outdid anything I
have ever seen for pomp and splendor.
The official count of Archbishops and
Bishops was seventy-two, hence you
may imagine the picture these made
in the beautiful sanctuary.
We were granted permission to celebrate Masses at the Shrine when we
made the trip there, but I did not attempt to celebrate Mass there because
of the presence of the large number of
prelates and Mexican priests who had
never had this privilege. We were permitted to wear the Roman collar in
public during the days of this celebration. On the North American
Day Archbishop Rummel celebrated
the Pontifical Mass and Archbishop
Lucey preached in English.
You would love Archbishop Martinez for he is so simple and has such
a hearty smile. The Cardinal was also
very gracious, but the good people,
who have been starved for the externals of their religion, literally mobbed him whenever he appeared in pub-

Very Rev. Marshall F. VVinne, C.M.
Panama, and he could seccure but one
invitation. Places were res erved in the
sanctuary for provincials, but we never secured them. Priests were packed
in the sanctuary, standirig like sardines in a can. Services stairted at nine
o'clock with the Cardinal Legate celebrating the Pontifical NV
lass. Archbishop Martinez deliverecl a spirited
sermon. The choir, comp<osed of boys
and men, was superb. Mlass finished
about 11:15, when there was organ
music until 11:30. The:n the Holy
Father addressed the assembly over
the radio from Vatican C'ity. Reception was very clear. The Pope spoke
in Spanish and all stood at rapt attention while he delivereed his message, which took about twelve minutes. When he concludeed, everyone
knelt to receive his bleessing. Then
came the thunderous "Lo ng Live the
Pope!" from the crowds, rocking the,
Basilica and thrilling thEe hearts of

lic.

al

Archbishop Beckmann and I celebrated our Masses at the Conception
Church, where our confreres were
most gracious. The organization of
the Children of Mary which they have
here at this church is magnificent.
Saturday morning, before the 7:30
Mass, there must have been fifty of
them in the sacristy, saying their
prayers and having their spiritual
reading. The Archbishop said the
Mass for them. The church is filled
every morning, with two confreres
hearing confessions.
The ceremonies of the crowning of
the Miraculous Image of Our Lady of
Guadalupe were held on Friday. Admission to the Basilica was by invitation only and these were difficult to
secure. I went with Archbishop Beckmann to the home of Archbishop
Martinez to secure a couple of invitations for the Consul General of

At the conclusion of the broadcast
all the prelates were given copes, mitres and croziers. Then baskets of roses were passed over the heads of the
closely crowded clergy to the throne
of the Cardinal to be blessed and distributed to the prelates. A procession
was formed to march about the Basilica where stands had been erected
for those unable to get into the Basilica. First came the Indians from the
various sections of the Republic, then
lay organizations connected with the
Basilica, followed by men bearing the
various flags of the American nations.
After this was the bearer of the gorgeous gold crown and sceptre, made in
Puebla, for the Miraculous Image.
These cost over a million pesos, donations from clients of Mary. As these
were borne along the people threw
roses on them and I added my petals,
given me by a thoughtful Mexican.

Lastly came the
prelates and the
Cardinal.
Back in the sanctuary, Archbishop
Martinez placed the crown and the
sceptre at the base of the Miraculous
Picture, amid hearty "Vivas" from the
congregation. Then every prelate went
to the altar on which he placed his
mitre and crozier to symbolize the
dedication of his diocese to the protection of the Blessed Lady.
It was about 2:15 when the ceremonies concluded. It was my duty to
get Archbishop Beckmann to his auto.
For blocks around the Basilica the
people were massed. Once any prelate
got into that crowd these people mobbed him to kiss his ring and receive
his blessing. Our driver was not to
be found, so all I could do was to keep
the press of people from mobbing the
Archbishop and keep moving. With
the help of four or five boy scouts and
three policemen, we formed a cordon
about His Excellency and kept moving slowly. We had done this for
about five blocks and I was getting
desperate until I saw a good gentleman who understood our situation
and said that he would bring his automobile to our rescue. When he did
finally make his way through the
crowds to us we had dificulty getting
the door of the machine open because
of the press of the people. Never again
do I want such an experience.
At a dinner for the prelates in the
evening a beautiful chalice and pectoral cross were presented to the
Cardinal in remembrance of his visit
to Guadalupe. Yet, I feel that his
most lasting memory of Mexico and
the Shrine will be the faith and devotion of the good people who have
been so singularly blessed by Our
Lady of Guadalupe, now the Hope of
America.

SOLDIER'S IMPRESSION OF
CHINESE MISSIONERS
Two letters written by an army
pilot afford us recent news of our
confreres in China. This pilot, Ted
Kaveney of Boston, was shot down
while on a raid over the Yangtze River. He and the rest of the crew were
hiding in the mountains trying to escape the Japanese who were searching for them. In this condition they
met our confreres and spent several
days with" them.
These letters express the admiration these American fliers have for
our missioners and the work they are
doing. The first was written to W. J.
Smith, the Father of Father Thomas
Smith, October 30, 1945.
"I want to tell you how proud you
may well be of Tom and the others.
You know what they're doing but you
can't imagine how they're doing it.

They had just come out of the mount(Continued on Page Six)
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REPORTS FROM THE FRONLT LINES
The following is an abridgement of
several letters received from Chaplain
(Captain) Ferdinand Ward, C.M.,
written between September 30, and
November 1 of this year.
"On Thursday (September 27) I
attended the feast with our confreres
at the seminary in Sienna.......All the
confreres put the cigars away for a
future time but theV smoked the Camels that I brought them. I had been
saving things for them. The air corps
moved out of the seminary and we
claim much damage.
"I am saying Mass in a convent of
the Dominican nuns where fifty of
them are located. These nuns. do
the washing for me and take care of
the linens....As for the Daughters (of
Charity)......they were always glad to
receive the great quantities of food
that I brought.......Imagine coming up
to their orphanage with a jeep and
trailer both loaded with food!
"The confreres in Italy say that the
war has caused them many hardships
...... Only four priests were killed during the occupation by Germany and in
the war against the United States.....
In Florence our Church along the Arno
River was hit.......A new wooden roof
has replaced the old that was knocked
off by artillery.....Because the church
is under the direction of the Department of Historical Monuments, the
confreres say that the Italian Government will repair the entire church
....Not far from the docks in Genoa
is a very valuable piece of community
property with a church, a seminary,
and the establishment of the Daughters.
The first bomb to hit Genoa
demolished the interior of the church,
leaving only a large statue of Our
Lady intact....The exterior is well preserved....Back of the church are the
bomb proof shelters built into the
hills ....The first bomb to hit the city
in 1942 and the last in 1945 struck the
church! The confreres think they
may sell it and build elsewhere.
"This house is the oldest in Italy,
dating back to 1647 and possessing
some letters of St. Vincent de Paul addressed to the superior and the confreres living there at the time....
"One of the finest houses in Italy
is the novitiate and seminary in Sienna that experienced three different
groups of landlords. The .Germans
took over part of the building for their
hospital; they did little harm to the
seminary; then the French African
troops from Morrocco who kept their
sheep on the roof; and the final
group to take over part of the building was the U. S. A. Junior Officers
group from the Air Corps. This latter
group had a dance floor above the
seminarians' recreation hall; every
Saturday night the
confreres could
hear the dance band. Now the build-

ing is our own again....

"In Perugia, erected in 1680, is a
mission that now houses just one confrere who is able to care for all the
applications for missions and retreats.
This confrere had a dozen fresh eggs
in his kitchen and offered to fry them
for us, but they were too precious to
take from him....He told us that missions are slowly getting under way,
that retreats are not popular now but
he hoped that Italy would be religiousminded in the near future.
"Throughout Italy the community is
in excellent condition, the numbers
are large, some few houses have closed, most are untouched by the war,
and the confreres only suffer the usual hardships that others in this
country must bear.
"...On the 30th of October...I was
greeted, on coming into my office, by
the negro chaplain, with the 'congratulations.' He pinned the bars
(for captaincy) on my coat. One's best
friend is supposed to tack the bars on
the new promotee....
"The house of our confreres (at
Genoa) is being renovated slowly. The
chapel dates back to St. Vincent's time
...I had tea in a confrere's room who
thanked me for the carton of smokes
that I brought for the house, as well
as for the gum and other luxuries.
They said that they never hear from
Paris. It is hard for our men without the usual necessities. When I
called on the Sisters next door they
asked me for some coffee-Amercan coffee....
"You must know that we never see
anyone of importance in this office;
the real first-class Italians won't have
anything to do with us, ecpecially if
they have enough to eat. A girl came
in...who wanted information about
marriage. She was from the north
and her father had been killed by the
Partisans and her property taken
away from her. She was, moreover,
a blackshirt-hated the Church but
would be married in the Church if
T/S - - - wanted it that way. I have

made two converts, who were received on the 30th (October) and have
three more taking instructions..."
The following, taken from a letter
of Chaplain (1st Lt.) William A.
Flynn, C.M., was dated November 1,
1945, from Yokohama:
"I am the only priest for quite some
distance about here, and as a result,
I see practically nobody I know in the
clerical state. I visited the Jesuits in
Tokyo to make arrangements for a
confirmation and met an old retired
German who had been Vicar Apostolic
of Hiroshima until five years ago. He
told me that the Daughters of Charity
were established in Osaka and, as far
as he knew, were still there running
a sort of kindergarten and creche.

They are but a small community and

have a few Japanese Sisters. I would
like to go to Osaka to see them but
think it will be some time before things
settle down enough. Trains are not
frequent-and Osaka is away out of
the Corps area where I have permission to travel. Money would not mean
much to them, or to anyone in Japan.
A case of canned goods, soap, cloth,
and other things, would be far more
valuable. The other day I tried to buy
a little radio in a Japanese shop but
they were not interested in yen at all,
but when I took out a cigarette they
offered to make a radio for me for
cigarettes. The trading of rations,
such as cigarettes, candy, clothing,
etc., all of which is supplied by the
army, is strictly prohibited-a courtmartial offense. They are so strict
that you can't even give the stuff
away.
"I am in the best of health. The
weather here is like Missouri weather
in fall except that the rains are more
persistent. I can see Mt. Fujiyama today from where I write."

The Missioner's
Vocation
My experience of more than ten
years has proved to me that a vocation is the passport to all lands, and
a safeguard for all times. It is, if
I may use the language to which a
nomad such as myself is accustomedit is the seasoning for all dishes, the
horse that yqu ride, your bed of repose, the antidote for sadness, your
consolation and your joy of life. With
this heavenly companion the evils
of the earth cease to be evil, and life
itself, in a sense, ceases to be life, in
that death becomes a gain. With his
vocation, the martyr goes to the scaffold, the halter about his neck, with
the same assurance, the same peaceone might even say the same devilmay-care-as if he were going to his
after-dinner recreation. The vocation of a missionary is the honor of
honors, the glory of glories, a favor
entirely of God. Is there, either in
the heart of man or in all the dictionaries of the world, a phrase more powerful, more awe-inspiring, more transportant than Savior of Souls? Savior
of Souls-that cry, that thought would
inflame the heart of an angel. But
why not? for it has already burnt out
the heart of God. What shall we say
of this divine alchemy that can change
stones into the children of Abraham?
For the missionary changes into adorers of the true God men who, we dare
to say it, are possessed of the devil in
their souls and bodies.
-Antoine Anot, C.M., apostle of
Kiangsi in the mid-nineteenth cen-

tury.
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Philosophers Keep
Patronal Feast
St. Catherine of Alexandria, patroness of Christian philosophers, was honored with the traditional scholastic
program on the evening of November
?o. A special proper choir sang the

Solemn Mass which was celebrated
that morning by the Rev. John Kearney, C.M.
The eulogy of St. Catherine was presented by Mr. Robert Stack, C.M., who
Look occasion to point out the significance of the Saints as a Christian
philosopher and how the strength of
Christian humility which directed her
to withstand the force of the pagan
world and philosophy must guide us in
like manner as we do battle today with'
philosophies equally dangerous and
equally prevalent. Mr. Thomas McIntyre, C.M., read a paper on the topic, "The Universality of Appetite," describing how the appetitive quality in
the various forms of life goes to the
make-up of a harmonious universe
verging toward God, the sole ultimate
Good. Following the rendition of "Oh
Morn of Beauty" and "O Esca Viatorum" by the Falso Bardoni, Mr.
John Fitzgibbon, C.M., read a paper
entitled "The Relation of Quantity to
Body," clearly and in detail synthesizing the teaching of the Schools on
the concepts ,of substance, quantity
and extension. Following this the
Very Rev. William Brennan, C.M., delivered the allocution, closing the evening's program. Taking his keynote
from Mr. Stack's eulogy, the statement
that our training has as its end to
implant in all of us the ability to
think, Fr. Brennan commented upon
the real need for thinking today. It is
the lack of thought and of thinking
men which has brought about our
present chaos, he said, and the world
has been brought to ruin by the great
mass of the people allowing someone
else to think for them. Our commission is to go into the world and teach.
Before we can teach, we must know,
and in order to teach, we must be able
to stand before men and explain our
belief. This means, of course, that we
must think things through of ourselves, and this is the great purpose of
Christian education.

MOTHER SETON
(Continued from Page One)
that he would not be acceptable because of lack of experience in pathology. Dr. Sieberg during the entire
investigation gave of himself generously.
The latest result of the publicity
given Sister Gertrude's cure has been
the announcement of a new cure in
Mexico City. Manuel Fernandez Diez

Manero, a young man of 29, suffering from hernia, was cured suddenly
upon the expiration of a novena made
to Mother Seton by his parents. The

FATHER LeSAGE
(Continued from Page One)
thorough laboratory technique, Father's skill as an accomplished mathematician enabled him to tackle also the
theoretical intricacies that were encountered in that field. Officers of
the United States Navy, stationed at
what was then the Municipal, now the
Navy Pier, came to him for private
classes in radio work. Part of his
years at De Paul were passed as Dean
of the Department of Philosophy.
Since Father LeSage's arrival here
in 1936, other than private tutoring
in Latin, his teaching hours have been
devoted to biology, astronomy, geology, and higher mathematics. Indicative of his keen interest in whatever concerns the improvement of the
Barrens, Father personally surveyed
the grounds preparatory to the laying of the recently-completed cement
walks.
On the evening of December 8, the
Community presented a program of
entertainment to honor Fr. LeSage's

anniversary Mr. Gaydos keynoted on
behalf of the student body, stressing
in particular the meaning of a jubilee
in community life, and what is entailed in a continued religious observance.
Mr. Michael McHugh followed this
with a piano solo, "Serenade" by
Franz Schubert, and Messrs. Danagher
and Lenihan presented the justly
famed verse dialogue by John W.
Lynch, "Cardinal Mercier's Hands."
The final contribution of the students
was expressed in two choral numbers
rendered by the Falso Bardoni, Reyl's
"Ecce Sacerdos" and a traditional
"Salve Mater."
The main congratulatory addresses
of the evening were delivered by Fr.
Kearney and the Very Rev. Superior,
Fr. Brennan. Following these, the
Reverend Jubilarian responded with a
simple and moving speech of thanks
to the Community.
The Community at the Barrens,
speaking for the entire Western Province, extends its sincerest, and most
affectionate wishes to the Golden Jubiliarian.

case of Sister Gertrude, along with a
archives which has first to be reviewed.
picture of Mother Seton and a sketch
Fr. Burgio concluded by reminding
of the progress on her Cause, was pub- us of the immense good that has been
lished in a popular Mexican picturedone for the Church and God's Glory
magazine, and it was there that the by the canonization of a single Saint,
Maneros heard, for the first time, such as the Little Flower, and that,
of this great American woman. They
therefore, those who contributed to
began the novena immediately. Fr. her relatively recent canonization
Burgio commented ruefully that, dehave much of this good to their credit.
spite all his care to publish a careful
The same will be said of all those
and dignified Bulletin on Mother Setwho unite to the canonization of
on's Cause, God decided to use someMother Seton, and it is within our
thing a trifle less informal, and he
grasp now to do this great good. We
held up the copy of "Jueves" which is should join in the spiritual crusade
very much like the American "Look."
which will insure this.
Fr. Burgio is to investigate this case
THE DAUGHTERS
and transmit the evidence to Rome.
Baltimore: The Mount Hope Retreat
If Rome approves, a diocesan court
will inspect the evidence and, upon is being re-organized with the intention of making it a great Psychiatric
its consent, an Apostolic Court will reCenter, equipped with the most modview the whole process again. There
are about forty steps preparatory to ern facilities. As soon as the legal rethe calling of even the diocesan court. quirements can be met, the name of
the institution will be changed to The
Fr. Burgio said that when Mother
Seton Institute.
Seton's Cause was first introduced, it
The Mayor of Baltimore appeared
was perhaps the worst case ever preover Station WBAL, asking support
sented. There were no eye-witnesses
of the
to her life, and whereas in the case of benefit annual charity party for the
of St. Vincent's Infant Home.
Kateri Tekakwitha there had been
Emmistburg: Early in November His
complete records in the Jesuit "ReExcellency, Most Reverend John Mclations," about Mother Seton there Namara,
Auxiliary Bishop of Baltiwere only Bishop Simon Brute's letmore and Washington, blessed the
ters, which are not always accurate.
cornerstone of the New St. Joseph's
The original evidence sent to Rome School, which is being erected by
the
was worthless.
Plus XI, however, Daughters of Charity as a memorial
once assured the Superior General of
to their late Director, Very Rev. John
the Congregation that he would can- *P. Cribbins, C.M.
onize Mother Seton immediately, of
Mt. St. Mary's College recently inhis own will, save that he knew her augurated a $500,000 building proproponents would rather the usual
gram.
forms be observed. He set aside the St. Louis: On November 30 the St.
customary demand for eye-witness re- Louis Globe Democrat printed a picports, something which has materially ture of Sister Paz San Buenaventura,
aided the Cause. She would before testifying as the first witness called by
now have been declared venerable, Fr. the prosecution in the trial of seven
Burgio added, save for his finding Japanese accused of killing two Ameranother document in the Notre Dame ican airmen and five Filipinos.
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The Community Supplement
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Very Rev. Michael J. O'Connell
was the celebrant of a Mass of
Thanksgiving on November 25 for the
50th anniversary of the first graduating class of St. Joseph's hospital
school of nursing. The Mass was celebrated in the hospital and the Very
Rev. Comerford O'Malley, delivered the
sermon.
Recently Father Joseph Phoenix
celebrated a Memorial Mass for Jack
Dean, a former basketball star of De
Paul University.
In the recent De Paul University
Alumni Association elections 7000 persons of the Chicago area participated.
Father Frederick Coupal is Alumni
Co-ordinator.
A few weeks ago Tom Haggerty resigned as Director of De Paul Athletics to become head basketball coach
at Loyola University. Father William
Ryan succeeds Haggerty as athletic
director of De Paul Academy.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Under the direction of Very Rev.
Marshall J. LeSage and Father Frederick Marsch the youth of St. Joseph's
parish presented a blackface Minstrel
on November 11-12.
Father Paul O'Malley has been giving a very interesting series of talks
on the Life of Christ to the Wright
chapter of the Newman Club.
Father Maurice Hymel conducted a
Day of Recollection for the St. Margaret's Daughters on November 11.
DENVER, COLO.
Father Thomas Barrett produced a
very fine musical a short time ago.
The Miraculous Medal Novena inaugurated by Father Edward Sellman
of the Eastern Province, in the Denver Cathedral was a huge success.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
The Very Rev. John Conroy delivered the sermon at the breaking of the
ground on Novmber 18, for the new
St. Mary's high school and gymnasium at Independence, Missouri.
Father Edward Roche conducted the
solemn novena to Our Lady of the
Miraculous Medal,, held in St. Vincent's Church.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
The Silver Jubilee of the National
Shrine of the Immaculate Conception
was commemorated on December 7-8.
His Excellency, Archbishop Amleto
Giovanni Cicognani, Apostolic Delegate
to the U. S., celebrated the Pontifical
Mass on December 8. Father Joseph
L. Lilly delivered the sermon.
His Excellency, Archbishop John J.
Cantwell of Los Angeles, California,
his sister, and Monsignor McNicholas
visited the House of Studies for two
days early in November.
MANILA
Father Manuel A. Gracia testified
before a U. S. Army Commission try-

ing

Tomoyuki

Yainashita, that

in

the Japanese massacres at San
Marcellino church and St. Vincent de
Paul Seminary six Spanish confreres
were slain without warning. The institutions were destroyed by the Japs,
he said, and in the ruins they stored
ammunition to continue their fight
for the city last February, as the Philippine capital was being liberated.
PARIS, FRANCE

Parishioners of two churches near
the railroad center and Le Bourget
airport had made a vow in 1944 to
proclaim their gratitude to the Blessect Virgin, if they were spared in the
terrible lbombardments of the spring
of that year. Recently they went to
the Chapel of the Miraculous Medal
to offer their thanks.

NECROLOGY

Father Norbert Miller, November 2,
1945.
"Well, the first time I saw Father
Miller he had just walked from his
Mission. He's without a doubt the
most casual person I ever met. You'd
think it was Fifth Avenue the way he
strolled up to us at the bishop's residence. He looked (the truth) the best
of all the Missionaries. He was in
splendid condition-very quiet and unassuming, but we appreciated everything he said. I shall tell you now before I forget, of an incident.
"We had an officer who was of
Protestant faith. One night he asked
Father Miller the ins and outs of Catholicism. He asked the most pertinent
questions you can imagine. They were
questions he'd always wanted to ask
and this was the opportunity (he told
me of this later himself). Whatever
Father Miller told him, how he explained it, I don't know, but that man
was a potential convert if I ever saw
one. What he liked so much was the
fact that he was given straight answers, his to believe if he chose.
There were four Protestants and we
three Catholics. The impression the
Vincentians left on all of us was
something you can't very well put on
paper. I think one word would :'it
the category we placed ourselves in,
we were humbled, all of us to a man
realized what they were up against,
and not a word of complaint from any.
I wish the people back home could
have seen the poverty, sickness and
dangers they endure over there. We
thought we were soldiers till we saw
real war being fought with just Faith.
"I'll tell you who we saw: Bishop
Quinn, Fathers Kraff, Thos. Smith,
Bereswell, and I'm sorry to say that's
all we did see. Probably they spoke
of others, but if they did, I don't remember. I sincerely hope they are
safe-with the war over things will
take a trend for the better. The civil
war won't hurt much-they'll cover
that as they did the big one. At least
they won't be hiding in the mountains
for months at a time as when the Nips
were there."

i
sa

In your charity please remember Father Antolin Constantino,
the Father of Father George
Yager, and the Mother of Father Robert Kraff.
Correction: The brother of
Father Carleton Prindeville passed away recently, not his sister.

I
SOLDIER'S IMPRESSION
(Continued from Page Three)
ains themselves after 3 months with
about 250 Chinese, mostly children, to
feed and protect. I could write volumes on what I saw the few days we
were living with them. They are better soldiers then we could ever hope
to be.
"They had no right to be at the Mission when we came through, in fact,
they were literally thumbing their
noses at the Japs, if I may use the
expression. You'know when we got
shot down we had courage but we
could drop it when safe at the Mission, but the Missionaries have theirs
all the time. They're actually beyond
belief. The Chinese love ard respect
them for what they are and I assure
you we all felt humbled when we saw
how high their spirits were with the
little they had.
"I don't know if you heard of this
but about 3 years ago, Tom was in
Kunming, China all set to go home
but afraid that he wouldn't be allowed back in China; he went back to
Yukiang. This looks so casual written down, but you can imagine how he
must have felt. They told us that
story when we didn't want to stay an
extra day. We stayed!
"All in all it was quite an experience
and the one bright light was meeting
Tom and the rest. They're a wonderful bunch."
The second letter was written to
Mrs. Bernard Miller, the mother of

AN APPEAL
Today, we urgently need stamps
for the Vincentian Foreign Mission Society here at Perryville.
Stamps are in great demand and
are bringing in an extraordinarily good price. We would be very
happy to hear from our old
friends and also to make now
-friends and acquaintances. The
money from the stamps is sent;
to our confreres in China, help-

Sing them to bring God to the
poor and unfortunate people
who do not know. Him. Any
amount and any kind would be
appreciated.
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FR. CONSTANTINO
BURIED AT BARRENS

At ten o'clock on the cold morning of December 4, the body of Fr. Antolin Constantino was buried in the little Community cemetery on the Novitiate grounds. Present at the funeral Mass, which
was celebrated by Father John Zimmerman, were
about ten confreres from the neighboring houses,
several of the diocesan clergy, and the president
of the Ste. Genevieve deanery, Msgr. Van Tourenhout. Also present were the children and Sisters of
St. Vincent's High School. The sermon was preached by the Very Rev. Superior, Fr. Brennan, who
stressed the life of Fr. Constantino as one typical
of the ideal missionary. The entire day was set
aside at the Barrens as a token of respect to our
depDrtf.ed rconfrere•

Rev. Joseph L. Lilly, C.M.

On the feast of the Immaculate Conception of the Most Holy Virgin Mary,
our confrere, Fr. Joseph L. Lilly, addressed in Washington D.C., at the
National Shrine of the Immaculate
Conception, the first National Marian
Congress. Fr. Lilly's address concluded
the Congress, which was marked by
the participation of numerous distinguished clergymen, including the
Apostolic Delegate, Archbishop Cicognani, who celebrated the Mass which
brought the ceremonies to a close.
The feast-day, Fr. Lilly said, was
important this year for many reasons.
First, it was the 25th anniversary of
the laying of the cornerstone of the
Shrine. But most importantly, this is
the centenary year of one of the most
important events in this country's
Catholic history, when the Bishops of
the United States dedicated it to Our
Blessed Lady under her title of Immaculate Conception.
Our Lady has surely kept her part
of the contract then entered into. In
1845, Fr. Lilly remarked, "there were
less than 800 priests in the United
States and 1,200 sisters and brothers.
Today there are more than 38,000
priests and more than 144,000 religious.
A century ago the Catholics in the
United States numbered 1,000,000 and
today they number, according to the
conservative estimate of a member
of the Census bureau, 35,000,000."
The evidence of Mary's help in the
(Continued on Page Four)

Fr. Constantino had a rare gift of acquiring respect and friendship upon
short notice. When he came here to retire several years ago, broken in health,
the kindly feelings evinced in his regard by the Community were by no means
merely out of pity and respect for the aged. His complaintless suffering, his
really amazing sense of humor and his shrewd appraisals of men and things
quickly won him a place in the hearts of all, young and old alike.
Fr. Constantino was born September 2, 1873, in Palma, Majorca, in the Baleares Islands off the coast of Spain. His father, William Constantino, was a
native of Savoy, in France.
He prepared for entrance into the Congregation of the Mission by attending
Catholic private schools, then the Apostolic school, and afterwards the Vincentian
Seminary in Madrid. Here were pronounced his holy vows on October 14, 1892, and
on September 8, 1899, he was ordained priest at the Mother House in Madrid, by
Prosper' Maria Alarcon, Archbishop of Mexico.
Proceeding to the Community's Mexican Province after his ordination he
worked in the missions of Monterey and Yucatan for nearly ten years. In 1908
he was transferred to the central house of the Congregation in Mexico City, where
he was engaged in parish work until 1919.
At this time came the anti-clerical regime into Mexico, and Fr. Constantino
was forced into exile. After many adventures and narrow escapes, he proceeded to
New Orleans, where he worked in St. Joseph's parish. A year later he was sent
to St. Vincent's parish, Los Angeles, to minister to the Mexicans there for the ensuing four years. In 1924, he went to St. Mary's parish, Fort Worth, Texas, to do
similar work, and he worked among the Mexicans also in Holy Trinity parish,
Dallas, during the following year. Remaining in Dallas until 1942, during the
last few years he was invalided at De Paul Sanitarium. In 1943 he came to the
Mother House in Perryville to live out the remainder of his edifying life.
Fr. Constantino, who had always adhered to the regular community hours,
despite his many illnesses, only on November 28 became too sick to attend meals.
On December 1 he grew worse and was taken in an ambulance to De Paul Hospital, St. Louis, where he was anointed. On the following afternoon he was found
dead, holding his stole in his hands. He had apparently arisen to get his stole,
and was, consequently, probably conscious until the moment of his death. On
the next day his body was received by the Community, the office was recited, and
the students served as guard of honor at the all-night wake until the funeral
the following morning.
Fr. Constantino leaves no living relatives, but he has left many confreres to
keep alive his memory. We shall not soon forget the many little characteristics
that were his-his persistent refusal to consider the relevancy of cigarette-rationing, or his partiality to the students' movies, for example. His had been an interesting and full life, full of friends, of humanity, St. Vincents spirit, and of God.
May he rest in peace.
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St. Vincent de Paul

Felix Advances to Bardstown
on tneir arrivai in Balimoiure, uelix and his companions immediately
went to the Sulpician house, St. Mary's
College. Fr. Brute the president of the
college "hastened with the most tender
charity, to procure lodgings for him
and his companions, loading therfi
with all possible kindness and attention," From Baltimore, Fr. De Andreis
wrote letters to the archbishop of that
city, and also to Bishop Flaget, at
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ing for replies, which would grant them faculties, and give
much needed information about the remainder of the trip,
they availed themselves of the opportunity to recuperate
from the 43-day ocean voyage.
Stage-Coach Travel
On September 10, 1816, they climbed into a stage coach,
and began the first lap to their inland post. Felix had so
arranged the day on the stage coach, that not one of their
regular pious exercises was omitted. Canonical hours, the
Angelus, and even the examens were held at the accustomed hour. The stage coach, Felix writes, was "very inconvenient, and exposed us to all the inclemency of the weather . .. The rain seemed to follow us for four or five days,
during which we passed over the most frightful roads; we
were obliged to get out every now and then, to ease the
vehicle . . . At a place called Bloody-Run, we were detain-

ed for some days, at no slight expense. We started at last,
and the driver put us off at an inn, four miles away, under the pretext that he could go no further because the
Juniata river was impassible. Thus after paying the whole
jare to the end of
o
journey, we were left half-way on
the road. "Eventually Felix and his group found a stage
coach and, on September 19th, they arrived in Pittsburgh.
Here they fulfilled the vow they made to St. Vincent while
in Lesperate straits at sea.
From Pittsburgh De Andreis wrote Fr. Sicardi, "everything here is vera expensive . ..

We are all in excellent

health, notwithstanding our hardships, the constant privation of wine, soup, etc. It may almost be said that we
have the four seasons in one day. In the morning one
shivers with cold, and a few hours after, is ready to melt
with the heat."
Beautiful Ohio
Forced to forego the pleasure of making the trip by
steamboat, because the fare for 12 amounted to $2,000, they
resorted to the economical, but wretched flatboat, which
the low waters of the Ohio prevented them from boarding
until October 23rd, 1816. "From time to time we went ashore
and walked about among the thick forests, where no human foot ever trod, save that of the savage, nor human
voice but theirs had ever been heard. Joyfully, we made
the echoes~repeat, for the first time, the sweet names of

Jesus and Mary," wrote Father De Andreis.
While stopping off at Marietta, they met a well educated hunter, who invited them to his home. There they met
his invalid wife and children. Since they knew of no religion, the missionaries judiciously introduced the subject of
the Catholic faith. "To these words;" writes Rosati, "the
poor family listened with tears, while they made the most
generous offers and promises to anyone of us who would
remain with them, even for a short time. ONE OF YOU, AT
LEAST, said they, CAN STAY WITH US. But we could
not remain long, and when the time for our departure drew
near, we knelt down (the father and sons following our
example) and implored the blessing of God." The Missionaries left a catechism and some other books with them.
This and similar incidents kindled the fire of zeal for
preaching the gospel, in Felix and his companions.
As much as Felix desired to remain with these good and
sincere folk, he knew that if he stopped and fulfilled every
request the greater work of organized evangelizing of whole
territories would be thwarted. To reap the greatest harvest
with his few missionaries, Felix must be methodical, and it
is for this reason that he concentrated his efforts on the
many, and by-passed the few.
They reached Louisville, 600 miles from Pittsburgh, on
November 19th, and from there De Andreis went on horseback to receive orders from Bishop Flaget, 40 miles away.
Flaget informed De Andreis that it was useless to proceed
immediately to St. Louis, for no arrangements had been
made to receive them. At the bishop's suggestion, the pioneers remained at St. Thomas' Seminary, 4 miles from
Bardstown.
Sojourn at St. Thomas
St. Thomas Seminary was not as imposing as the name
would seem to indicate. It consisted of a log house, which
sheltered 20 young ecclesiastics, and a two story'bishop's
house, which Flaget shared with De Andreis and Rosati.
While at the seminary, Felix employed his time teaching
theology, and in studying English. In speaking and writing
English, he sought perfection. To realize this ambition, he
had to place himself on a level with the students to whom
he taught theology in so masterly a manner. He took the
utmost delight in this humiliation, and said several times
that those words of the Gospel, "nisi efficiamini sicut parvuli, non intrabitis in regnum coelorum!" must be literally
fulfilled in our regard. As a result of this linguistic effort,
he was able to preach and hear confessions in English.

-A---TV
FRATERNAL CHARITY-

The regular postal service has again been opened I
to many European countries. Knowing the extreme
needs of the people of Europe the Students of St.
Mary's Seminary have begun sending gift packages of

foodstuffs, soap, and other staple articles to our own
Confreres in France and Poland.
The U. S. Government has encouraged the sending of such gift packages, each of which is not to
exceed 11 pounds.

iable

quantity

We have found that an apprec-

of articles -hat

just

cannot

be

bought in Europe can be packed into one of these
gift boxes, and we feel sure that they will be happily
received by our Brothers in need. Fr. Robert has
from Paris his extreme appreciation of such
assistance.
Mention is here made of this work to encourage
similar action on the part of confreres and friends
Sof the Community. The Students will be most happy to take care of the work of buying the contents
of gift boxes, packing and sending them for those
who send them the money.
It is estimated that perhaps 12 million people will
die of starvation and exposure in Europe during this
winter. Certainly money is well spent that goes to
relieve this situation.

Swrit en

If you can help, please send your contributions to:
Dean of Students
St. Mary's Seminary,
Perryville, Missouri
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THROUGH THE EYE
OF A NEEDLE
Christmas Evening at the Barrens!
The festivities of this memorable day
were brought to a pleasant close with
the presentation of Richard Lawrence's play "Through the Eye of a
Needle." Very ably directed by Rev.
Mr. E. Danagher, the well-selected
cast entertained the community with
a drama of "community life."
The monastery of the Rogatorian
Brothers is the scene of all the action,
and as the curtain rose on the First
Act, we learned that the Community
was mourning the death of Wilbur St.
Clair Cross (Mr. S. Ganel), a rather'
eccentric but magnanimous benefactor.
Imagine the astonishment of the Provincial, Brother Florian (Mr. F. Gaydos), when he greets a caller who
claims to be Mr. Cross himself. Having escaped the explosion in which he
was believed to have been killed, he
realizes he at last has the opportunity
to fly the heavy and irksome care of
his lucrative but demanding business,
and to find the peace and happiness
he craves by retiring to the seclusion
of the monastery which had been the
object of his many benefactions.
Against the objections of Brother Crispus (Mr. J. Fitzgibbon), the Master of
Novices, who is not acquainted with
the particulars, Brother Florian agrees
to accept Mr. Cross as a lay brother,
giving him the apt religious name of
Brother Lazarus.
Complications rapidly set in when
the new novice evinces a singular disregard for the "little details" of the
rules. A stormy session with the Master of Novices follows his first week of
transgressions, and Brother Lazarus
is made to see he must mend his ways
and change his attitude if he wishes to
continue in the Community. Brother
Crispus entrusts him to the care of
Brother Angelicus (Rev. Mr. E. Sullivan), an ex-pugilist, and veritable
"diamond in the rough," who in his
own inimitable way gets to the bottom of Brother Lazarus' difficulties.
Brother Lazarus is brought to realize
that his motives in entering the Order
left much to be desired. When his secretary calls at the monastery, he
recognizes his former employer, and
feels that to establish Brother Lazarus'
real identi-

ty is his
duty, especially in view
of the thousan ds
of
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ployees who are threatened with the
loss of their jobs should the business
fail as is eminently possible.
And finally the widow of the man,
whose charred body had been mistaken
for that of Mr. Cross, is unable to collect any of the desperately necessary insurance, until the actual death of her
(Continued on Page Six)
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THE KIBITZER

NIGHT OWL JAMBOREE
As one
highlights
±arrens'

of
of

the
the

Christmas

holidays Messrs.
O'Connor and Ruiz
set out to give us
an old-time minstrel show. They
q uit e
succeeded
well. Their production was a typical
black-face minstrel with appeal ana
gaiety. The setting was simple, the
songs either old favorites or catchy
novelty numbers, and the jokes funny.
It was a show that made a hit with the
audience from beginning to end.
The prologue was short and to the
point. The Owl Athletic Club lost all
of its twenty dollars on a horse race
and decided to give a minstrel show in
order to raise some funds. Mr. Bruce
Vawter, the president, vice-president,
secretary, and treasurer of the club,
was the guiding genius behind the
whole production. He was ably assisted and abetted by Messrs. Vidal and
Shaughnessy, the two end-men who did
a fine job of ad-libbing whenever there
was occasion to do so. In this year's
ring there were many new faces, and
all of them helped to make the show
a success. Messrs. Olker, Lamy, Bruns,
Sheehy, Barr, and Pittman were making their first apperance.
The quartette of Messrs. Olker,
Luedtke, Vawter, and Ganel sang six
(Continued on Next Page)

Dec. 30: We've all been annoyed by
kibitzers; tonight we were entertained
by "The Kibitzer." The curtain opened
on Lazarus' Cigar Store where the son,
joe, bears the burdens of a business
whose "stocks are running low and
bills piling up," while Isaac Lazarus
spends his life kibitzing. Within a few
minutes, the unappreciative Mr. Kikapoupalous is instructed in pinochle;
future developments in politics, stocks,
the "running market," and the fight
game are prognosticated wit "statistical certitude."

Lazarus "kibitzes" once too often:
taking the Kibitzer's tip, Joe's pal and
partner places their combined savings
of $502 on White Owl in the 6th at
New Orleans. With White Owl, the
savings and hopes of the partners to
market their invention, a substitute
for steel, go up in smoke, Through it
all, constantly knitting, sits Yankel,
Lazarus' half-wit brother, who answers any inquiry with "Yes, sure, certainly."
Fed up with the business, disappointed in Emil's losing plunge on the ponies, Joe agrees to a partnership with
Bill Livingston, son of the fabulously
A BELL FOR ADANO
wealthy speculator. Joe and Bill intend to leave New York. To prevent
Borrowing a this, the Kibitzer manages an invitaphrase from the. tion to the Livingston home. There it
Navy we say "Well develops that Livingston's secretary,
done" to Messrs. Carmack, has been passing himself off
John Shaughnessy as the son.
Discovered, Carmack
and Bruce Vawter draws a revolver and threatens Livingfor the unusually ston; the Kibitzer abruptly ends the
good job in direct- threat by ingenious use of the waste
ing and presenting paper basket. After much comic bick"A Bell for Adano." ering, the Kibitzer accepts as his reThe acting could hardly have been ward 50% interest in, Livingston's
better; the setting was the best we American Steel holdings: 10,000 shares.
Back in the store, pinochle as the
have seen in a long time; the sound
central interest is replaced by a stockeffects were remarkably real.
An appreciative audience which in- ticker with which the Kibitzer is too
cluded the young men from the "Cape" concerned to bother about food or
watched Mr. William McKinley give a sleep. American Steel begins to move:
. the ex52 to 52/2, to %, to 53 ....
masterly portrayal of Major Joppolo,
citement increasing with the rising
the understanding and likable AMGOT
Bedlam
officer who gives his all to put De- stock, until 63 is reached.
mocracy to work in the small, bewild- breaks loose; some kibitzers clamoring
"sell now," others, "hold on!" . . . the
ered, Italian town of Adano. At first
the Italians are cautious and some- Kibitzer calling for an aspirin as the
what puzzled as they watch and list- curtain closes. Reopened curtain disen to this strange American. When closes utter dejection. Wiped out! The
they see his evident sincerity and de- Kibitzer couldn't make up his mind to
sire to aid them, they break out with sell . . . and the bottom dropped out
typical Italian exuberance and joy. of AMS'. Livingston enters with a
Mr. William Mahoney, as the doubting check for $39,000, and congratulations
to the Kibitzer for selling out at 62.
fisherman, Tomasino; Mr. Michael
McHugh as the happy Giovanni; and All are astounded, and the mystery is
(Continued on Page Six)
(Continued on Next Page)
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(Continued from Page Three)
numbers, all of them well done, particularly, "Little David Play on Your
Harp." Mr. Lange's "No Good River"
and Mr. Vawter's "The Minstrel Singer" were two outstanding solos. "Lam,
Lam, Lam" was a novelty number that
Mr. Lamy made one of the hits of the
show as he sang and talked his way
through it. Mr. Pittman did a fine
job on an old favorite, "Mammy."
Messrs. Ross and Daspit both had
played them well.
short roles and
There was a brief but telling appearance by Mr. Ruiz as a negro preacher.
This year's minstrel was highlighted
by the return of the Orchestra. It's
been some time since the Students
have had an orchestra, and the men
who form this new group are to be
commended. There was much work demanded in organizing the group and
in preparing for the Minstrel, banquet,
and the visit of the Cape boys. Messrs.
Michael and Martin McHugh were in
charge of these musical arrangements.
In keeping with the general idea
of the minstrel the costumes were simple, yet they required a good deal of
work. Messrs. Towns and Herbst, who
have acquired a reputation in these
parts as costume designers, were responsible for the minstrel outfits. All
in all, this year's minstrel was an unusual success, and Messrs. O'Connor
and Ruiz and everyone who helped
put the show over are to be congratulated for their exceptional production.

(Continued from Page Three)
Mr. Robert Olker as the cheerful Giuseppe, did much to create the proper
trust in the ability of Major Joppolo.
The funniest scene of the play occurred when the three cart drivers, Rev.
Mr. Edward Virgets as the backward
Carlo, Mr. John Hickey as the hefty
but hungry Giovanni, and Mr. Joseph
Falanga as the excited Pietro, stormed
the Major's office to shout, wail, and
even sing about their faithful carts.
All of Joppolo's plans threatened
to come crashing down about his ears
when a certain General Birch of the
United States Army forbids any Italian
car to enter the town of Adano. One
such ancient, lumbering cart had
blocked his way and he had been forced to have his orderly push it and its
driver off the road. Without carts to
bring in the food and water, the
townsfolk seem doomed. Naturally
they rush to Joppolo, and Joppolo in
desperation countermands the General's order. However, it is Captain Purvis who must actually put Joppolo's
daring order into execution, and the
grumpy Captain sees himself as the
goat when Headquarters notices this
insubordination. Accordingly the Captain sends in a report which leaves no
room for Headquarters to doubt but
that Major Joppolo is the one at fault.
Mr. Lawrence Leonard very ably played the part of this Captain Purvis.
Mr. Carl Schulte, Mr. Thomas McIntyre, and Mr. Arthur Gautsche, did
well in their roles of ordinary G. I.
Joes.
(Continued on Page Six)

Building Fund

Drive Continues
The Association of the Miraculous
Medal has announced to its promotors,
members, and other friends, that the
Building Fund Drive for St. Mary's
Seminary begun in the autumn of
1944, will continue unabated and with
added vigor throughout the new year
of 1946.
The results of the Drive have been
consistently encouraging, and it is
hoped that work may begin on the
first new buildings to be erected just
as soon as it is deemed feasible.
In connection with this, the De Andrein would like to remind its readers
that the plan for the new face to St.
Mary's Seminary includes in its scope
a new faculty building, library, and
community chapel. We cordially urge
our readers to the renewed support of
this Drive, whether this support is to
be expressed materially or by the best
of all means, prayer. The reward will
indeed be great, with the realization
of having forwarded to God's greater
glory the betterment of the material
fabric of the home of the Western

Province of the Congregation of the
Mission, in whose hands rests almost
entirely the education of the clergy
of the West.

eAnr

CHINESE DAUGHTERS
REGISTERED NURSES
Six years ago two Daughters of
China arrived in San Francisco, after
what seemed to them an incredibly
long voyage, to exchange their native
costumes for the garb of the Daughters of Charity. Next-door-neighbors
and schoolmates in the place of their
birth, the town of Kangsi-Poyang near
the great city of Shanghai, the two
Nuns, Sister Mary Fou and Sister
Philomena Shu, have been together
throughout a long period of study and
training both at home and in America,
and now more than ever before they
are united by their vocation of serving
Christ in Suffering Humanity.
Both having been blessed with Catholic parents and a Catholic education,
they had the additional good fortuneof learning the English language while
still in China. They are now quite
adept at speaking it and give their
personal opinion on it as, "better than
the Chinese language."
Shortly after arriving in America
they began their one year's novitiate
at Marillac Seminary, St. Louis, Mo.,
and when this period of training was
completed, they were sent to St. Paul's
Hospital, Dallas, Tex., where they served for two years. This was followed
by three years of specialized study at
Providence Hospital, School of Nursing,
Waco, Texas. There, under the competent hands of Sister Mary Vincent,
the administrator of the Hospital, and
Sister Aloysia, superintendent of nurses, they fulfilled all the strict requirements of the course and graduated as
registered nurses.
Since November 30 the two Chinese
Nuns have been stationed at City Hospital, Mobile, Ala., where they are assigned to the out-patient clinic, the
pharmacy, ward nursing, and the emergency room. The emergency room
work is not new for the Sisters, for
both of them gave treatment to Chinese soldiers wounded in the early part
of the Sino-Japanese War. Sister Mary
relates of this: "They brought the
wounded to the hospital, where we
were stationed, and we would give
them emergency treatment. The hospital was very small, but it was fairly
modern and well supplied."
Many a cherished spot has been
(Continued on Page Six)

OUR LADY'S 100 YEARS

Rev. Stephen P. Hueber, C.M.
We wish to congratulate Father
Stephen Paul Hueber who celebrated
his 85th birthday on January 2, and
who is the oldest living confrere in the
United States.

(Continued from Page One)
numerical state of Catholicity in
America must be reflected also in the
moral fibre of the land, Fr. Lilly concluded. "In the past Mary often has
intervened in time of crisis. It was her
intercession that stemmed the flood
of Moslems who threatened to engulf
Europe and supplant the cross with
the crescent. Today may we not con-

fidently invoke her and trust that
again she will intervene and never
permit the cross to be supplanted by
the hammer and the sickle?"
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The Community

Supplement
ST. LOUIS, MO.
The Kenrick choir under the direc-

tarily giving up his hopes for the pe ce
and security he had never really found
in the monastery, he returns to his
former life.

THE KIBITZER

tion of Fr. Clarence Corcoran sang the

Christmas novena over station KMOX
(Continued from Page Three)
on Saturday, December 22.
solved only when it comes to light
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
In honor of the Immaculate Concep- that in the height of the excitement
tion a solemn procession followed by the phone rang, and to the broker's
Solemn Benediction of the Blessed inquiry, "Mr. Lazarus, do you think
Sacrament was held at Mission Con- we ought to sell now?" came the reply
ception on December 9. Fr. Donald "yes, sure, certainly." Yankel had anFallon delivered the sermon for the swered the phone!
Mr. Viau as Joe, Mr. Munster as
occasion.
Recently a class of 70 children and Joe's friend and partner, turned in
adults was confirmed in the Church convincing and pleasing characterizaof the Assumption by the Most Rev. tions. The role of the half-wit, Yankel,
Robert E. Lucey. Before the Sacra- was effectively handled by Mr. Herbst.
ment was conferred, Solemn Mass was The Rev. Mr. Parres performed in
celebrated at which Fr. Bernard Degan his usual flawless manner as Mr. Livwas deacon, and Very Rev. James ingston. For their animated portrayal
Stakelum, subdeacon.
of the several kibitzers we compliment
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Mr. Hickey, Mr. Parrot, Mr. Michael
In De Paul Auditorium on Friday, McHugh, Mr. Neudorf, and Mr. YerDecember 7, the Vincentian Seminary geau. Mr. Wilson as the cigar salesAuxiliary held its annual card party. man, Mr. Kellner as the affable cop,
The party was a success.
Mr. Ross as the pseudo Bill LivingsLarge numbers of returned veterans ton, Mr. Stack as the butler, Mr. Lenicontinue to apply for admission to De han as the stock broker, and Mr. GalPaul University. Already more than vin as the reporter admirably fulfilled
300 have registered for the second sem- 'their respective roles. Mr. O'Connor
in the difficult and unusually long title
ester as ireshmen in the downtown
role did not act the part of the KiCollege of Commerce.
bitzer . . . he was the Kibitzer from

CHINESE DAUGHTERS(Continued from Page Four)
wiped from the face of the earth or
sadly disfigured by this most devasting war we have just witnessed, and
Kangsi-Poyang has not escaped. The
Nuns have learned that neither their
childhood homes, the village school,
nor even the town hospital were spared
from the merciless rain of destruction.
Both parents of Sister Philomena and
the father of Sister Mary are still alive
in China. The latter relates that her
father is an "old type" professor who
conducts a class in Chinese literature
in a school maintained by the Chinese
Government for the express purpose
of keeping alive the prose, poetry, and
philosophical writings of ancient China.
The permission of the Federal immigration authorities has been obtained for these Daughters of Charity
to continue their stay in the United
States in order to further their education in medical training. May their
work prosper, and may the succeeding
generations see countless others following in their footsteps!

THROUGH THE EYE
OF A NEEDLE
(Continued from Page Three)
husband can be proved. His conscience

pricked by these demands of charity,
Brother Lazarus decides there is only
one course for him to follow. Reassured by Brother Florian and volun-

the first curtain to the closing lines
in which he is telling Yankel how to
knit. To the Director, the Rev. Mr.
Persich, to Mr. O'Connor, and the entire cast, our thanks for a very enjoyable evening.

A BELL FOR ADANO
(Continued from Page Four)
Mr. Raymond Ross turned in a fine
performance as Sgt. Borth, the Major's
helpful and admiring aide. Borth tries
unsuccessfully to stop the Captain's
report from reaching Headquarters.
When General Birch discovers the report of Joppolo's insubordination, he
wastes no time in having an order dispatched to Adano. Borth intercepts the
order commanding Joppolo to report
to headquarters for reassignment. Sadly, the Sergeant lays the message on

FRENCH CONFRERE
SENDS AN S. O. S.
A letter has been received from a
French confrere, a native of Brittany,
who has been laboring in China since
1932 without intermission. The communication, equivalent to five doublespaced typewritten sheets, was written
in barely-serviceable English, acquired
in informal talks with some Protestant
missioners-the Stannards, natives of
California-to whom he was especially
welcome, as being the possessor of a
radio, declared contraband by the Japanese invaders. On this little battery
set, they were able to learn news from
Australia, England, and United States.
He had undertaken those talks with
the Stannards in order to learn enough
English to be an interpreter with the
American Army in China. But the war
ended too soon for realizing that.
For three years-1940 to 1943-Father Louis Corcuff had to go about at
both his ordinary missionary duties,
and his work as chairman of an international committee for relief, under
the eyes of the Japanese army of occupation. On two separate occasions,
once because of his radio, and again
for some other "infringement" he had
to flee in order to escape detection. All
his letters-if any-from France had
been confiscated. When he was still
passing incognito he was obliged to
leave unanswered two letters from the
Stannards, in another part of China.
(Believing these friends to be living
now in California, Father hopes word
will eventually reach them of his present whereabouts.)
When the war ended, he was sent
to the Chusan Islands. Nothing but
wreckage and poverty surround him
there; looters make conditions more
intolerable. The little mission Church
is falling to pieces. He frankly admits
that besides being homesick he must
eke out a living in a way defying description: a shack without flooring;
windows rotted away, and open to the
severe winter winds; no heating within.
He sleeps under a ceiling that is
crumbling away, and on a bed that becomes at night the mecca for all the
rats in the neighborhood.
His food is always the same: a cup

Joppolo's desk. In the meanwhile the
Major has succeeded in obtaining from
the United States Navy a bell for
Adano, a bell which the townsfolk had
listed as their most desired necessity,
a bell to replace their own which had
been hauled away to be melted. In the
presence of the town council and many
of the people of Adano the Major as
he receives this happy news of the
town's new bell, is stunned by the order which is to take him away from
Adano. The curtain closes on a saddened Joppolo bidding farewell to a

of rice three times daily . Bread he has
not tasted in four years. Coffee, always
a rarity, is now non-existent.
Hope of relief is about gone. Money,
and passports cannot be gotten. He
looks to America, and particularly to
his American confreres.
"No help possible from the Mission;
our two S'eminaries have closed. No
hope from (Chinese) Christians; they
are too poor. No hope from France, my
noor France! Let me feel that this year
in the Christmasday there will be
many American Lazarists and other

sorrowful Sgt. Borth as the new town
bell rings joyfully, announcing the
Major's final gift to the people of

Catholics who will remember of me."
Again, at the end of the letter, he
reneats, "I hope that my appeal will
be understood. This letter is an S.O.S."

Adano.
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Father Preston Murphy Now Colonel
United States Army Headquarters in
Washington recently disclosed that
Father Preston Murphy had been
raised from the rank of LieutenantColonel to that of full Colonel.
Father Vincent Smith informs us
that the conferring of the full colonelship upon a man not of the regular
United States Army Corps is an extremely unusual distinction. Father
Murphy, of course, is part of the wartime enlarged army.
Father Murphy returned from Italy
several weeks ago, and will be on terminal leave until about February 5,
1946, after which he will resume priestly duties in the Little Company. Since
his return, he has paid a brief visit
to the Barrens, in the company of the

Very Reverend Visitor, Father Winne.
As 85th Division Chaplain, he had
been engaged in the North African,
and Italian theatres of War, had been
decorated by General Mark Clark
for heroism under fire, had been an
official host to Archbishop, now Cardinal Designate Spellman on his visit
to the men of the 85th Division, and
received a private audience with His
Holiness, Pope Pius XII.
The De Andrein extends heartiest of
congratulations to Father Murphy
upon his commission in the army of
his country and wishes him eminent
success in the conduct of his mission
in the theater of activity to which he
returns, in leading the ranks of Mary's
Kneeling Army.

HIS EMINENCE,
JOHN CARDINAL GLENNON

According to the latest reports, of
the 32 new Cardinals created by
His Holiness, Pope Pius XII, 31 will
be present at the public consistory
of the Sacred College on February
21 to receive their red hats. Among
these will be the Ordinary of our own
archdiocese of St. Louis, His Eminence,
John Cardinal Glennon.
Upon becoming a Prince of the Holy
Roman Church, Cardinal Glennon is
at once the first Cardinal of the metropolitan see of St. Louis and the
first Cardinal West of the Mississippi.~@,_-:
He received the happy news only two
days after he had observed the 61st
anniversary of his ordination to the
Sacred Priesthood.
He has been a
bishop for nearly fifty years.
It has been remarked that in receiv-..-;..'
ing the cardinalate, His Eminence has.
in a measure repeated the career of
Cardinal Newman, whose story is still
fresh in our minds from the centenary observance last October, not only
in the fact that this dignity has come
upon him after long expectation, but
also in that it crowns and places the
stamp of approval upon the long life
The two Chinese sisters mentioned in the last issue, Mary Fou and Philo(Continued on Page Three)
meena Shu, who are now Registered Nurses.
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DE ANDREIS
VICAR GENERAL OF ST. LOUIS

Ste. Genevieve to replace temporarily their pastor, Fr.
Pratte, who went to St. Louis to supervise the preparations
which were being made to receive Dubourg and his thirty
companions. Felix's zeal was quickly evidenced in hearing
confessions, instructing children, visiting the sick, in
preaching, and most effectively, by living the life he
preached.
Fr. De Andreis, C.M., Pastor
Early in January, 1818, Bishops Dubourg and Flaget
journeyed to St. Louis. On their way, Felix joined them,
and on the feast of the Epiphany, they arrived in the
progressing city, where Felix assumed his combined duties
of vicar-general of the diocese, and parish priest of the
district. Again Felix took time out to inform his SuperiorGeneral of the affairs of the mission. Among other things,
Felix reveals that, "the Indian tribes are numerous, representing fifty different nations; they acknowledge one only
God. To please this god, they treat themselves most cruely. They live like the very animals of which they are constantly in pursuit . . . Their aspect is frightful, and one

feels almost inclined to doubt if their reasoning powers
be fully developed. I have conversed with them by means
of an interpreter. Some few among them are Catholics.
They' refuse to adopt the Protestant doctrine, objecting
that the true 'Fathers of Prayer' (or 'Black Robes' as they
were called) have no wives and children like the Protestant
ministers, but devote themselves wholly to God. I have
begun a small dictionary, with the help of an interpreter.
I translated the Pater Noster for them by means of periphrasis, for their scarcity of ideas renders their language

In September, 1817, Bishop Flaget
received word that Dubourg had landed at Baltimore with thirty priests. He
was requested to take De Andreis and poor in words .
. . One of the Indian interpreters is helvRosati with him to St. Louis and make
ing me to translate the Catechism, which will be of great
the preliminary arrangements for
use in our future apostolic labors."
Dubourg's arrival there.
The 300mile horseback trip was mere routine.
Messis quidem multa
to a battle-scarred missionary like
Flaget, but to the neophytes, De AnFelix also related the pitiable state
which Cathodreis and Rosati, the drenching rain, licism had degenerated. It was because to
there was no one
thbp want noffnd_ a.nd their tiredr ml sto guide them that people began to believe such doctrinal
cles, were trials whose effects were evidenced. After nine errors as, there are three gods, and that Jesus Christ bedays of fatiguing travel, they arrived at Kaskaskia. Here, gan to exist as God when He was born of the Virgin Mary.
the regular ringing of the Angelus bell in its small One of his most frequent consolations was the baptizing of
church was but one of the many noticeable signs of a faith dying persons. With this realization that another soul had
well grounded and cultivated years ago by the Jesuits.
been saved for heaven, to glorify God for all eternity, all
The next stop was Ste. Genevieve, another French vil- his numerous privations and sacrifices became precious to
lage, seven miles farther north. Demonstrations of cor- him. What was extreme cold, excessive heat, a frugal diet,
diality accompanied the receptions of the Bishop and his and no physical comforts, compared with saving just one
companions-his vast flock insisted on using these oppor- soul? With a living faith like this, he could not help
tunities to show their appreciation of his faithful ministry, being a profitable servant in God's vineyard.
and they generously supplied them with lodgings.
Three classes of people were the object of the mission,
St. Louis, 4000 Population
Catholics, Protestants, and savages. Naturally, Catholics
had the first claim for the services of the missionaries.
On October 17, 1817, they arrived in St. Louis, a city of
Their beliefs had become so distorted that some placed
4,000, whose spiritual care was administered by a priest
Catholicism on the same level with heretical sects. Others
every three weeks, who visited it, staying in a dilapidated
to submit themselves to the "ababominable practice
presbytery and celebrating Mass in a ramshackle church. refused
of confession." Felix records, "we have some of every naThe ruins of these two buildings were now at the service
tion, even Italians, who know how to pay compliments,
of the weary travelers. Flaget called an assembly of the
but who are, in reality, perhaps more estranged from remost influential families in the district, and indicated the ligion than any other people. The Irish are generally feradvantages that would be theirs if a bishop resided in their
vent, and show no mercy towards Protestants."
midst. This would naturally help St. Louis to be a center
of religious and literary instructions, he told them, whence
The savages presented a rather complex problem. They
they and their families would derive immense benefit. Labor believed that there was a God, but that He had given them
and money were quickly volunteered to the Bishop.
a different religion-and so faithful were they that they
640 Acres
Meanwhile a delegation from St. Mary's of the Barrens
arrived in St. Louis with an attractive offer. The enticement was the deed for one square mile of land, purchased
by the 35 families living there, with the hope that Dubourg
would found his future seminary at the Barrens, and not
in St. Louis. Their pastor, Fr. Joseph Dunand (a Trappist)
directed the plea to Bishop Flaget, who was to act as intercessor with Dubourg. (Eventually, we know, Dubourg
did accept this tempting offer, but this is anticipating
events.)
Everything now seemed in order, so Bishop Flaget returrned to his diocese with Rosati. De Andreis was left at

put many Christians to shame by beginning all their employments with an act of worship (smoking), saying, "may
this smoke ascend to the Divinity."
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NECROLOGY
In your charity kindly remember the repose of the
souls of Father John A. Garvin, the sister of Fr. John
Green, the brother of Fr. Thomas Coyne, and the
brother of Fr. Emmet McDonnell.
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From Our
Chaplain Confreres
In China:

Made a Lieutenant Commander on
the tenth of October, Fr. Edwards
wrote recently of the prospect
of being released in early spring. Father's detachment, stationed at Isintao
on the Yellow Sea, is transporting
troops of occupation to and from China. To instance the rate of exchange
in many parts of China, Father told
of paying $16,500.00 in Chinese dollars,
the price of a dinner for four. Accompanying his party is Mr. Hugh Ward,
who will try to meet his relative, Bishop Quinn, when they make a convenient stop. Father Edwards thinks it
unlikely that he. himself will be able
to see our Chinese missioners, due to
the course of their journey, and the
shortness of their stay in port.

Page Three

there .will be a wave of conversions
that might win Japan to the Faith before it settles down again into its Oriental calm.
"It is clear to me that the Japanese
are bewildered and in a quandry, not
only in philosophy, but in politics,
law, economics, everything. The whole
nation is waiting for some one or
something to tell them which way to
go. They are going to bring 50,000 Philippine soldiers, 40,000 Chinese, and the
same number of British and Russians
to share the occupation. When these
arrive the American Army will not
be so prominent as it is now and the
change is liable to affect the Japanese thinking."

The Community
Supplement

In Japan:

This letter is from Father William Flynn.
His responsibilitie7
extend over a huge area of occupation, from Yokohoma to TokFather Flynn, now wearing
yo.
the Captain's bars, was the first Catholic Chaplain to have a turn in the
broadcast religious program over Radio Tokyo. "Morning Meditations" as
the program is called, lasts about ten
minutes each morning, and for six
mornings Father had to leave his
post at 5:30 in order to get to the
studio by 9:00 a. m.
We quote two of his significant paragraphs:
"There is a wonderful missionary
opportunity here in Japan this year,
but it will have to be grasped in the
next few months. The Japanese are
out on a limb-they have lost confidence in their old way of life and they
have an exaggerated respect for all
things American. They are flocking
to the Christian centers-people asking
for instruction in Catholic doctrine
are numbered in the thousands. There
are not enough priests who speak Japanese. All the German and Belgian
priests want the Americans to send a
lot of their priests here at once. They
want some kind of public display of
Catholicism. The Protestants have already had a committee of Americans
come over to survey the mission field
and to offer help to the Christian
Churches which has caught the public
attention. This commission had an
audience with the
Emperor and it
looks like he favors the Protestants.
Of course it is only that no'dCatholic
officials from-America have yet come
over here. The Apostolic Delegate has
no longer his diplomatic standing here
-the Army does not recognize Japan's
foreign affairs. But all the Catholics
I talk to think that if the Church put

on the pressure now with plenty of
missionaries and funds for reliefwhich, of course, means America-

DENVER, COLORADO

Shortly after the feast of the Epiphany, Fr. Thomas Barrett gave a high

school retreat in Nebraska.
Fr. Bert Cunningham conducted the

Forty Hours devotion at Holy Family
Church late in January.
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

After addressing the students of
Los Angeles College on devotion to Our
Lady of the Miraculous Medal, Fr.
Edward Sellman enrolled the entire
student body in the medal. The Miraculous Medal Novena is held each week
in the students' chapel.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
Fr. Edward Riley gave

the retreat

for the nurses of Seton Hospital, Austin, Texas, from January 28-31.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Fr. John Smith addressed the Chi-

cago Branch of the Catholic Poetry
Society on January 21. He spoke on
Louise Imogen Guiney as a courageous
Catholic poet.
Fr. Gerald Mullen has been appoint-

ed Moderator of the year book, THE
DEPAULIAN.
Fr. Jeremiah Lehane is

the new

Faculty Moderator of the DE PAULIA.
(Continued on Last Page)

Cardinal Glennon

(Continued from Page One)
of useful service to Holy Mother
Church.
Cardinal Glennon was born in
County Meath, Eire, June 14, 1862, and
received his seminary education at
All Hallows College, Dublin, transferring at the end to the jurisdiction of
the Bishop of Kansas City. He was
ordained in Kansas City by Bishop
Hogan December 20, 1884.
In 1887 on leave of absence he attended the University of Bonn in Germany and toured throughout Europe.
After his return, in June, 1896, he became Coadjutor Bishop of
Kansas
City. In 1903 he became Coadjutor
Bishop of St. Louis and, in October of
that year, Archbishop of St. Louis itself, at that time being the youngest
archbishop in the world.
If one would see what Cardinal
Glennon has meant to the Church in
America, one need but look at the
great cathedral of St. Louis, whose design was decided upon by the Cardinal personally. While it was in the
course of construction, Kenrick Seminary was built, followed soon by the
Junior Seminary. St. Louis has been
second to no diocese in the United
States in the furtherance and recognition of the importance of Catholic
education for all.
Under Cardinal
Glennon's reign the long and venerable tradition of Catholicity in St.
Louis that has preceded his coming,
the tradition of Rosati and DeAndreis,
the founding of the St. Vincent de
Paul Society, the old cathedral and
its meaning to the West, all this has
received a worthy complement and
succession. Among the personal qualities for which he is noted, His Eminence has attained fame as an orator,
a gift in which he is still proficient,
with unimpaired vigor, at the age of
83.
The Cardinal considers his appointment to be an honor conferred by the
Holy Father upon St. Louis and Missouri. Recalling His Holiness' visit
here in 1936 as Cardinal Secretary of
State, he remarks how favorably impressed the Pope was then. Echoing
these sentiments, many Protestants,
including ministers, have been eager
in their congratulations, believing that
they have been included in the gesture
of good will extended by the Pope.
Our Holy Father, a true precedentbreaker in the best sense, in filling
the Sacred College for the first time
in many years, has effected many
other "firsts." We now have the first
Chinese Cardinal, the first Cardinal
of the West, the first time we have
had five Princes of the Church in the
United States. Though we are not

the first to offer congratulations to our
new Cardinal Archbishop, no one shall
be before us in, wishing him God's
blessing in his new honors and many
more years of faithful service.
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(Continued from Page Three)
The annual retreat for the University students' was given by Fr. Raphael Kuchler in St. Vincent's Church
on January 28, 29, and 30.
Just before Christmas Fr. Bernard
FitzGerald received three more Acadmy boys into the Church. Twenty-eight
converts have been made among the
boys.
Over 1300 veterans are now enrolled
in the University. The Day College
-of Commerce has an enrollment of
1500 students. The highest previous
enrollment in that department was 800
students. The uptown College of Liberal Arts and Sciences has 800 students.
NORTHAMPTON, PA.
Fr. John A. Garvin, Professor

of

Dogmatic Theology at Mary Immaculate Seminary, passed away after a
brief illness.
At St. Charles Seminary, Oberbrook,
seven Students of the Eastern Province received the Diaconate, nine received Minor Orders, and seventeen,
Tonsure.
PARIS, FRANCE

In a citation signed by General de
Gaulle, President of the Provisional
Government of the French Republic,
Father Maurice Collard, has received the Croix de Guerre with the
Bronze Star. The citation reads:
"Fired with an ardent patriotism, he
sought out froin the very beginning of
the occupation, agents among the
members of the clergy who formed
the first cell of resistance against the
enemy. For a long period he collected
and transmitted information from a
group working in the Paris region."
PEKING, CHINA

Fr. Maurice Kavanagh of the Irish
a center for
Province has opened
Catholic marines. Invited by Father,
marines of the First Division attended
the Children's Mass in St. Joseph's
Church and were impressed by the
chanted prayers of the children. St.
Joseph's school, the largest in Peking
with an enrollment of 200, is conducted by 14 Daughters of Charity, nearly
all of whom are Chinese.
SPAIN
From the monthly magazine LA
REINA DE LAS MISIONES published by our confreres in Cuenca, Spain,
we read many particulars concerning
the missions they are carrying out in
India. Letters are included from two
Daughters of Charity, the first stationed in Gapolpor, on the GapolporBerhampor route, and the other in
Kurseong. They describe vividly the
sacrifices which they must daily make,
the travel which they cheerfully un-

dertake under extremely primitive
conditions, and the handicaps under
which they labor, chief among which

Vincentians and the Lay Apostolate
The masses in France, eleven and
twelve decades ago, destitute, sick, and
cheerless, were succumbing to the enticing program of the new "liberalism,"
were forsaking God and the Church.
Then, in the very center of the chaos,
there began to be felt a power for the
cause of Christ, the influence of one
whose great ambition was the reconstruction of the intellectual life of
Europe on Catholic lines.

tion, with all that emancipates him
from his passions and from a portion
of his wants, with those things that
make him free, and may make him
great." The value of works was threefold: to convince the sceptical that
Catholicism was still social dynamite;
to relieve the needy and win them
to Christ; and, finally, to transform
himself and his associates from men
of ideas into apostles of fiery charity.

This was the celebrated Frederick
Ozanam. At his death, a notorious
anti-clerical bigot felt forced to testify of him as "a man of letters of the
first rank, a sincere and humble
Christian, a true friend of Science, and
a doughty defender of Faith." With
heart-warming success, Ozanam and a
few other college students held debates against the most astute that the
cynical University of Sorbonne could
offer. But one morning, an embittered
o)ponent broke into his eloquent rebuttal: "Ozanam, you are right when
you speak of the past; in past centuries Christianity has done wonders.
But what is it doing for mankind now?
Where are those tangible results which
alone will teach us the practical value
of your faith? We await them, for it
is through them that we will be converted."
Adopting St. Vincent de Paul as
their special patron, Ozanam and eight
others met the challenge. Lead on
their first visit to Christ's poor by
Sister Rosalie, a Daughter of Charity,
the relief of the needy commenced,
growing over the years to world-wide
proportion. The Society was never
meant to provide only a material relief. In Ozanam's own words, it also
"occupies itself with the soul, with his
religious, moral, and political educa-

Despite all the new concern with
works, Ozanam never lost sight of his

currently is an active campaign on
the part of the Baptist sect.
An article on Fr. Luis Valet, a veteran missionary there in Cuttack since
1923, describes how he has watched his
original flock of from 20 to 30 grow
into some 1200. Apostasies are rare
among the natives, but the work is
ever demanding.
Reports from various of the missionaries stationed throughout the mission
territory give encouragement to the
belief that our Congregation is accomplishing much, under God, for the
spread of Christ's earthly kingdom.
Realizing as they do the great need
of primary schools, some of which in
Cuttack had had to be closed, they
have formed their mission intention to
this end. The conquest of the young
will ensure the permanency of th
mission.

original ambition: to reconstruct intellectual life on Catholic lines. Works

are needed today. But ideas even more
so. Young college men are uniquely
suited to handle the dual demand.
Ozanam died in 1853.
Time after
time in the ninety years since his
death, others have arisen in universities-professors and students. In
them the spirit of their founder is
most satisfactorily observed. Ozanam
throughout his life, as student and
finally as an illustrious professor, continued to combine works with his crusade of ideas. That was his way of reconstructing intellectual life on Catholic lines.
The Society is a peculiarly Vincentian contribution to the lay apostolate.
The congratulatory message of Pius
X in 1909 bears this out: St. Vincent
"is still living in the admirable institution of the Conferences, which, a
century and a half after his death,
were placed under his patronage,
have taken his name and imitate his
faith, charity and apostolic spirit; a
new generation, an unexpected but
fruitful posterity, which has borne
wherever planted the choicest fruits
of Heaven's favour."
Ozanam knew that the enemies of
Christ want to "divide and rule"-to
separate sheep and shepherd. He recognized, however, that the laity could
enter where the clergy were held in
suspicion, or open hatred. "Perhaps,"
he says, "(the poor) will be less affrighted by us. Let us make words of
peace and consolation ring in their
ears.

Then . . . we will hand them

over to the tender care of those whom
God has chosen to be the guardian
and doctor of souls."
The need for a united front of
priest and people is extremely urgent
today. St. Vincent de Paul, as interpreted by Ozanam for the laity, shows
us how to offer our own distinctive
answer to that need. The work must
be done by the laity. But the inspiration can be given in the pulpit, the
classroom, the parish organization, remembering that Ozanam and his first
followers were young college men.
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I--"...HUNGRY AND YOU GAVE ME TO EAT..."
Several months ago ,the Students
began sending small packages of food
to our confreres in Europe.
In the
January issue of the De Andrein a
small notice appeared announcing
our plan to send aid to our European confreres a nd announcing,
also, that the Students would be glad
to purchase and mail food for those
who wished to send us contributions
for this purpose. Thanks to this notice, a tidy sum has been received.
From one confrere came a check for
one hundred dollars; another confrere sent us a check for three hundred dollars, a donation from his
parishioners; a check for one hundred
and fifty dollars was received from a
Daughter of Charity.
These contributions added to those
of other confreres enabled us to buy
some clothes as well as food for the
European members of the Little Company. At first glance it might seem
that the donations we have received
are adequate for our purpose. However,
the needs of our many confreres scattered throughout Europe are such that
twice or three times the amount we
have received could be spent, and well
spent, in their behalf.
The weight of packages sent through
the mail is restricted to eleven pounds.
Twenty-nine such packages have been
sent thus far. Twelve went: to France;
rine went to Italy; five were sent to
Poland and three to Holland. We
have hores of sending a large shipment of food and clothes to Poland in

the near future, for the needs of the
Polish people seem to exceed that of
all others. We wrote recently to Father Aloysius Wycislo who, until recently
was in Poland and who is working
with the War Relief Services of the
NCWC. He informed us that the
people of Poland are in especially
grave need of help. He also informed
us that we could use the facilities of
the NCWC to send as much as one
hundred and twenty pounds of food
and clothes to our confreres in Poland
at one time.
For just an inkling of what the reception of the smallest articles means
to the war-ridden people of Europe,
we give here a few excerpts from a
letter received by one of the students
written by a friend in Holland. "Now
I can say something joyous for a
change! I received your parcel yesterday evening. I thank you with all my
heart. Try to understand how happy
I am. I had no cigarettes, no tobacco,
for so long-and now, your parcel
comes, for which I had long since
given up hope. Thank you, my friend.
Oh, you should have been here. When
I came home yesterday evening after
work, my parents and brothers and
sisters were all at the door, calling to
me 'O Jan, there is something here
for you. Something very beautiful.
Something from America.' And there
on the cupboard it lay. 'Open it, open
it!' everyone cried, gathering around
Continued on Page Two)

The mortal remains of Father Timothy J. Flavin were laid to rest in the
small community graveyard, Sunday
afternoon, February 24, at one o'clock,
with surviving members of his family,
several Daughters of Charity, a large
representation of the various Community houses of the Western Province, and the whole personnel of the
Barrens present. The chanting of the
"Benedictus" concluded, the Very Reverend Visitor, Marshall F. Winre, C.M.,
recited the customary prayers, in Latin
and in English.
The first funeral rites had taken
place at St. Vincent's Church in St.
Louis, Saturday morning. Most Reverend George J. Donnelly, Auxiliary
Bishop of S't. Louis, pontificated at
the Requiem Mass, sung by a choir of
priests of the Community. The Very
Reverend William P. Barr, C.M., delivered the funer:l sermon having
flown in from the West Coast from St.
John's Seminary in Camarillo, California, where he is Superior. A crowd
of about a hundred priests was in attendance.
Saturday, at two o'clock in the afternoon, the body was received by the
Community at the Barrens, and Vespers were recited in the Community
Chapel, where an all-night vigil was
kept by Semiharists and Students. At
8:30 that evening, Matins and Lauds
were chanted, with Father Flavin's
relatives present.
The second Requiem Mass at 11:00
(Continued on Page Five)
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We observe the regular order of the day, with as
much exactitude as our situation will permit. Our
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Let us love God, but let it be at the expense of our arms
St. Vincent de Paul
and in the sweat of our brow.

DE ANDREIS AND THE
UNIVERSAL APOSTOLATE
Felix De Andreis epitomized in these words the
hardships of a missionary in pioneer America:
If it were not for the glory of God and the
salvation of souls, I would not be here for all the money
in the world.
But hardships more trying than mere physical
inconveniences beset the missionaries. It was the attacks
on their religion that were the most difficult to withstand.
De Andreis relates an incident wherein an Irish Catholic
came to the fore, and bested a Protestant on his own
grounds. This Protestant was the proprietor of a hostelry,
and in an effort to show his contempt for Catholics, penned some verses inviting Protestants, Turks, Jews, Quakers, Atheists, and Deists, barring entrance only to Papists.
An Irish Catholic wit subscribed two more lines:
"Who wrote these verses, surely wrote them well;
The same are written on the gates of hell!"
St. Louis Cathedral
On Whitsunday, 1818, Bishop Dubourg laid the
cornerstone for the cathedral of St. Louis, which would
replace the small log cabin heretofore used for divine worship. The new edifice was not large, according to our
standards, but it was a definite strengthening of the Catholics'
position in missionary territory.
De Andreis insisted on
placing the statues of Sts. Peter and Paul in two niches
of the facade. His purpose was to confound heretics and
to bear witness to the primacy of St. Peter and the Roman
Church, since the Protestants could stand anything but the
names, "Rome," and "Pope." Their hostility had been so
effective that the
beliefs of some
Contaminated.
Catholics became
Under the
careful supervision
of Bishop Dubourg, the cathedral was sufficiently completed to
be solemnly blessed
on January 8, 1819.
About this time
Bishop Dubourg
accepted the landgrant offer from
the
Barrens. He
then sent Rosati to
the Barrens to be
superior
of the
house, and also of
the seminary to
be erected there.
While preparations
were being made
a
tthe Barrens,
provision was mace
in St. Lolois for
accommodating seminarists. Fr. De Andreis himself supervised their somewhat irregular novitiate,-irregular, since
frequently, by reason of the need for priests, he was compelled to send out novices to perform evangelical work.
Trial by Insects
A few excerpts from one of Fr. Felix's letters graphically depict seminary life in St. Louis:
Our seminary is located in a miserable cabin.

fare is exceedingly poor . . . We sleep crowded together . . The country abounds with insects of every
description . . .I have counted no less than ten dif-

ferent species of insects, which attack us during the
night and will not let us rest. It seems almost incredible, and yet it is perfectly true, that in one night
I killed as many as one hundred large bugs. There is,
especially, one insect here, quite unknown in Europe,
called the TICK. When it succeeds in burying itself in
the flesh (as it always seeks to do), it makes one suffer agonies.
Fifteen miles outside St. Louis, in a little settlement of Florissant, Bishop Dubourg had erected a convent
for the education of girls. This was under the direction of
the Madames of the Sacred Heart. Mother Duchesne, the
American Superior, frequently was favored by visits of the
Bishop and his vicar at Florissant. So highly did she esweem Fr. De Andreis, that when the chaplain was callec
away, she asked him to substitute.
The Negro Harvest
For the most part, the duties of vicar general of
the diocese and pastor of the Cathedral demanded his constant presence. This somewhat limited sphere of apostolic
activity did not prevent him from spending his strength
in other evangelical pursuits. Probably the most unfortunate
portion of his flock was that of the negro slaves. Treated
as mere cattle by their master, it is no wonder they responded so generously when Fr. De Andreis directed his efforts
toward them. Some could not understand why a vicar
general attempted to raise the lot of the downtrodden
slaves to a human level-but with the Divine Master as his
constant model, De Andreis had no other choice but to
follow His lead and submit to the misunderstanding.
An Inspiration Unfulfilled
From many of Father Felix's letters we notice his burning
desire to work entirely among the Indians. On January
5, 1817, he wrote:
I feel that I am urgently inspired to consecrate myself entirely to the conversion of the savages. It is my
intention, after giving stable form to the seminary, to
leave it under the direction of Father Rosati, and go
forth, in the name of the Lord, along the Mississisppi,
to begin the evangelization of these poor people.
But this longing of Felix De Andreis to convert
the savages was, for the most part, unrealized. The young
missionary knew that the offices he held under the Bishop
would lead him farther and farther from his desired vocation, yet willingness to embrace these duties, with the
knowledge that these same duties would serve only to make
more remote the realization of his dream, made them more
meritorious in the sight of God. Just as St. Francis Xavier was never to realize his ambition of converting the Japanese, neither would Felix De Andreis realize his dream
of converting the savages.

"... Hungry and You Gave Me To Eat ...

"

(Continued from Page One)
me. I tore off the paper and when my father and brothers
saw the cigarettes and tobacco, and my mother and sistogether,
ters saw the chocolate, everyone cried . out
'Ooocoh!' And I cried with them . .. . My betrothed has put
aside two bars of the chocolate to use after we are married,
Half of the cigarettes have flown away into
she says.
smoke-but that is what they are for, no? . . . We can buy
nothing here. As rich as our land was before, just so pooc
is it today . . . We lack everything, chairs, tables, beds,
covering, cups, plates . . "
We shall continue to send packages to Europe as
long as our funds allow. As we wish this cause to be a
continued activity, we shall welcome your co-operation
and assistance at all times. If any of you have any clothes

which you do not need and which our priests and seminarians in Europe could use, we will be very happy to mail
them to Europe for you if you send them to us. Please address all contributions to the Dean of Students.

The.. De Andrein
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ST. THOMAS PERPETUATES VINCENTIAN SPIRIT
Stretched at the foot of the great
eastern wall of the Rocky Mountains,
St. Thomas Seminary remains today
a monument to the zeal of the confreres whose vision ensured its present position of service to the dioceses
of the West, established in the region
upon which-local legend asserts-God
set His stamp of approval in the raising of the Mount of the Holy Cross.
In 1907, the then Bishop of Denver,
the Most Rev. Nicholas Matz, invited
the Community to found a theological
seminary for the training of the clergy of Colorado. Consequent upon this,
in October of 1908, under the presidency of the late Fr., Thomas Levan,
St. Thomas was officially opened
consisting of a large, sturdy brick
building of three stories. Still used to
house the younger philosophers and
college men, it has ceded the place of
dignity to the magnificent structure
erected in 1926, but is known affectionately to all as the "Old Red Brick."
The Most Rev. J. Henry Tihen had
come into the bishopric of Denver.
All concerned, both confreres and diocesans, had throughout these times
realized the inadequacy of the present
building to meet the demands which
were levied upon the seminary through
Conseapplications for entrance.
quently, Bishop Tihen inaugurated
plans for the building of a new St.
Thomas, a plan which took definite
shape in the organization of the "St.
The
Thomas Seminary Crusade."
"Crusade" was furthered to a triumphant conclusion, confreres, diocesan
clergy, ordinary, and people working
together in fixed determination, far
overstepping the stipulated sum required for the seminary.
There is satisfactory poetic justice
in the reflection that the phenomenal
success of the drive was due in no
small measure to the anti-Catholic
Ku Klux Klan which was then having its evil day. The Klan made the
mistake of challenging the existence
of St. Thomas Seminary in Denver,
and the loyal Catholic laity took up
tnis gauntlet, making the construction
of the new seminary the embodiment
of their defiance of bigotry and devotion to the Faith. Fr. Francis McCabe was named the new 'rector of the
seminary to succeed Fr. Brennan,
about a month before the formal dedication, October 17, 1926.
At one of the most impressive ceremonies ever witnessed in Denver, His
Eminence, Patrick Cardinal Hayes,
Archbishop of New York, dedicated the
new praesentia episcopalis to Almighty
invocation of St.
God under the
Thomas Aquinas. He was assisted by
the then Monsignor, now auxiliary

Bishop of New York, the Most Rev.
Stephen J. Donahue, and by our late
Most Honored Father, the Very Rev.
Charles Souvay, then president of

St. Thomas is for ever Vincentian.
Bishop Tihen
Kenrick Seminary.
celebrated the Solemn Mass, and the On the campus remains the grotto
sermon was delivered by the now Car- of Our Lady :pf the Miraculous Medal,
dinal Glennon, Archbishop of St. erected by a student body of the past,
Louis. Several months after this, the and near it reposes the body of the
magnificent Tihen Memorial Tower late Fr. Julian Layton, long the bewas added to the structure, which now loved professor of moral theology in
gives St. Thomas its distinctive lines. the Seminary. The spirit that pervades
In 1927 Fr. Brennan again resumed its student body has often been rethe superiorship, to be succeeded by marked as strikingly similar to that
Fr. Thomas Coyne, who, in turn, re- of the Vincentian scholasticate. Where
linquished his office to the present in- so much has been accomplished to the
honor of St. Vincent, we can surely
cumbent, Fr. George Tolman.
look for an augury of continued sucThe glory of St. Thomas Seminary cess in this, one end of our Institute,
is its chapel, designed as a memorial to ad cleri disciplinam.
the first three Bishops of Denver, Macheboeuf,, Matz and Tihen. Dedicated in
1932, it is in the style of the rest of the
We print a letter received by Fathseminary,-Lombard. A pleasing combination of different colored bricks and er William Flynn from Sister Genetiles harmonize here to make an arch- vieve, a Daughter of Charity, dated
itectural masterpiece, a fitting house for December 12, 1945, Osaka, Japan.
"You will never know what a joy
the great marble and gold mosaic
high altar and the gigantic chandel'er your kind letter was for all of us
of beaten bronze that illuminates the whom you call so kindly your Sisters
vast lantern, fifty-four feet above in St. Vincent. We have been solong
the sanctuary floor. Above tl-e main without any news from the dear Doubaltar are the five brilliant windows le Family, without any visit since four
of best German work, one dedicated long years ago and to learn on the
to Christ the King and the remaining 8th of December that you were with
four given over to the four Doctors us on this land of Japan was really a
of the West, Augustine, Jerome, Greg- kind of gift of our heavenly Mother.
"Thank you very much, Father, for
ory and Ambrose. The three chantry
finding our address; I hope we will
chapels which spring from each
transept contain near-life-size statues soon have the good fortune of seeing
in natural-colored marbles of St. Vin- you here and hear you speaking of
cent de Paul, St. Thomas Aquinas, St. our Sisters in America and giving us
Charles Borromeo, Our Lady, St. the good bread of St. Vincent's teachJoseph, and the Sacred Heart, while ings. We are here nine Sisters, five
there is an Agony Group of similar of them are French and the others:
work at the rear of the Chapel. The Swiss, Yugoslav, Portugese, and Japstained-glass windows in the nave anese. We have a hospital for the
have not all as yet been installed, but poor which has been miraculously protheir ensemble will depict the various tected in this terrible war. We have
counsels and commissions given the to deplore the loss of the dispensary
Apostles, each with its appropriate Old and the children's house which were
Testament adumbration. The stations burnt, but, thanks be to God, there
was nobody injured and we kept our
are set in niches, each cast in natural
(Continued on Next Page
bronze.
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Confrere Given Important Commission

NEWS FROM NIPPON
(Continued from Page Three)
poor sick and small babies all the
time with us. Since the month of October we are receiving great help from
the American army. The 391st Regiment of Infantry is quite near our
house and your kind men discovered
the hospital one day when the Sisters
went around the village to ask for
vegetables. (At that time we and our
poor were quite miserable). So the
Catholic soliders began to bring food
and clothes and soap and repair the
houses, etc., so the life was completely
changed for us. The Catholic Chaplain, Father G. Coyne, comes from
time to time and is perfectly good to
us. He has great compassion for the
poor and with his help we. obtained
what we wanted for so long. That is:
some buildings for the poor refugees
who are dying in the streets.
"We just began a few days ago this
work in an old military barracks and
we think St. Vincent would have been
happy among these poor people. May
I ask you for a special prayer for me
whose responsibility is so heavy, so
far away from our venerable superiors. We cannot yet communicate
with Shanghai where our Sister Visitatrix resides, and no answer comes
either from Paris. We were so glad to
hear from you that they are all well,
thanks be to God.
"I wrote through one of the sergeants near us, to our Sisters in St.
Louis, who answered very kindly and
I think they will be a help to us; it
is through them that I wrote to the
Mother House. It is so good to find
the family all over the world."

Thought for the Time
With Communistic uprisings taking
place over the globe, purportedly on
behalf of the masses, we are printing
these views of Frederick Ozanam.
This layman of the- last century,
whose interpretation of the spirit of
St. Vincent de Paul still flourishes in
the Conferences for laity, gives us
herewith the Catholic answer to modern needs:
We should occupy ourselves with
whose wants are too
the people
many and whose rights are too few,
who are crying out, and fairly, for
a share in public affairs, for guarantees for work, and against distress, who follow bad leaders, because they have no good ones....Alas
we see the division which exists in
society growing deeper and wider
every day. It is not political opinions that divide men; it is something less than opinions; it is their
interests that sunder them. Here
is the camp of the rich, there the

camp of the poor. One only means
of salvation remains to us-that is,
that Christians in the name of love,
interpose between the two camps.

It has been announced that the
Episcopal Committee on Christian
Doctrine, under the chairmanship of
the Most Rev. Edwin V. O'Hara of
Kansas City, has appointed our confrere, Fr. Joseph Lilly, the Executive
Secretary and General Editor of the
forthcoming English translation of
the New Testament from the original
Greek. Besides the general obligation
of responsibility which Fr. Lilly will
have over the entire work, he will personally have as his charge the translation of the Acts of the Apostles and
the Epistles.
Fr. Lilly, it will be remembered, was
one of the translators who worked
upon the revision of the ChallonerRheims version, popularly now called
the

"Confraternity

Edition."

This

revision was made, however, from the
Vulgate Latin, and the original Greek
was employed as an interpretative and
directive norm. The new translation
marks a new departure for a vernacular edition blessed by the approval of
the national hierarchy, deriving immediately from the original language.
Since the Council of Trent, when the
Vulgate Edition was given the position
of juridic authority in the Church, all
translations to receive official approval
for use in churches have been made
from the Latin. It was never intended
by the Fathers of the Council, however, that the original versions should
be disregarded, however much this
may have been the belief in some
minds.
The present Holy Father made this
point quite clear when he issued his
encyclical letter Divino Afflante Spiritu, concerning the promotion of Biblical studies.

His Holiness

said, in

expected that the new translation will
remove any final obscurities that
might remain between the reader and
the pure understanding of God's holy
word. This has been done to such
an admirable degree in the new translation of the Psalter from the Hebrew
text, it has been made evident that
the Church is interested above all
else in the true and literal meaning
of written revelation.
Our congratulations are offered at
the same time to Fr. Lilly upon his
important charge and to their Excellencies, the Most Reverend Bishops,
for their discernment and farsightedness in selecting a scholar of Fr. Lilly's
stamp for this momentous work.

The Community
In Poland
As THE DE ANDREIN was about
to go to press, we received a beautiful
letter rom Fr.Anthony Mauriewic
the Vice-Visitor of the Poish Vicerovince. We quote most of it.
"I thank you cordially for your
touching letter of February 18th. I
have no words to express how thankful I am to you . . for your generous
readiness to help our confreres in Poland. May God bless you and reward
you a thousand times.
"We are also sending packages
through the mail, because they arrive
earlier and are delivered to the house.
In regard to larger transports, we
have sent boxes through the UNRA
which gave us shipping space on its
boats going directly to the Polish Port
Gdynia ...
" . . . Please remember that all our

part: "This authority of the Vulgate
in matters of doctrine by no means
prevents-nay rather today it almost
demands-either
the
corroboration
and confirmation of this same doctrine
by the original texts or the having
recourse on any and every occasion to
the aid of these same texts, by which
the correct meaning of the Sacred
Letters is everywhere daily made more
clear and evident. Nor is it forbidden
by the decree of the Council of Trent,

houses east of the Curzon Line are
liquidated by the Soviets. The names
of the places are: Bialykamien, Usznia, Lyskow, Milatyn Nowy, Vilna,
Cacica
and
Solonetul - Now, and
Lwow .
"Around the first days of February
our American Visitatrices, Sister Isabel of Emmitsburg and Sister Caroline
of Normandy, sent a large shipment to
the Sisters of Charity in Poland, who
are also in great need of everything

to make translations into the vulgar
tongue, even directly from the original
texts themselves, for the use and benefit of the faithful and for the better
understanding of the divine word, as
we know to have been already done
in a laudable manner in many countries with the approval of the Ecclesiastical authority."
The new translation, then, is the
direct fulfilment of the Holy Father's desires. The Confraterntiy Edition was able, through the use of the

necessary for their daily life.
"I suggest for shipment the following articles: old underwear, as union
suits and shirts; old clothes, as cassocks, trousers, waistcoats, overcoats,
and shoes; threads, needles, buttons,
safety pins, stationery, pencils, erasers,
towels, soap, shaving soap, blades; any
kind of canned goods, as condensed
milk, soups, vegetables, fats, cereals,
spaghetti, and rice. They have lost
everything and anything fit for use
will be gratefully appreciated by them.

Greek, to clarify the interpretation
that should be given to such readings
as "sacramentum" (for "mystery") and
"rapina" ("a thing to be clung to").
It is now to be hoped and confidently

"You have kindly mentioned in your
letter two dozen new sheets. I think
this will be an ideal gift for Stradom
4, Cracow. This house was returned
(Continued on Page Five)

Andrein
The De
FR. FLAVIN
(Continued from Page One)
o'clock on Sunday, in the Church of
the Assumption, was celebrated with
pontifical ceremony, by the . Right
Reverend Lawrence Vohs, O. S. B.,
Abbot of St. Bede's, in Illinois. Father
John Vidal, C. M., of St. Thomas Seminary in Denver, assisted as Archpriest, with Fathers John Zimmerman,
and Oscar Huber as Deacon and Subdeacon.
In the eulogy by the Very Reverend
William Brennan, C. M., expression
was given to the priestliness, the understanding of his fellows, the love of
the poor that characterized the crowded years of Father Flavin.
Just four months after Father Flayin pronounced his Vows in May of
1910, he received the assignment to
teach at the University of Dallas. He
was just twenty-three years of age at
that time. Five years later, in March
of 1915, Minor Orders, the Subdiaconate, and the Diaconate were conferred
on him at St. Louis over a three-day
period.
His first duties after his ordination
to the Holy Priesthood by Bishop
Glass in the Church of the Assumption
on June 7, 1916, took him to De Paul
University, the St. Louis Preparatory
Seminary, and to the directorship of
the students at Kenrick Seminary.
Appointment to the office of Provincial of the Western Province in
1932 came after he had held the superiorship of the newly-established
St. John's Seminary in Kansas City,
Missouri. Then, five years after his
failing health, caused his resignation
from that responsibility in 1938, he
was made Superior of De Paul University. In 1944, he became the Provincial Procurator, the office he held
when he passed away on February 20,
in the Provincial House in St. Louis.
Surviving Father Flavin are two

Rt. Rev. Abbot Lawrence Vohs, O.S.B.
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NEW PROVINCIAL OF EASTERN PROVINCE

Very Rev. William Slattery, C. M.
With the nomination by the Vicar
General of Fr. William Slattery as his
American consultor pro tempore in
Paris, Fr. Daniel Leary, former dean
of St. John's College, Brooklyn, has
assumed the office of Visitor of the
Eastern Province.
Fr. Leary has the degree of Doctor
of Canon Law from the Appolinaris
in Rome, and has taught that subject
and served as director of students in St.
John's Seminary, Brooklyn, and St.
Vincent's Germantown. He was appointed the first superior of Mary Immaculate Seminary, Northampton, Pa.,
the major seminary for Vincentian
Scholastics of the Eeastern Province, a
position which he held until last September.'
Fr. Slattery, prior to his appointment as Visitor, received his Doctorate
in Theology from the Angelico, and
served successively as Director of
Seminarists and superior of St. Vincent's Seminary. Fr. Sl-ttery relinquished the arduous tasks of the Visitorship for the equally grave responsibility of representing at Paris the
more than seven hundred members
of the Congregation of the Mission in
the United States. While we of the
Western Province, therefore, congratulate the new Visitor upon his appointment, of more transcendent interest to us all is the call of Fr. Slattery. Since his new responsibility
binds him to us by yet another bond
than that of confrere, we are happy to
brothers, of Ivesdale, Illinois.
We, at the Barrens, desire to join
with our confreres throughout the
Western Province, in sorrowing over
the passing of a fond brother, who
despite a long and exhausting illness
in the latter years of his life, ever
lost his amiability, his unselfishness,
his devotion to the spirit of his Rule.
Requiescat in pace!

Very Rev. Daniel Leary, C. M.
wish well to our new representative at
the Maison-Mere who in the words of
the Brooklyn "Tablet," "has endeared himself to his fellow-Vincentians
by a quiet mildness and an exorbitant kindness and who in all things
has excelled in that virtue which so
enriched the celebrated founder of
his community and rendered St. Vincent de Paul a by-word whenever
charity is discussed or Christian love
of the neighbor is mentioned."

THE COMMUNITY
IN POLAND
(Continued from Page Four)
to our Community, and our students
have painted and repaired it. They
live there now with the Visitor,
Joseph Kryska, and with many other confreres who returned from the
confiscated houses in the East. They
have nothing besides their clothes,
worn out by continual use. I can say
the same of the confreres in Warsaw.
They had a large parish in Warsaw,
and only 70 houses are still standing
within its limits. The confreres are
living there in the ruins and attending the parish .. .
"The future of our Province in Poland is a very dark one. Let us hope
the 'Polish Government' will not disolve religious communities; but what
can we expect from men who ardently
support Communism and irreligion?
"Without doubt our Father, St.
Vincent, will obtain from God abundant graces for you in return for the
aid

extended . . . to

our

suffering

confreres in Poland. 'Miseremini mei
saltem vos amici mei, quia manus
Domini tetigit me.' About 10 million
perished and the remainder of 25
million are trying to make a living
under the hardest conditions ever
(Continued on Page Six)
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THE COMMUNITY SUPPLEMENT
KANSAS CITY, MO.

is raised principally against the English government, we know enough of
the aspirations and hatreds of the
Hindu leaders to realize what is in
store for us. This should move you to
pray especially hard for our missions
in India in these critical times."

From February 19 to 21 the Diocesan Priests' Retreat was held at Gethsemane Retreat House. Sixty-two
priests were present.
In a colorful ceremony Fr. Richard
Lang received the posthumous award
of the Air Medal to his brother, S/Sgt.
Frederick
Lang, for
"meritorious
achievement in aerial flight May 10,

AUSTRALIA
Fr. Nicholas Rossiter has been

1945."

WASHINGTON, D. C.
An outline of Bible study, covering
a four-year high school course, has
been edited by Fr. Joseph Lilly, and
is being circulated nationally by the
Confraternity of Christian Doctrine.
ST. LOUIS,

SISTER VINCENT MEYERS
CELEBRATES JUBILEE

MO.

At the dedication of City Hospital's
new chapel Cardinal Glennon was
the officiating prelate. Assistants to
His Eminence were Very Rev. Emmett
Gaffney, and Very Rev. James Flannery. The Most Rev. George Donnelly,
S.T.D., celebrated the Solemn Pontifical mass.
The Very Rev. Marshall
Winne was assistant priest; Fr. Thomas Cahill was deacon, and Very Rev.
George O'Malley, subdeacon. The hospital is conducted by the Daughters of
Charity, and Fr. Bernard Guibord is
the present chaplain.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Fr. Walter Cook has been appointed

assistant Superior and Procurator at
Rosati Hall.
On the. evening of February 6 Fr.
Comerford O'Malley conferred degrees
upon seventy graduates. Fr. Richard
Sherlock addressed the graduates. For
the Solemn Benediction at the graduation Fr. Gerald Mullen was Celebrant, Fr. Frederick Martinez, deacon,
and Fr. Jeremiah Lehane, subdeacon,
To accommodate the increased enrollment at the University,-total enrollment is expected to reach a new
high of 7,500, of which approximately
1,400 students are veterans-thirtysix professors have been added to the
Day Commerce Faculty, and eight to
the Evening Commerce Faculty.
Fr. Daniel Kane is teaching religion
in the College of Commerce.
The Dramatic Club of the Academy,
directed by Fr. Waldemar Kirschten,
staged ROOM SERVICE at the St.
Alphonsus auditorium on February 27
and 28.
PERRYVILLE, MO.
Mr. Robert Brennan and Mr. Carl
Schulte are the dean and assistant
dean, respectively, for the second semester.
The dates for Ordinations are as follows: Minor Orders, May 25. The Subdiaconate, May 26. Priesthood, May
30. Tonsure will be administered on the
evening of May 24.
In a recent basketball game the
Philosophers
triumphed
over
the

Theologians by the score of 43 to 39.

ap-

pointed provincial in Australia. He is
the first Australian to hold this office
since the foundation of the province
in 1929. Father studied in Paris and
received his doctorate in Rome.

COTULLA, TEXAS
Fr. Henry Altenburg has been ap-

pointed assistant pastor of Sacred
Heart Church, and Fr. Thomas Reynolds has been made chaplain of De
Paul Sanitarium, New Orleans.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Fr. William Hopp is now chaplain
of Hotel Dieu.
At a social given by St. Katherine's
parish, Very Rev. Wil'is Darling welcomed 300 veterans and 52 service men.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
It has been announced by Fr. Lilly
that Very Rev. James M. Voste, O.P.,
secretary to the Pontifical Biblical
commission, will visit this country
next summer and will be a guest of
honor at the general meeting of the
Catholic Biblical association in Boston
from August 27 to 29.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Fr. Frederick McGuire, pro-Vicar of
the Kanchow Vicariate, is returning
to his mission work in Kiangsi Province. Accompanying him are Fr.
Kenneth Williams, Fr. Eugene Davis,
and Fr. William Mason. The rebuilding
of the 17 resident mission compounds
in the Vicariate which were ravaged
by the w r will be their immediate
task.
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

At last count, 17 Vincentian priests
and one Daughter of Charity were victims of the war. The colleges of San
Jose and La Concordia and almost all
the seminaries conducted by our confreres have been destroyed.
INDIA
While our confrere, Bishop Sanz of

Cuttack, has ordained the first native priest of Cuttack, there rages
meanwhile a persecution against, the
Church. An excerpt from the Bishop's
letter to the Cuban confreres reads:
"We are seeing hard times, religious
persecution in India. The State of
Travancor has commenced against our
schools a campaign after the fashion
of Julian the Apostate. The Hindu
leaders are shouting: 'We must revolt
against oppression.' Though this cry

Fifty years in the service of the
sick and poor.
This is the goal
achieved by Sister Vincent. Hosts of
friends gathered at Charity hospital
February 19 to render thanksgiving to
God for this singular privilege bestowed on a child of St. Vincent. The
day's festivities began with a High
Mass celebrated by Rev.
Robert
Miget, C. M., and were concluded in
the afternoon with Benediction of the
Most Blessed Sacrament. A highlight
of the celebration was a visit of the
jubilarian's two sisters from San Diego,
both members of the Dominican Order, and both over eighty years of age.
Sister Vincent, a native of San Diego, began her religious life February
19, 1896, when she entered the seminary at St. Joseph's College, Emmitsburg, Md. Her fifty years of religious
life have included only three different
missions. Sister was first appointed
to St. Mary's hospital, Detroit, where
she remained until 1903 when she was
missioned to Charity hospital, New
Orleans. Here she has served the poor
and needy for the past 43 years with
the excepton of the year 1913, which
she spent at St. Thomas hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.
The De Andrein joins Sister Vincent's
many friends in offering congratulations and in praying God to grant her
m;ny more years fruitful in the works
of charity.

COMMUNITY IN POLAND
(Continued from Page Five
known in history. About 10,000 are
dying monthly from malnutrition and
tuberculosis. Our Polish Province lost
70 confreres during the war; many of
them were executed, others died in
prison camps... "
Fr. Mazurkiewicz also sent several
pictures of our Holy Cross Church in
Warsaw, which was built around 1645
by the first priests St. Vincent sent to
Poland. During the insurrection in
1944 the church was destroyed by the
Nazis, and now, sad to say, it is just

a mass of ruins.
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SISTER APOLLINE ANDRIVEAU

persuaded her superiors to make her
care of the chapel and visitor of the
poor.
INTEREST REVIVED
It was in the midst of these latter
labors
that she was favored with the
Sister Apolline Andriveau, the Sister of Louis XVIII to the French throne,
to whom our Lord appeared with the the Andriveau family's lot greatly im- vision of our Lord, as she narrates:
Red Scapular, was eighty-four years of- proved, for Apolline's father was sum- "While in the chapel on the evening of
age when she died. Ever since her en- moned to Paris to assume the office of the octave of the feast of St. Vincent
de Paul, July 26, 1846, I saw, or rather
trance into the community of the Minister of Foreign Affairs. Accordingthought I saw, our Blessed Lord clad in
Daughters of Charity forty-nine years ly he was able to furnish his daughter
a long red robe and blue mantle . . .
an
unwith
to
live
an
excellent
education. A disposi- In
previously, she sought
His right hand He held a scarlet
noticed and hidden life. Only a few tion for study and many natural gifts
persons knew that she was the one fa- combined to render her very learned scapular upon which was a crucifix,
surrounded by those instruments of the
Vored with the apparition. And though and talented.
Passion which caused His sacred Hugifted with many natural talents she
With her education finished it is manity to suffer most. I read around
refrained from exercising them lest easy to imagine the bewilderment and
the crucifix, 'Holy Passion of Our Lord
through them she should draw upon and surprise of her friends, when they Jesus
Christ, protect us!' At the other
herself praise and attention. Her bi- learned she had decided to become a
end
of
the red woolen 1raid was a picographer aptly sums up her life with Daughter of Charity, forsaking a very
a quotation from St. Paul, "Your life promising future in the world. In 1835 ture of the sacred hearts of Jesus and
Mary, the One surrounded with thorns,
is hidden with Christ in God."
she received the habit and was sent to the other pierced by a sword, and both
In the town of Saint-Pourcain, the parish of St. John's, Troyes, where surmounted by a cross."
France, on May 7, 1810, Apolline Andri- she remained for thirty-eight years. At
Even before this time, the beginning
veau was born. With the downfall of
first she taught, but ill health and lack
of
the year 1845 to be exact, Sister was
Napoleon Bonaparte and the accession of firmness in maintaining ,discipline
the recipient
extraordinary favors
I
_, that continued ofuntil
her death. What
some of these favors were we can learn
from the correspondence between Sister Apolline and Fr. Etienne, the Superior General then in office. She
greatly feared that she was a victim of
delusions, always saying, "I thought I
saw" or "I seemed to see."
The objects of her visions were, for
the most part, our Lord and His Blessed
Mother, pictured in the horrors and
sufferings of the passion or in the
glory and radiance of Heaven. But it
was the events of the Passion which occupied her thought almost continually.
She was so possessed with the subject
(Continued on Page Four)
........

EUROPEAN
RELIEF FUND
Thanks to the generous response of our confreres and
friends the European Relief Fund
has passed the thousand dollar
mark. The Students shall continue to send boxes to the confreres in Europe as long as the
money holds out. The amount of
food and clothes on hand as well
as the cash that still remains
insures the extension of this
little project for at least two
more months. Accordingly, any
contributions of money or clothes
will be welcomed. Please address
all contributions to
The Dean of Students
St. Mary's Seminary
Perryville, Missouri.

J---...•. 182-1
OHN
CARDINAL
. GLENNONu.r

JOHN CARDINAL GLENNON, 1862-1946
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Let us love God, but let it be at the expense of our arms
St. Vincent de Paul
and in the sweat of our brow.

SANCTA MARIA BARRENENSIS
That the hand of God was visibly present in the foundation
of the Congregation of the Mission in America, is easily discernible in the early historical records. Felix De Andreis had
left Rome with the purpose of establishing the Congregation
in pioneer America. At times, he could have reasoned that
his longed-for project would not be realized during the remaining years alloted him by Divine Providence. But events
proved that God did not decree as Father Felix had anticipated. Thus it came about that the residents of Perryville
made their generous proposal. This district, located some
eighty or ninety miles south-east of St. Louis was also called
"the Barrens," a name which it still preserves. It is variously conjectured as to the reason for this uncomplimentary
designation. One theory supposes that the otherwise thicklywooded district was alternately sprinkled with barren wasteland. More probable seems the other speculation: that some
of the early settlers coming from Barren County, Kentucky,
retained a preference for the name of their former locality.
Saline Creek

Several motives led to the early population of this isolated
location. One attraction was the salt works near the mouth
of the Saline Creek. These salt springs, which discharge
great quantities of briny water, were found in several places
on the Saline Creek. The comparative ease in obtaining salt
from these mines was no small contributing factor in the
minds of the prospective settlers. Others were driven westward by the persecutions of the Protestants in Maryland. Besides the spiritual blessings a seminary would offer nearby
residents, the settlers at the Barrens, in presenting their proposal, must also have recognized that such an institution in
their midst would, at least indirectly, enhance the growth of
civic cpportunity.
A Reluctant Decision

There was a moment of uncertainty, when Bishop Dubourg wavered in his choice of a location for the seminary.
The Barrens was remote from any main line of travel,/ such
as the Mississippi River or the important Indian trails. This
very isolation would be a definite disadvantage in procuring vocations. For a while he was tempted to establish his
seminary in or near the city of St. Louis. If this town matured into a city, it could always contribute a few vocations
to the Seminary. But the offer of one square mile of land
was not an offer to be lightly spurned, since no similar one
was made in a more promising sector. Eventually, he decided upon the Barrens, entrusting the care of his seminary to
the Congregation of the Mission.
Parishioners Cooperate
The erection of the seminary at the Barrens was pursued
energetically. The missionaries were assisted in no small
way by the inhabitants of Perryville, some cutting down
trees, and digging out roots; others leveled the ground and
excavated for the foundation. Beams were cut and boards
planed, while many helped by transporting materials. The
women vied with the men in providing assistance wherever
needed.

The first building of the seminary was to be sixty feet
long and thirty-six feet wide, with three stories and a basement. It was to combine the features of log-, brick-, frame-,
and stonehouses, and would have sixteen rooms.

Meanwhile Mrs. Hayden, whose son later became a priest
of the Congregation of the Mission, lodged Rosati and his
companions. Her garret was turned into a dormitory, where
mattresses, laid on the creaky boards, served as beds. The
two rooms of the house served the combined uses of a study
hall, recreation room, parlor, school-room, and superior's offire. The chapel was rustically built by enclosing an open
porch with branches. A diminutive refectory was laid cut
in the basement, where each meal necessitated three or four
shifts. To admit light into the otherwise bleak "dining room,"
paper panes were tried. Lard was then smeared on them to
render them more translucent. This would have served their
needs, had not the animals been attracted by the smell of
the grease, and eaten the "windows." A small protective
grating soon solved that problem.
Miter Forsworn

De Andreis now pressed Bishop Dubourg to permit him
to go to the Barrens, and there take up the duties as superior of the seminary, as he had contracted for while yet
in Rome. Du'bourg finally persuaded him to remain in St.
Louis until the completion of the seminary at the Barrens.
Bishop Dubourg seems to have had other designs on De Andreis' services. He was in need of a bishop coadjutor, and
had every reason for desiring as his assistant his saintly
vicar-general. De Andreis sensed this and asked his superior
general to submit to Propaganda Father Rosati's name in
his stead. "And don't imagine," Fr. Felix wrote, "that this

is the effect of humility. Here the episcopal dignity offers
hardly any food for ambition; my reluctance would be rather
a matter of laa'ness, were it not an obligation of justice."
He concludes: "Oh, how much more blessed a thing it is to
have the miter, crown, and tiara at one's feet, than upon
one's head."

In 1820 part of the house was habitable and the Church
was advanced far enough to be blessed by Father Rosati,
who acted as a special delegate of the Bishop.

JOHN JOSEPH LYNCH
"Brilliant and Versatile Member of Hierarchy"
Famed in the annals of the Congregation of the Mission in America, as an intime of the pioneer Vincentian
bishops Odin, Timon and Rosati, himself destined to become
the first archbishop of the now cardinalitial see of Toronto, was John Joseph Lynch, who was made its bishop
just eighty-six years ago this month.
The memory of Archbishop Lynch is of particular interest
to us of the Western Province, since he was for years the
superior of the Mother House at the Barrens. In February
of 1849, in his report to the Superior General, Fr. Etienne,
we learn that he had charge of the seven priests, five students and fourteen lay brothers then resident here. In 18C0,
Pentecost Monday, he laid the cornerstone of the r.ew
priests' house, and in January of 1853, he was one of the
three Vincentians enacted by the General Assembly of
Missouri as a body corporate for St. Mary's Seminary.
John Joseph Lynch was born in the townland of Annyanum, near Clones in County Monaghan, Ireland, February 6, 1816. Both his parents were educators. His mother, Anne Connolly, was, before her marriage, a school
mistress, and his father, James Lynch, was a "hedgeschoolmaster" during the penal days. John Joseph was
one of four children.
At the age of eight, someone presented him with a picture
of Niagara Falls, in far-off America. He was quite thrilled
with the gift and made anxious inquiries whether any
Catholics lived in such a place, for he intended to become a priest and minister to them. The Jesuit "Relations"
and any other work on mission activity in America became
his favorite reading, a preparation which was to bear
astounding fruit in the realization of all his dreams, when
he later founded the seminary which developed into Niagara University.
In his early childhood, his family had moved to Lucan,
near Dublin, where John's father was appointed schoolmaster. Here he received his elementary education, followed by college preparation at St. Joseph's Academy,

Clondalkin, and, in 1835, he entered St. Vincent's College, Castleknock, an institution conducted by the Vincentian Fatners.
(Continued on Last Page)
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HOLY CROSS CHURCH, WARSAW
One of the most historic and most important parish
churches in Poland is the church of the Holy Cross in
Warsaw. It is once again attempting to rise from the rubble and destruction visited upon it, -this time by Axis
bombers. This beloved church of Warsaw, was for centuries,
the favorite church of many people in a city renowned for
beautiful and magnificent churches. Amongst the forty
thousand souls in the parish we find members of the king's
household, personnel of the various embassies assigned to
Warsaw by their respective governments, the poor and the
rich, the aristocracy of mind and soul-the poets, musicians,
sculptors, painters and writers.
The church history dates back to 1510. In 1626 Bishop
John Wezyk named it as the church of a newly-formed
parish and for the next 27 years it was well managed by the
secular clergy.
Queen Mary Louise Gonzaga, wife of Ladislaus the
Fourth, King of Poland, prevailed upon the king to invite
a few of the Sisters of Charity to work in Warsaw. The first
three Sisters arrived from France in 1651. She asked St.
Vincent, a personal acquaintance of hers, to send a few of
his priests to establish his Community in Poland. Careiful and methodical, St. Vincent asked Father Lambert
Cousteaux to investigate the possibilities. Upon his enthusiastic recommendation, St. Vincent assigned Fr. Desdames,
Michael Guilot, a deacon, and Casimir Zelakowski, a cleric,
to the new Community house. They arrived in Warsaw on
November 1, 1651. When Fr. John Zejdl'c resigned as pastor, the care of the parish was given to the community on
December 1, 1653. Like St. Vincent working among the
people of the DeGondi estate, the priests of the Little Companv were to give missions and hear confessions.
After being completely destroyed by the invading Swedes
in 1656, a new brick edifice was erected by Fr. Bartholomew
Tarlo, first Polish Visitor and later Bishop oif Poznan. The
new church was consecrated on October 8, 1696.
During the first World War, the Germans took the copper
sheeting off the roof and stole the bells and the organ.
In 1945 the Nazis destroyed the church. Today it is beginning to rise again, a symbol of Poland's unconquerable
faith and its indomitable spirit.
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Students' Annual

BAZAAR
TO BE HELD

APRIL 30
All the Reverend Fathers are invited to attend this
"Community" bazaar.
The Students guarantee you an enjoyable evening.
The fun begins at 7:30 p. m.
All are invited to participate in the raffle of a
$62.00, 21 jewel, white gold, "Lord Elgin" wrist watch.
Chances: 10c each, 3 for 25c, 7 for 50c, and a book of
15, $1.00.
Address Mr. John Hickey, C. M., at the Seminary.
The proceeds are used by the Students in their local
activities and in foreign mission work.
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SISTER APOLLINE
(Continued from Page One)
that it became very difficult for her to
think of anything else, as God had so
fully revealed to her the joy to be derived from the meditation on the sufferings of Christ that earthly things
had lost all attraction for her.
But in answer to her prayer God
granted that nothing of His extraordinary graces appear on the exterior.
Her duties were performed without ostentation. She seems to have been, in
up the virtues expected in a religious,
religious. In her person were summed
up the virtues expected in a religuous,
and these in. a charming and pleasant
manner, so that she was not only a
virtuous example to her associates in
religion but an impelling one as well.
She was admired for her evenness of
soul, her charity, her humility, her
readiness to overlook thoughtlessness
and unkindness to herself. "Whenever
one met her," said a fellow religious,
"she always had a sweet smile and a
kind word."
Happily we have a description of how
Sister Apolline conducted herself in
the chapel. "The office of the chapel
which was confided to her, she fulfilled with the fervor of an angel. I had
the joy of assisting her in this blessed
task and I shall never forget the impression I received on seeing her act
with so much respect and devotion.
Her posture during prayer and Mass was
a real sermon for me. Her eyes were continually fixed on the tabernacle." What
must not have been the great love on
the part of such an affectionate person for God's poor in whom even the
worldly person can see Christ suffering!
Her tenderness and respect toward
them defied the description of contemporaries. The poor loved her as a
mother and honored her as a saint.
It was in her physical suffering that
she closely allied herself to Our Lord's
Passion. Never in her life could she be
said to have enjoyed good health. But
she considered it as a sign of special affection for God to allow her to suffer
in some way. Apparently these sufferings were not too extraordinary. Rather it was the undoubtedly more trying condition of always being in poor
health.
In 1872 her long stay at St. John's
in Troyes was ended. It was with much
sadness that she left old friends, her
poor, and above all, the chapel which
had been the scene of the giving of
the Scapular of the Passion. Caen was
the scene of her labors for the next
fourteen years. Her main occupation
was still the care of the poor. And the
supernatural favors she had enjoyed
at Troyes accompanied her to Caen.
Finally, in 1887, she was forced to retire from active duty to the home for
the aged and infirm sisters at Montolieu. Now she was suffering continually

from rheumatism, which almost completely deprived her of the use of her
Continued on Next Page)

Andrein
The De
Re-Opening of the' Apostolic School at the Barrens
December 6, 1886
(Quoted from the diary of important events at the Barrens 1886-1889)
Dec. 6-Very Rev. T. J. Smith, Visitor of the Congregation and the Very Rev.
Daniel McCarthy, Superior of the House, have been long engaged preparing the
"Log House" or "Log College" that stands back of the main building, for its new
service, no less exalted than that of former years. The "old Log House" has a
history worthy of a volume. It is sacred in the eyes of the priests and bishops
and especially dear to many of the older members of the Congregation. Right
Rev. Stephen V. Ryan, Bishop of Buffalo, stated that the building was erected
almost solely by the hands of the early, confreres. It has long been in a delapidated condition. When Superiors determined to bring it once more into service,
the Rev. James Foley, C. M., some other confreres and several workmen devoted
themselves to the work of restoration. As it stands now it is a house fit for occupation by any class of students.
Rev. Wm. J. Barnwell, C. M., arrived about six o'clock in the afternoon from
Germantown, Pa., to take charge of the boys who are to form the "Apostolic
School". He 'brings with him two boys from St. Louis: William Carr and Patrick
McCarthy. Two boys, natives of Perry County, had already taken up their quarters in the House, John Moore and Julian Layton. About the same time Francis
J. Walsh and Cormac Lavin came from St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau.
The two latter accompanied by Father News, came by coach. They suffered
greatly from the cold. Father Barnwell and his boys came by railroad as far as
Chester. When they reached Chester they found that the ferry-boat could not
run, the river on the Missouri side being frozen over. They therefore had to cross
in a skiff as far as the ice. As the ice was solid they found no difficulty in reaching land. On the point of leaving the Illinois shore, he met Father Felix Guedry,
Superior of our house of La Salle, Ill., who was just returning from giving a mission at St. Genevieve.
Dec. 8.--Feast of Our Lady's Immaculate Conception. The '"Apostolic School"
has been formally opened today. The boys received Holy Communion this morning at six o'clock Mass. Later in the day Solemn Mass was celebrated. The "Personnel" of the House at present is as follows: Very Rev. D. McCarthy, Superior;
Rev. D. D. Leyden; Rev. Wm. J. Barnwell; Mr. James Hoover, a student who
arrived from Germantown, Sept. 18, 1886. He has been appointed assistant prefect of the boys. Bro. Arthur O'Neill came with him. There are four lav brothers
and one oblate. Thomas Hardy, the famous "Tom," helps Bro. Dan at the mill
Mr. Hoover goes twice a day to Father Leyden for lessons in Theology.
Feb. 27, 1887-The confreres begin their Annual Retreat; Father McCarthy is
to conduct it.
April 23-Six boys arrive from New Orleans. Father Kendrick, C. M., accompanies them from St. Louis to which place they had been brought by Fr. August
Asmuth. Their names are Joseph Rawling, John Hart, John O'Reagan, Denis
Healy, Patrick Glennon and Francis McCabe.
June 9-Feast of Corpus Christi. Rev. Wm. J. Barnwell sings the Solemn Mass.
Father John Maloney, who has paid us a running visit from Chicago, officiated
during the procession to the Grove.
June 29-The boys have their l'ttle commencement. For some days past they
have been subject to an examination. In the afternoon, Very Rev. P. V. Byrne,
C. M., the new president of the Cape, arrives. He is accompanied by Mr. OI'Neill,
the professor of music at the Cape.
July 1-Vacation has commenced. Patrick McCarthy and Wm. Carr in company with Father Barnwell go to St. Louis to spend tneir vacation. Julian Layton and John Moore, belonging to this place, return to their homes. The other
boys remain at the Seminary. They spend their time in playing various games of
ball, trips to the Creek, reading, making cider, etc.
September 4-School reopens.
September 9- Things are now in full working order. The faculty is the same;
that is: Fathers Leyden, Remillion, Barnwell and Mr. Hoover do the teaching.
October -19-Mr. Hoover enters on a retreat prepaira;ory to the reception of
Holy Orders.
October 22-Father Smith and McCarthy go to the landing to meet the Bishop.
Father Smith is just after ccming from France, whither he had gone for community purposes. In the evening Bishop Stephen V. Ryan arrives. He now returns to the Barrens, where he had studied as a boy, taught as a priest, ruled as
Superior and Visitor.
October 23-Mr. Hoover is made subdeacon.
Octoiber 24-The same edifying confrere is raised to the dignity of deaconship
of the Holy Catholic church. After the ceremonies the Right Rev. Prelate accompanied by Father Smith, C. M. V., and D. McCarthy goes to the Cape tby
coacn.
November 5-Rev. Stephen Hueber, C. M., a deacon arrives from Germantown
to assist in the school.
December 2-Old Tom Kenny, who went to the Sister's Hospital in St. Louis
some time ago died there and was buried in the parish graveyard, Barrens, Mo.,
today.
December 14-Community enters upon a retreat to ibe conducted by the Very
Rev. Visitor, T. J. Smith, who started his own retreat on the 12th.

December 22-Father H. George Dockery, the heaviest man in the American
branch of the Congregation, arrived this evening for the purpose of making a
retreat.
December 24-We opened the box containing the new theodolite which came
during the retreat. It is a fine instrument, the gift of Fr. Felix Guedry, Superior
of the house of LaSalle, Ill.
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ST. THOMAS DAY CELEBRATION
On March 7, a Solemn Mass, an evening program of formal papers, disputation, and harmonic chants continued the revered tradition of St.
Thomas Day at the Barrens. His were
the poems we sang, his the theological
treatises, from him came even the inspiration for the stage-setting. Of our
own, we had only enthusiasm, love, and
a will to emulate.
The papers were read by Messrs.
Leudtke and McKinley, the disputation
presented by three members of the
Deacon class, Rev. Messrs. Persich,
Martin and Sullivan. Fr. James Fischer,
catching the spirit of the symbolic seta giant-sized sword behind a shielddeveloped his allocution around the use
that St. Thomas made of his mightiest
weapon: the sword of the Spirit-the
word of God. Aspiring theologians must
also be imbued with the same deep reverence for the mystery that is insepa-

was upheld by Rev. Mr. Nicholas Persich. Arguing against it were Rev.
Messrs. Arnold Martin and Hartrick
Sullivan.
Since the perfection of a Christian
consists in that by which he is united
to God, his ultimate end, his perfection must consist in charity, for by
charity is one united to God. Scripture
and reason proved the thesis. Charity,
of all the virtues, tends formally to
God as to the ultimate end. Although
considered as proceeding from the
most perfect, rational faculty, an intellectual act would seem to formally constitute perfection, yet, on earth, charity,
which is an act of the will, actually is
more perfect than faith, for it unites
man to his ultimate end more perfectly.
Nor is it to be held that various preceptive'acts of .virtue, as penance, formally constitute perfection. They are
only secondarily essential to perfection.
Virtuous, counselled, acts are only accidental to the essence of perfection,
by removing the impediments to perfect
operation of charity.

SISTER APOLLINE
(Continued from Page Four)
hands and feet. But the old evenness
of disposition and a mailable cordiality
survived this trial by fire so that she
was more than ever before ar example
to those about her. At the beginning of
the year 1895 she could take little nourishment and paralysis of her limbs increased daily. Finally on February 23,
1895, supported by'the Last Sacraments
and without agony, she passed on to
her eternal reward.

RETURNING TO CHINA

rable from the theology of St. Thomas.
The panegyric, by Mr. Stephen
Leudtke, traced the battles waged by
the thirteenth century radical in phylosophy and theology against the
upholders of heresies, authoritarianism,
and a distorted Aristotelianism. Opposition was directed against him not
only by members of the Franciscan
order, headed by St. Bonaventure and
John Peckham, but even by confreres
of the Dominican order.
Mr. William McKinley applied Chriscian ethics to a modern problem, discussing the morality of the strike. It
was viewed in itself, in its aims, in the
means employed, and in its rights
against State opposition. Valuable use
was made of the opinions of recognized
theologians, and illustrative declarations of the Sovereign Pontiffs.
After the Falso Bardoni, directed
by Fr. Ryan, sang "Ecce Panis Angelorum" and "Adoro Te Devote" the curtain opened upon the disputation. The
thesis, "Per se et essentialiter, perfectio
christianae vitae consistit in caritate,"

FROM FR. ROBERT
We have received the following letter
from our Most Honored Father, the
Very Rev. Edouard Robert, C. M., Vicar
General of the Congregation of the
Mission.
"Maison-Mere
"February 14, 1946
"My very dear confreres,
"Gratia Domini Nostri sit semper
nobiscum!
"I was deeply touched by your letter and by the new year's wishes offered me in the name of the scholastics
of St. Mary's Seminary. May your
wishes be realized, and may we never
again see war-for the greatest good of
the nations as well as for that of the
Little Company, whose trials have been
universal.
"In turn, I send you my own best
wishes. May this year be good for your
souls, for your health, your studies,
your ascent to the altar, and your entrance into the apostolate for souls.
We have a great need of holy missionaries in all the provinces. At St. Vincent's tomb I shall ask him to make
you participate ever more in his ideals
and virtues.
"I thank you in advance for the three
boxes which you say you have sent. I
shall write you when I receive them.
Your thoughtfulness is truly overwhelming. May God reward you for
your charity.
"I bless you, my very dear confreres
of St. Mary's, and I remain, in the
Sacred hearts of Jesus and Mary Immaculate,
"Your very devoted servant,
"Edouard Robert, u. p. m."
"To the Doyen of Students,
"St. Mary's Seminary."

All the discussion about politics and
economics divorced from the moral
order is just as stupid as to legislate
for salmons on skyscrapers. It is a
change of heart... which, is needed;
and this new heart can be found only
at the foot of the Cross where things
are measured according to their true
worth.-Monsignor Sheen.
I returned it was $200. When I left, rice
was $80 per gallon, and when I returnThe following are extracts from two ed it was $180. Salt is $200 per pound;
of Father Wendelin Dunker's letters sugar, $400; an egg $12. If it keeps on
written a month and a half apart. They much longer, everyone will be a milgive us some idea of how inflation in
lionaire, and it will not mean a thing.
China is increasing from day to day.
Today I was down at the bank, and
"I have a fattening hog I am going to
there I saw a $50,000 bill. It is not there
sell soon, and it should bring in about
for exhibition, but they have a number
$20,000. This summer I sold a young
of them, and though I haven't seen
mare and colt, and got $38,000 for them.
them in use, before long I will. I could
Salt costs $190 per pound; sugar, $400;
lend money now at 15 percent per
one egg, $10."
month if I wanted to, and get good
security, but there is no profit in that.
"The war situation here has quieted
Prices are going up a lot faster than
down, but the money situation is far
that. During the past month you would
from becoming quiet. We have had inhave needed interest of 100 percent to
flation for three or four years now, and
it is getting worse all the time. In the more-or-less break even. No one is
one month or so that I was gone mak- keeping any money these days, but is
ing missions prices, on the average, investing it in any and everything, and
just doubled. When I left, pork was that too is one of the reasons for prices
selling for $120 per pound, and when going up all the time ... "

On April 7 Frs. Herbert Vandenberg,
Vincent Smith, Frederick McGuire,
and Kenneth Williams will set sail for
China aboard the U.S.S. Lakeland
Victory. They have also been permitted to take all their supplies on board
with them. Your prayers are requested for their safe arrival in Shanghai.

CHINA
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NEW ORLEANS, LA.

On March 23 the Wright chapter of
the Junior Newman club had its annual retreat. Fr. Paul O'Malley, chap-

lain, conducted the retreat.
WASHINGTON,

D.

C.

Some time ago Protestant scholars
published a revision of the King James
version of the New Testament. Fr.
Joseph Lilly, general secretary of the
Catholic Biblical Association of America, praises highly the work of these
men, who have sought to publish an
accurate translation.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

"The Church and the UNO" was the

topic of Fr. Raymond O'Brien's lecture

delivered on March 18 in the Municipal auditorium. He was the second
speaker in the Catholic Forum series.
Beginning April 1, Fr. Edward Riley

will attend Northwestern University to
continue his work in Speech.
On the Feast of St. Joseph six deacons were ordained priests by Bishop
FitzSimon, and one was ordained by
Bishop Metzger of El Paso.
From Eire two students came recently
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which was held in the grand ballroom
of the Palmer House.
Fr. O'Malley has announced the appointment of a Board of Lay Trustees
whose purpose is to promote the general welfare and advancement of the
University. The President, vice-president and comptroller of the University
and the president of the Alumni Association are members ex officio. The
other fifteen members are prominent
Chicagoans.
In St. Patrick's Church a centennial
Mass was celebrated on March 17 at
which Samuel Cardinal Stritch presided and preached. Fr. Robert Cortelyou

described the ceremonies over the loudspeaker for the overflow crowd in the
lower church.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

The Feast of St. Thomas Aquinas
was celebrated at Kenrick Seminary
with a Solemn Mass in the morning
and a theological and musical program
in the evening. Fr. Simon Smith was
celebrant of the Mass, and Fr. William
Cortelyou was deacon.
PERRYVILLE, MO.
From March 31 to April 8 Fr. Preston

Murphy conducted a solemn novena in
honor of Our Lady of the Miraculous
Medal in the Church of the Assumption.
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CORRIGENDA

It was erroneously stated in
the March issue of THE DE
ANDREIN that the Daughters of
Charity conduct City Hospital in
St. Louis. Also that a group of
Community priests sang the Requiem Mass for Fr. Flavin, at
which Bishop Donnelly pontificated. It was a group of diocesan
priests.-Ed.

JOHN JOSEPHI LYNCH
(Continued from Page Two)
He met, in his early manhood, Bishops Rosati, Timon, and Odin during
their tours in Ireland for the recruiting of missionary priests to America.
In November of 1839 he repaired to
France, where he entered the novitiate
of the Congregation of the Mission
in the Rue de Sevres. In 1842 he returned to Castleknock to complete his
training, and in the following year he
was ordained priest at Maynooth by
Archbishop Murray, the famous friend
of the great Cardinal Newman.
His first duties were in Ireland, but
upon Bishop Odin's plea, he agreed to
come to Texas to labor in that country
which had only recently ratified an
annexation agreement with the United
States. Owing to failing health, he
was transferred later by the Visitor,
Fr. Mariano Maller, to the Congregation at the Barrens. Here he served
as superior for the next six years, save
for a short period during which he
accompanied the Visitor to the General Assembly in Paris. (It was during
this Assembly that Mother Seton's
Sisters of Charity were united to the
regular Vincentian Daughters of Charity.)
In 1855 he was sent to Bishop John
Timon in Buffalo to help found there
a seminary. Fr. Lynch's boyhood
dreams were suddenly brought to actuality for him when the site finally
decided upon was the vicinity overlooking Niagara Gorge. "This is my
rest... Here will I dwell, for I have
chosen it," he said. Here was established the Seminary of Our Lady of
the Angels, the future Niagara University.
'Ir
Jl.

to enroll in St. John's. They are for
the Archdiocese of San Antonio.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Directors of the Junior Division of
the N. C. W. C. held a sectional convention at St. John's Seminary on
March 27 and 28.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
During Lent Fr. Dennis Flynn is delivering a series of sermons at St. Se-

bastian's in West Los Angeles, The sermons are based on questions submitted for discussion by the parishioners.
Under his direction each of Fr.
George Brennan's classes will present

a play before this school term ends.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Very Rev. Comerford O'Malley deliv-

ered the invocation at the banquet of
the Irish Fellowship Club of Chicago,
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yond the humble zone of his activity. Bishop Armand de Charbonnel of Toronto, hearing of him from the confreres at the Irish College in Paris, remarked
to himself, "I have found my coadjutor." On his return to Amerila, the Bishop
made Fr. Lynch's acquaintance and took occasion to test for himself his capabilities, finally requesting his nomination as bishop from the Holy Father. The
papal bulls of his nomination arrived much to Fr. Lynch's amazement and chagrin,
but he bowed his will to that of the Church and was consecrated in Toronto,
November 20, 1859, with Bishop Timon assisting Bishop Charbonnel.
The following year he laid aside his titular bishopric of Aechinas to become
Bishop of Toronto in his own right. In 1869 he attended the Vatican Council.
At this time, it was decided to make Toronto into an archdiocese, with Bishop
Lynch as first archbishop. He received the pallium from Cardinal Antonelli in
the pope's private chapel.
In 1874 he had the unique distinction of fulfilling one of the prophecies of the
Cure d'Ars in the event of the ordination of a young man. Of this cleric, the Saint
had said that, upon his ordination by a stranger, an infirmity would be cured,
and such proved to be the case. Another distinction came in 1879, during the
course of an ad limina visit, he was received by King Edward VII, then Prince of
Wales, on behalf of Queen Victoria. This was the first appearance of a Catholic
prelate at the English court since the reign of the Catholic King James II.
In 1881 he was able to preside at the silver jubilee of the now Niagara University. Failing eyesight was cured through the intercession of Our Lady of
Knock, whose shrine in County Mayo ("the Irish Lourdes") originated with her
apparition there in 1879. May 12, 1888, after a brief illness, he died in Toronto.
At his funeral, Bishop Stephen Vincent Ryan preached the" sermon, speaking of
him as "a bright prepossessing student, a cherished scholarly member of the
Vincentian Fathers, and one of the most brilliant and versatile members of thd
hierarchy."
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"THE FATHER DAMIEN OF LOUISIANA"
His contemporaries saw a tall, gaunt,
sad-eyed priest, carrying himself erectDeeply
ly under his rusty cassock.
pious, affable, courteous to all, a
good friend of the poor, this was the
same man who was called by Orestes
Brownson, the only philsopher he had
ever met in America.
That was the way Father Boglioli
appeared to Brownson. A more telling
recapitulation of his priestly life was
left by a young interne of Charity
Hospital, a Dr. Matas: "I have always
thought of him as the Father Damien
of Louisiana."
Who was this priest who left behind
him two such diverse testimonies?
Father Charles Boglioli was an Italian,
born in Canessi, December 1, 1814. Between that date and his death, on July
2, 1882, in New Orleans, so illustrious
-and unpublicized-a chapter in the
flame-hued annals of Vincentian charity has seldom been written. Although

he was still at least a year from the
priesthood, having finished most of
his courses in philosophy and theology
in the Seminary for Vincentians at
Piacenza, to which he had joined himself by vows on the very birthday of
the Little Company in 1838, he volunteered for the American missions, imitating his older countrymen, De Andreis and Rosati.
After his ordination by Bishop Blanc
in 1841, in New Orleans, he taught at
the Catholic College in Cape Girardeau, Missouri. Even before his ordination he had held other teaching
posts. He would later be Superior of
the Parish of the Assumption, and a
professor at the Seminary of the Assumption, in Bayou Lafourche, Louisiana.
For a year in the early part of the
Civil War, he was chaplain with the
Donaldsonville Cannoniers, while they
were in Virginia.

He began his sixteen years of service
to the sick in 1866. Stationed at old
S't. Joseph's Church, which was then
across from Charity Hospital, he was
chosen for the office of hospital chaplain. His facility in speaking many
tongues qualified him for the work;
as, also, did his great physical strength,
and powers of endurance.
How thoroughly he spent himself
becomes evident upon contrasting an
extant early likeness, with a sketch
made of him in his last days. In 1876
he had developed the first symptoms
of Hansen's disease, to which he succumbed in 1882. (This malady is commonly called "leprosy," but that name
is distasteful both to its victims and
to those who are consecrated to their
service.)
He had dedicated himself without
stint to serve the neediest patients in
the hospital. Ministering in the *on(Continued on Page Three)

20 YEARS IN PAMPA

Still recent enough to be reckoned among the new Vincentian houses in the
Western Province is Holy Souls Parish, Pampa, Texas. It was six years ago,
in the summer of 1940, that the then-Bishop of Amarillo, the present Archbishop
Lucey of San Antonio, invited the Very Reverend Visitor to take over the parish
in the name of the Vincentian Fathers. This was accomplished, Sunday, Septerfmber 1, 1940.
Pampa is 56 miles east of Amarillo, and is a city of a population of about
18,000. The honor of having offered the first sacrifice of the Mass in this place
belongs to Fr. John Krukkert, now pastor of St. Mary's Church, Umbarger,

INTERIOR OF HOLY SOULS CHURCH

Texas, and diocesan consultor. This
first Mass occurred in the summer of
1926, and was succeeded by many
others, offered in private homes and
public buildings. In 1929, Thanksgiving Day, Holy Souls Church was blessed, and the following year a rectory
was operating in conjunction with the
church.
The church and rectory are both of
brick, as is also the school, whose cornerstone was laid in 1937. The school
comprises eight grades, and is conducted by the Sisters of Charity of the Incarnate Word, whose mother-house is
ih Normandy, Missouri. By September
it is planned to have a new convent
constructed for the Sisters, to replace
the present frame building which is
around the corner frcm the church.
The plans for the new edifice are now
in the hands of the architect. At this
time the parish is free of debt and
sufficient funds are in order for the
building of the new convent.
When the Community took over the
parish, Fr. William St ck was appointed as pastor, which position he still
enjoys. Fr. Vin:ent Winn was also appointed to PL mpa at that time.
Several mission stations in the region surrounding Pampa are alko served by members of the Congregation.
The mission of the Sacred Heart in
Canadian, about 46 m:les east of Pampa, is the burial place of the late Fr.
James Lewis, who performed a truly
(Continued on Pp-,
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Let us love God, but let it be at the expense of our arms
and in the sweat of our brow.
St. Vincent de Paul

DEATH IF FELIX DE ANDREIS
It is one of the great anomalies
that those who accomplish the most in
this life, are those who are completely
detached from the transitory things this
life has to offer. Fr. Felix De Andreis
was spiritually indifferent to world acclaim or fame. Yet his founding of the
Vincentians in early America is one of
the great expansive accomplishments of
the Community. He sought not his own
glory, but only the glory of his love.
His love so grew and consumed him
that.
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would behold the object of his love directly, instead of thru
the eyes of faith. With this thought uppermost in his mind,
he wrote to Fr. Biccari, on September 4, 1820, "I am embarrassed to admit that I am literally swimming in an ocean
of balsam, and I can no longer be satisfied in this mortal life.
I find myself in the center of my being, and desire only to
consummate the sacrifice." Forty days later his sacrifice
was consummated in death.
Longing For Death
The health of Fr. De Andreis, never very good, certainly
was not improved by his journey to America. The privations which the life of the early missionaries necessitated,
merely aggravated his delicate health. In April 1818, he
was on the road to recovery from a malady which had
brought him to the brink of death, only to suffer a serious
relapse in the winter of the following year. In this illness
he writes, "I have seen the ax laid to the root of the tree;
I have looked upon the foul face of death; I have seen all
the vanity of the world scattered like smoke; I have seen
how sweet it is to leave this valley of tears when the heart
has become an utter stranger therein. Permit me to transfer all my affection to heaven, and then I will laugh at
death and everything else... Pray for one who has become
a demi-Turk, without Mass, without Office, etc., because
my head is like the brig 'Ranger' when she was thrown
about here and there by the storm, and I know not when
it will grow calm again."
His Last Illness
In early October, 1820, he was seized by a violent fever.
He was ordered to bed, and to the astonishment of
all, he then predicted that his death was at hand, and wished to receive holy Viaticum. Fr. Leo De Neckere assisted
De Andreis in his last illness. Bishop Dubourg decided that
it was now time to grant his desire to receive his Lord
for the last time, and administered Viaticum and Extreme
Unction. The intense feeling which was visibly shown on
the countenances of those assembled around the bedside,
indeed was representative of the mournful throng who
waited in silence outside, anxiously anticipating reports on
the condition of their friend and God's friend.
Rosati Succeeds De Andreis
Before departing this life, he appointed Rosati as his successor and superior of the American mission. Then in order
not to enjoy the slighest comfort in his last moments, he

requested to be laid on the ground, but this the doctors and
confreres would not countenance. As for a will, his possessions were so few that this legal necessity was obviated.
The dying man left it to the Bishop to dispose of his few
worldly goods, as he deemed best. Then, blessing his confreres, he departed this life, on October 15, 1820, at the early
age of 41 years, three months, and ten days.
Miraculous Star
When the mortal remains'of Felix De Andreis were exposed for the last time, the public demonstrations, manifested the esteem with which he was held, by both Catholics and non-Catholics. It was on the day of the funeral,
that a large, beautiful star appeared in the sky, seemiingly
above the remains, for the space of three hours, until the
funeral rites had been completed at the Cathedral. A large
number of St. Louisans witnessed this, and credited it as
a sign of divine approval on the sanctity of the deceased
missionary.
First Miracle
The breath of life was barely out of Felix De Andreis,
when the first miracle credited to his intercession occurred.
It was while friends were privately paying their last respects, that Bishop Dubourg's housekeeper, Mrs. Hearn,
who had suffered for seven years from a stomach malady,
came to see her friend in Christ, to ask him to obtain a
cure for her. As she knelt at his feet she prayed fervently,
and could not resist touching the feet of his mortal remains. On that instant, the pains left her, and her strength
returned. She was entirely and permanently cured.
In a letter to Father Rosati, Bishop Dubourg informs him
that "God has taken from us your father and my saintly
helper...I am forwarding to you his precious remains;
they naturally belong to you, tho I confess I am making a
sacrifice.... As to his crucifix, he has left that as a special legacy to you in publicly naming you superior... See to
it that this body repose in a place whence, should occasion
arise, it may easily be exhumed."
Triumphant Procession
On the 16th of October, Bishop Dubourg, assisted by the
neighboring clergy, celebrated the solmen exequies in the
Cathedral. Afterwards, the body was placed in a hearse,
and then began the journey to the Barrens. The mournful
journey turned into a somewhat triumphant procession with
the sudden reappearance of the luminous star which miraculously led the cortege the entire distance. At a fork in the
(Continued on Naxe Page)

NECROLOGY

In your charity please pray for the souls of the Mother
of Bishop Quinn, the Mother of Very Rev. James Flannery,
and the Father of Fr. Francis Hynes.

FROM BLACKROCK

"St. Joseph's, Blackrock, County Dublin, Ireland-March 27,
1946
"Very dear Confreres:
".e..
Our Province is but a comparatively small one...
There are at present eleven priests, twenty-seven students,
sixteen seminarists, and five brothers in this house.
"There is a small farm attached, enough to supply the
needs of the community in the matter of vegetables, and
to contribute a little to the nation's wheat. During the

working year we have not sufficient time to help in the
farming activities, but during the harvesting season, when
we are enjoying vacation, a number assist at the reaping
and binding of wheat and labor on at the threshing.
"After the Summer Examinations all move, bag and baggafe, to Castlerock, one of our colleges, seven miles outside
the city of Dublin, and there spend the month of July in
comparative ease, free from all theological study, building
up the worn tissues for another onslaught. After our return in August, the study of social problems occupies our
minds for some hours each day. At the end of that month
the Annual Retreat begins, ending on the Feast of Our
Lady's Nativity. And so refreshed and sanctified, the new
scholastic year begins for us with the invocation and under
the protection of the Mother of God.

"The Novena in honor of Our Lady of the Miraculous
Medal has made excellent progress in this country since its
first appearance five years ago. Churches in practically all
(Continued on Next Page)
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FATHER DAMIEN
(Continued from Page One)
tagious wards, he was continually in
contact with several victims of Hansen's Disease. Organized, scientific
care of those sufferers is not many
years old. There were then nostatesupported asylums, such as has been
erected in Carville, Louisiana. Not
chaulmoogra oil
even the ancient
treatments were then in use in the
New World. Lacking the modern safeguards, Father Boglioli's care of the
stricken was therefore even more heroic, just as it meant more to the afflicted themselves.
Public tribute has been paid in
times past to the charity of this true
son of St. Vincent. But among Vincentians he is slipping into an unjust
oblivion. We need the memory of
him before us to show us higher levels
of self-sacrifice; to show us the doctrine of the Mystical Body in action.

FROMa BLACKROCK
(Continued from Page 2)

HOLY SOULS CHURCH, PAMPA

TWENTY YEARS:
IN PAMPA
(Continued from Page One)
apostolic work here. During his life
in the mission he won the love of the
people and cleared the station of its
debt. "Wishing that there should be
a priest forever in that ]place where
there had been 'none so many years,
he desired to be buried in Canadian.
The station of Higgins is about 73
miles east of Pampa, and the station
of Miami is about 23 miles east. In
the latter, Mass is offered each Sunday for the benefit of the many railroad workers.
Fr. Robert McWilliams assists Fr.
Stack at Holy Souls Church in Pampa. Fr. Francis Lynn is chaplain of
Loretta Hospital, Dalhart. Fr. Lynn is
the successor of Fr. Theodore Nuss,
who is buried in the cemetery at Pampa. Fr. C. Guitierrez is the pastor of
St. Francis Church, Ranchos de Taos,
New Mexico.
In 1940, October, the Miraculous
Medal Novena was begun at Pampa.
Subsequent upon this, some very remarkable favors have been granted
in the parish.

DEATH OF DE ANDREIS
(Continued from Page Two)
road, they mistakenly took the wrong
juncture, and had to retrace their way
to again be guided by the star, which
remained visible until the interment.
At Kaskaskia, Prairie-du-Rocher, and
Ste. Genevieve the demonstrations presaged what was to follow when they
reached the Barrens. Here Fr. Rosati,
officiated at the Solemn Requiem Mass
and Office of the Dead. After this the
venerable Servant of God was buried
in the cemetery behind the church, in
a tomb built in with bricks.
When the Church was extended in
1824, the tomb of Fr. De Andreis was
thus enclosed within it. In 1836 the
new church of St. Mary's of the Barrens was finished, and in the following
year Rosati, ordered the remains to be
solemnly transferred to their present
resting place in the Church.
May God grant that the Venerable
Felix De Andreis continue to intercede
for us, who a century later, clumsily
seek to follow his example, and may
we in our turn remain ever faithful
and devoted to the memory of our
saintly departed confrere.
(Conclusion of the Life of Felix
De Andreis).

the dioceses have the exercises on some
day in the week. In this diocese alone,
not by any means a large one when
compared to those in America, fortyfive of the churches are packed to
their full capacity every Monday evening for the Novena. This country has
always been known for its devotion to
the Mother of God, so that it is little
wonder the Novena took such a hold.
"Just after the arrival of your letter,
the venerable Archbishop of your diocese, Cardinal Glennon, died at the
residence of our President. The whole
sympathy with
nation showed its
America, and with the diocese of St.
Louis at their loss. The body of the
late Cardinal lay in state in the College chapel of All Hallows, the Propaganda College staffed by our confreres
-where he had been educated. From
here the body was borne to his native
Mullingar through city streets lined by
thousands of his fellow countrymen,
and there the Solemn Requiem was attended by three Cardinals, many bishops and priests, our President, and
representatives of many public bodies.
One of the late Cardinal's wishes had
been that his soul might somehow
pass through Ireland on its way to
Heaven. That wish was fulfilled in a
way no one would have expected.
"Letters take so long to cross the
ocean, judging from the five weeks'
passage of yours, that by the time this
reaches you Easter will have come.
.Paschal joys to all our American confreres. Remember your Iri h brethren
now and a ain in your prayers, and
keep up the correspondence now so
happily begun."
(This letter concluded with a fare-

well in Gaelic.)
"Devotedly in St. Vincent,
Pearse Gallagher, iccm."

-The De -Andrein
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CATHAY COMMUNIQUES
"Catholic Mission
"Hokow, Kiangsi
"March 15, 1946
"Dear...
"Congratulations to the Clet Correspondence Guild on the reopening of
its work for building morale among the
missioners. It makes me feel, really,
like an old man to be receiving letters from the Students, most of whose
names are new to me. But I assure
you, I am not so old after all. In
fact I haven't even a gray hair to
boast of after these five years in
China. And that just goes to show you
that the life over here isn't really as
bad as some people might suppose.
"As far as I am personally concerned, I have probably had about the
easiest job anyone could want during
my sojourn here. I realized that before, but it has been brought home to
me more forcibly just these last two
months. Up until January of this
year, I have spent most of my five
years in China at the Bishop's residence. I have been assigned to take
over the Mission at Hokow with all its
pomps until Father Fox returns, and
when he does, I'll return to Yukiang
to see the books in order. I forsee a lot
of work ahead of me. But after three
and a half years in Yukiang with the
Birhop and Fr. Smith, the work will
only be a small factor.
"Here I am by my:elf after being
with someone for five and a half years
-and although I can have a lot of
fun with the orphans here, it gives me
an uncomfortable feeling that I am an
old man; besides, in Yukiang, what
with having the minor seminary there,
there is the opportunity to play basketball most of the year around. So,
in a nutshell you can see that I don't
especially enjoy playing the part of a
hermit, but that I like to have someone around who can speak a little
English.
"When I first came to China it was
the Bishop's intention that there
should be at least two foreigners in
any mission under the care of an
American priest. But due to the fact
that communications closed down
shortly after I came, such a plan has
been impossible of fulfillment. More
than five years have passed since
there has been any new blood in the
Vicariate. And there have been not
a few deaths. So that the work of the
mission is hampered as much by the
condition of exchange as it is by the
dwindling number of priests.
Last
August we had ordinations for three
young priests. This year there will be
no ordinations, because one of the
two seminarians was killed by the
Chinese who accused him of being a
spy, and the other has since been dismissed. Next year there should be

three or maybe four more young Chi-

nese priests. But we still need American priests over here just as badly as
before. One of tfle reasons is for replacements-so that the long list
waiting for vacations can make a start.
Another, and more important reason,
is that there is plenty of work to do.
"All in all, your letter was very interesting, and I want to thank you for
it. Such letters do much to lessen
the feeling of being the 'forgotten
children' of the community. We can't
see that a life in China is any more
extraordinary than a life at home.
Certainly the work is the same. And
if you have a good sense of hum r
you'd be surprised how much fun you
can find for yourself.
"Next week I have to start going
into the country round-about, and
make the missions. When I shall have
finished that, it will be close to Easter, and I'll have to make preparations
for the Parish Retreat during Holy
Week. Beside that I'll have to make
preparations for the ceremonies of
Holy Week itself. So you can see that
I'll be quite busy for the next month."
From Another Letter

"I have received several letters of
condolence on the death of my mother
from various confreres scattered
throughout the States and I would like
you to insert a note of appreciation
to them in the De Andrien. Also I
would like to thank them and the Students for the prayers and Masses they
offered for the repose of her soul. It
is a circumstance of this nature which
makes one appreciate more fully the
privilege of being a member of the
Community. I never realized it so
much before.
"Sincerely in St. Vincent,
"Robert Kraft, i.s.c.m."
Shengkiamen (Chusan Islands)
March 8, 1946.
"Dear Students,
"Gratia D.N.J.C. sit semper ndbiscum!
"I received your gift a week ago.
Thank you very much! The parcel arrived with a fragrant smell of chocolate, because the content of this can
had been spread amongst the other
cans. Never mind, friends. I collected
this precious powder and made the
most delicious breakfast since 8 years
ago! May I .suggest another welcome
gift? I should be very glad to have
some cans of coffee, some razor blades
(i.e. Gillette blades, double edge with
3 holes in the center) and a fountain
pen. My own pen, which I had used
from my seminary days and which was
still good, 'has disappeared from my
desk and some Chinese is using it. I
suppose, with the calmest conscience!
"You know by the papers that all
is not going well here. Everywhere in
my small village they are preparing

a 'spontaneous' demonstration against
Russia. But when, in China, everything

will go easily, then it will be the :end
of this world. I have heard a week ago
that my misery has nothing to hope
from the UNRRA and a fortiori from
the CNRRA. Good news, you see! But
another American told us: 'we are
working for China relief, and we don't
know anything about China and Chinese.' Why don't they use us? Maybe
we know them too well!
"These days I am working with this
idea: 'Maybe the American Lazarists
will come.' I hope it fervently. We
French have suffered too much loss in
personnel. We are outnumbered by the
Chinese priests whose quantity is not
synonymous with any quality. At 60
they ask to withdraw from office. More
than ever the foreign missioners are
necessary in China, because at this
time the country is making a definite
choice of its way.
"I have some 1590 Catholics, 3 chapels. The most hopeful chapel is situated in an island 5 miles off Shengkiamen. When the wind is good, the trip
by boat lasts one hour. But when the
tide and the wind are adverse, this
place can be reached only in 3 or 4
hours. When you will come, bring with
you a motor boat, friend! In the island
you will find beaches and mountains
for hunting in summer vacation. The
most famous Buddhist island of Putu
with its white sand beaches is only
half an hour's journey from this chapel. But as missionary you will find
500 more Catholics packed into threq
rooms for Mass. We say a 'chapel,
but there are no buildings of this
kind. In this place, the peasants are
occupied in cotton plantations. A missionary is absolutely necessary on this
point. The Catholics have asked the
Bishop to send them one missionary,
but no money. I know this place, and
,I am right in saying that in 10 years
the Catholics may reach the 5,000
number.
"I have also on the mainland another chapel, 'The Theresa del'Enfant
Jesus' where 300 or more Catholics are
asking to send them a catechist. I
shall send one next week, asking the
'Little Theresa' to provide for money.
Really, for the time being, I am without any resources.
"Another chapel, gift of a pious
American, St. Agnes', no more exists.
A violent typhoon overturned it. In
this place there are some 280 Catholics,
but not very good ones. My place, at
best, is in a pitiful condition.
Our
residence is situated on a promontory
from which you can see about 15 to
20 miles around. But the water is
yellow and the beaches are muddy.
In the channel there are some 4000
fishing boats in the same day. There
are very few Catholics-too much
gambling and opium during the oc-

cupation. Our church, "Our Lady of
Rosary," is the center of a pilgrimage.
(Continued on Page Six)
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HOLY FATHER RENEWS APPEAL
FOR WAR-STRICKEN OF ALL NATIONS
In response to the Holy Father's
plea we have been sending on behalf
of the Confreres of the Western Province, boxes such as these....

end have
these-

received answers such as

"Paris ce 24 Mars, 1946
"Mes bien chers freres,
"La Grace de Notre Seigneur soit
toujours avec nous,
"Presque le lendemain de votre
lettre du 23 Fevrier, arrivait un colis.
Le surlendemain en arrivaient deux
autres. Je suis confus de tant de
charite fraternelle et fier a la fois de
voir tant d'elan sympathique parcourir
votre province. Je vous felicite tous
et vous prie d'agreer notre vive reconnaissance.
"A la Maison Mere, nous serons tous
unisdans
ala
priere pour demander a
Dieu de vous benir par l'intermediaire
de notre Bienheureux Pere que nous
implorerons aupres de sa chasse. Qu'il
vous donne d'etre plus tard d'excellents
missionaires parmi ses meilleurs fils.
"Je vous benis tous et me dis dans
les saints coeurs de Jesus et de Marie
Immaculee,
"votre tout paternellement devoue,
"Edouard Robert, i.p.d.l.m."
Grand Seminaire. 38 Avenue de Paris
Perigueux. (Dordogne).
"le 9 avril 1946.
"Confratres carissimi,
"Gratia D.N.J.C. sit semper nobiscum!
"Magna cum gratitudine litteras vestras diei 3 martii accepimus, in quibus apparet spiritus vester exquisitae
fraternae caritatis, tam similis spiritui
Beati Patris nostri Sancti Vincentii.
"Multa sane nobis desunt in Gallia;
attamen, ex auditis, scimus confratres
nostros aliarum provinciarum, praesertim Poloniae Jugoslaviae et Italiae, in summa inopia esse, quin possimus vobis notificare domorum nomina,
ubi viget maxima necessitas. Scribendo
ad domum principalem S. Lazari, haberetis forsan percontationes necessarias.
"Quidquid sit, nobis pergratum erit
tres fasciculos a vobis missos recipere,

at si diversa in istis contenta, praesertim sopones ob penuriam, nobis maxime utilia erunt, magni quoque faciemus quod ista a fratribus nostris mittantur.
"Juxta illud divinum verbum Christi
ab Apostolo allatum: "Beatius est magis dare quam accipere," optamus ut
gaudium nostrum sit vestrum et amplius, et Deus det vobis caritatis vestrae praemium.
"Hoc sperantes, sumus, confratres
carissimi, in Christo et Sancto Vincentio,
"vestri addictissimi:
"Confratres Domus Petrocoricensis
"Felix Contassot
"Superior"
"Helden-Panningen, 10a Aprillis, 1946
"Carissimi Fratres:
"Gratia Domini nostri Jesu Christi
sit semper nobiscum!
"Grato animo vestras accepi litteras
et ex intimo corde vobis gratias agimus pro eximia benevolentia erga
Fratres Hollandiae Provinciae!
"In hoc diuturno bello ex quo tantae
et tammultae ortae sunt calamitates
et, ut bene dixistis, universalis miseria,
multum proper indicibiles anxietates
et ubique vigentem miseriam passi
sumus. Deo adjuvante, nemo ex nobis
periit, nemo in Germaniam est deportatus, quamquam ex vico "Panningen"
octingenti homines vi, paene dicam,
in servitutem sunt redacti. Populus
Panningensis nobis quomodocumque
auxiliatus est, quo deficiente auxilio,
gravissima nobis minata esset fames!
"Quidam ex (nostris) sacerdotibus
profecti et quidam alii in Missiones
profecturi sunt. Non fieri potest ut dicam quam felices fuerint multos per
annos inertes exsrectantes et ardentissime labores apostolicos desiderantes.
"In Christo et Sto. Vincentio,
"P. v. Kuijck, iscm, sup.
"Missiehuis St. Joseph."
We are deeply grateful for all the
donations of money,
clothing, and
food. Your response is just another
manifestation of the true spirit of St.
Vincent.
However, there is still much to be
done, as the following letters atteAt.
Any contribution of whatever size or
amount will be gladly accepted.
"April 14, 1946
"Our dear Brethern in Christ:
"Gratia Domini nostri Jesu Christi
sit semper nobiscum!
"Certainly you will wonder, on receiving this letter, It is written by five
Slovene Scholastics of Yugoslav Province, refugees in Rome, with five
priests of the same Province.
"The German and Italian occupation, and the terrorism of the communists during the war, have caused

heavy losses to our little

Province.

Some priests and five scholastics were
killed. We have hoped for the liberation, but the new regime of Yugoslavia
(Communists!) brought us new sufferings, and even persecution of the
Church, under the pretext that she
collaborated with the enemy. Therefore, we had to leave the Community
House, and fly to Italy, or Austria. At
this moment our Visitor and some
other priests are in prison; our activity has been extremely limited. The
communication with our House is impossible. The Sisters of Charity are
also suffering, and had to leave some
of their houses and hospitals.
"Our confreres in Rome received us
with charitable kindness. But here
also the consequences of the war are
very sensibly felt, and the attempt to
support ten additional persons places
a heavy burden on this House. Therefore, we beg you to excuse us if we appeal to your charity, having heard
that you are dispased to send relief to
your needy confreres. We shall be
thankful for everything: shoes (ordinary sizes), clothes, underclothes,
and small things .of daily use. All these
things are here very expensive. We
will repay your kindness with our
prayers. Please write us, if possible.
"Our names are Janez Jeretina, Dusan Okorn, Janez Petek, Franc Rebersak, Anton Zrnec.
"In the charity of St. Vincent, we
send you our kindest regards.
"Collegio Leoniano,
"Roma."
(To this appeal there was appended
a note by the Superior of the Collegio
Leoniano, Father Cenci, who recommended the interests of the Slovenian
confreres to our charity, and further
asked that we assist, as far as possible, the Seminarists, Scholastics, and
minor seminarians of his own house.)
(Translation)
"Helden-Panningen, March 21, 194N5
"Missiehuis St. Joseph
"Congregatie der Missie (Lazaristen)
"Dear friend,
"Yes, your letter was most enlightening and quite an agreeable surprise. I
hasten to reply to your kind request.
I will give you the desired information
now to enable you to inform our confreres, as you will be writing soon.
Afterwards I shall myself write and
give what information I have on our
other houses.
"In Holland we have the following
institutions:
1) Ubbergsehe Weg 172, Nijmegen;
2) Missiehuis St. Joseph, HeldenPanningen;
3) Rectoraat Nieuw-Einde, Heerlen;
4) Rectoraat Prins Hendriklaan 50,
Rumpen;
5) Rectoraat Mariaveld, Susteren;
6) St. Vincentius-Seminarie, Wern-

(Continued on Page Eight)
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CHINA, continued
(Continued from Page Four)
The pilgrims are coming from Chekiang, Th'ai and sometimes from Foukien, where the fishers are very good
Catholics. The church and the residence need repairs, but I have no hope.
There is also a school of 300 boys,
mostly pagans, entirely on the charge
of the mission. I shall close it by
August, because it is too onerous. I
have been forced to open a school on
our premises to prevent occupation by
Chinese soldiers.
"And now, friends, you have some
idea of my post; the burden is heavy.
Come here! I shall help you in the
beginning, and you shall establish here
a magnificent center of the Apostolate.
Excuse my rather poor English, but
see only one thought, my heart. You
have, according to your papers, an extraordinary Catholic activity. Come
here to do the same.
"Pray for me, as I am doing for you
in St. Vincent. Good success in your
studies, and when you will come, bring
with you a racket. I am 41, but not so
old. We shall have a most beautiful
lawn-tennis on the terrace of the
church.
'Au revoir,' and God bless you all,
"L. Corcuff, i.s.c.m"
"Catholic Mission
"Shengkiamen, Chusan Island"
The following are excerpts from a
letter recently received from one of
our Missioners in China. It was written
at Yi Yang, Kiangsi, -on March
8, 1946.
"Dear....
"Gratia D.N.J.C. sit semper nobiscum!
"...During a month's time there are

about five calls for the Last Sacraments, besides the country Funeral
Mass calls, and the sick calls. They all
stand before your desk and ask and
beseech for hours to go out into
the country to look at a sick case.
When it is not this, it is giving out
medicine, counsel, clearing up disputes, listening to this one who wants
to borrow the money I have not, or
another petitioning for a mouthful
of rice and a rag to cover him from
the cold. Then, finally, there is the
'bound-to-blow-in' person who talks,
talks, talks, and talks-and the whole
thing without any reason or even simple, complete, sensible idea. In this way I
find it's eleven o'clock at night and
time to blink my eyes for a while to
prepare for the next morning's experiences.
"As far as conversions are concerned,
thank God, for I have two new villages added to my list. These were left to
me by the priest who was there before.
It should give us here a total of some

sixty baptisms in that part for Easter.
Two teachers are among them teaching the catechism.
"Extreme Unction is a wonderful
cure in and about China. There are
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many cases where one is on the point
of death; the priest goes there and
administers the Sacrament, and two
days later either the person himself
comes in for a visit, or someone else6
comes to report that the person is
cured. I attended a bad syphilis case;
I gave the poor wretch the Last Sacraments, as he was very near death. A
week later be came to visit me. He was
perfectly cured. That was three years
ago. Since then he has been running
around in good health. One can be
sure of at least 2/3 of his sick callsthat will not terminate in the death of
the sick person!
"Here are a few cases of conversions where one can see the hand of
God most clearly. I went into the
far north for the missions. On the day
on which I was to leave the place for
points farther north, I was called to
the bedside of a very old man who was
at the point of death. He was still
conscious and able to talk clearly. He
thanked me for coming. He told me
he was a catechumen, had learned the
Our Father, Hail Mary and the Creed.
I had him recite the prayers, asked
him to explain them, and asked him
if he believed in them. I baptized him
and gave him Viaticum. He died a
couple of hours after I left.
"In one of the villages that came over
Jto religion, there was a fam'ly of fivefather, mother and three sons. The
family was mighty poor. The father
could not see any way out of his poverty except to sell his son to get food
to eat. The village would not allow
it. They gave him some money and
some rice. The little tot of four years
-the one the father was thinking of
selling-got very ill. The father out of
a good heart gave the kid 50c. The
little boy called his mother: 'Mother,
don't sell Daddy, we got some money
to buy food.' He gave the money to
his mother. 'Mother,' he said, 'call
the priest, I want to be baptized. I
want to go to heaven. Mother take
care of Father, and my brothers.' And
so he died.
"Another case was a refugee who
had studied doctrine in Chekiang Province. The family were catechumens.
They had come to me a month earlier
and wanted to be baptized. I told

plained that all night the child had
been crying to be baptized. All along
the road the child kept beseeching to
be baptized. We laid the dear thing
in a simple graveyard...
"I am anxious to get in connection
with someone who could help me to
build a building for our school. The
building I have now was built by myself with the help of a carpenter. It
is bound to fall apart one of these
days. I'm not mentioning the Church
nor the priest house, for that is too
evident a matter to speak about.
"Remember me in your prayers.
Thanks! I'll remember you in mine.
"Yours in St. Vincent,
"W. L. Des Lauriers, C.M.
"P.S. By the way, your letter nearly
never got here. Some of the P.O. workers don't know English!"
"Seminario S. Vincenzo de' Paoli
"Strada Valsalice a S. Margherita, 25
"Torino.
"Augustae Taurinorum
"9-3-1946
"Carissime confrater...
"Gratia Domini Nostri sit semper
nobiscum!
"Ad nos pervenit grata epistola
missa a vestro Seminario Sanctae
Mariae nostris clericis theologis, qui
mox respondebunt...

"Plures ex nostris provinciae domibus damna subierunt ob incursiones
aereas. Domus 'Cagliari' in Sardinia
penitus diruta est; nullus tamen confrater periit. Ingens quoque detrimentum subiit domus 'Genova'; una
aerea incursione durante, septem incendia extinguimus nos missionarii, 24
globos incendiarios nostris manibus
colligimus; denique ingentem obicem
missi sunt prope domum, cuius pars
notabilis corruit. Per totam noctemab hora 8 circiter vespertina usque ad
horam 5 matutinam-inter flamnnas

et obices fuimus. Animus et vires nobis
non defuerunt et ista nostra antiquissima domus a destructione incendii
salva fuit...Ista domus alia damna
passa est, et maximum subiit die 2
augusti 1944; ingens obex super ecclesiam cecidit quae tota corruit et
pars domus. Nullus tamen confrater
periit.
"Domus
provincialis
taurinensis
pluries incendiata fuit; sed incendia

them to study a bit more doctrine first.
It so happened one day, while I was
in my little poverty-stricken chapel,
that a lady came to the door calling
me to come out. I looked up but did
not recognize the lady with the eightyear-old girl in her arms as the catechumen. I figured they wanted road
money. I told them to wait outside.
The child let out a groan, and the
mother knelt at the chapel door and
began to pray. I came out and went
to my room. The lady came up to me
and began to talk her special dialect.

a Missionariis, Visitatore et Superiore
coadiuvantibus, devicta fuerunt. Domus 'Montegrado' (Gorizia) invasa fuit
a factiosis iugoslavis et omnes missionarii captivi facti sunt atque ad mortem
destinati; sed milites germanici
eas
denuo liberaverunt. Tamen res omnes,
omnino omnes depredatae sunt; unus
frater coadiutor occisus fuit a barbaris
iugoslavis; nunc domus est sine missionariis. Domus 'Udine' damna gravia
passa est. Domus 'Savona' damna quoque passa est. Aliae domus sunt incolumes. Domus 'S'arzana' (Spezia), bello

I finally understood that the child in
her arms had taken her last breath.
I quickly baptized the child conditionally, realizing that the mother was the
refugee catechumen. The mother ex-

in civitate imperversante, hospitavit
2000 fugitives! Domus 'Scarnafigi'
(Cuneo) in exigua parte a militibus
germanicis occupata fuit.
(Continued on Next Page)
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To the lovers of real drama "Song Out of Sorrow" was a real delight. The play
placed before the audience the checker ed and utterly severe plight of Francis
Thompson's career, his ascent from the gutter and dope to comparative ease and
a sense of duty. Scenery, costumes, scrip)t and characters all made an absorbing
play.
The play opens on the squalid scene of the living room of one Flossie (Mr.
Francis Lenihan), common-law wife of Bill (Mr. Francis Gaydos), and friend
of Francis Thompson (Mr. Bruce Vawteir). The latter, addicted to opium at this
time, finds asylum, friendship and succi ess through the kind encouragement of
Flossie and Dr. Fenwick (Mr. William I?ittman). First, though, Thompson tries
unsuccessfully to make a go of boot-mEaking while writing poetry on the side.
The poetry isn't at all promising and F lossie is arrested (by Rev. Mr. Hartrick
S'ullivan) on a charge of wilfully procuiring stolen clothes for Thompson. Mr.
McMasters (Rev. Mr. Danagher), the o'wner of the boot-making concern and
a sort of philanthropist, abandons Thorn
pson on learning of his besetting habit.
The scoundrel, Bill, all but murders TI lompson by encouraging him to escape
the dreaded London streets through an (overdose of opium. With the thought of
Christ Crucified running through hiis mind, he dashes the fatal drink
against the stove and falls into a stupor only to be awakened and told that there
i .
are only three months of life left for hi m
Meanwhile Wilfred Meynell (Mr. Robe1rt Brennan), publisher of "Merry England," at last finds Thompson whose poet ýry he firmly believes is that of a genius.
Flossie nobly vanishes from the picture and leaves Thompson to enjoy his newly
found hope of success unhampered by any sense of obligation to her for her
kindnesses. Meynell persuades Thompson to take the cure for his ten-year habit
and the curtain closes with light, Thonps;on's beloved sun-light, breaking through
the dank, dreary, London fog and floodin. g his poetic soul with hopes of a song out
of his life of sorrow.
Despite the difficulty of maintaining a British accent throughout this altogether interesting drama, the characte rs kept both accent and personality of
their respective parts to a remarkable degree. Scenes depicting meanness and
utter selfishness, scenes depicting the s]parks of human kindness that glow in
the breasts of even the worst, scenes of despair even to suicide-all were done
exceptionally well. The supplement of r<ecording music before each scene served
Lawrence Leonard truly deserves to
to set the mood of the coming action. 1MVr.
be congratulated on the success that "S3ong Out of Sorrow" was.

TURIN, continued

"Nostrum Seminarium 'San Vincenzo de' Paoli' vi occupatum fuit a germanicis die 23-12-1943. Nos, violenter,
fuimus domo expulsi. Quattuor dlebus
debuimus totam suppelectilen transportare in alias domos; quod in usum
voluerunt deinde furati sunt. Aedificium valde damnificatum fuit...

"Desideramus denuo scholasticos revocare, sed prius debemus iterum totam suppelectilem Instituti transportare. Res difficilis, quia multa pecunia
ad hoc faciendum est necessaria; et
nos, belli causa, in difficultates pecuniarias versamus. Utilissimum atque
peropportunum nobis esset auxilium
divitissimae Americae. Nos quoque,
sicut ceteri, speramus in generosa
America ...

"Ut

vides,

istae

notitae

nostrae

tristissimae sunt. Aerumnae quas perpessi sumus sunt inenarrabiles ... Nunc
bellum silet, sed vitam tranquillam
non agimus. Desunt victui necessaria
et iam diu panis quotidianus est insufficiens pro populo Italiano...His
annis nostra provincia constituit tres
novas domos ... inter maximas difficultates, operati sumus quod potuimus
... Romae, hoc ultimo tempore, mortuus est Confrater Perrella; notus erat
pro sua scientia biblica. Collegium Internationale adhuc clausum est; pars
aedificii olim a collegio occupata,

adhibita est pro hospitale pro 'Croce
nunc adhibita est pro hospitale pro
Croce Rossa Italiana,...

"Devotissimus
"Sac Aloysius Castagnola, ipdlm."

Centenary of The Scapular
The Passion

This coming July 26th will be the
hundredth anniversary of Our Lord's
presenting the Scapular of the Passion
to Sister Apolline Andriveau. We have
decided on this account to give this
subject a more detailed treatment
ta
a mot
iraial

of Sr. Apolline would permit.
Happily we have an account of the
apparition in Sister's own words because her confessor advised her to inform the Superior General, Fr. Etienne, of the matter. In the letter, written probably in the month of September, 1846, Sister said, "while in the
chapel in the evening of the octave of
the feast of St. Vincent De Paul, July
26, 1846, I saw, or rather thought I
saw, Our blessed Lord clad in a long
red robe and blue mantle... How
beautiful He was! It was no-longer the
painful expression, the sorrowful face
worn with suffering that I had seen
in Pilate's hall a few days before during Mass. It was beauty itself! In His
right hand He held a scarlet scapular
upon which a crucifix, surrounded by
those instruments of His passion which
caused His sacred humanity to suffer
most. I read around the crucifix, 'Holy
Passion of Our Lord Jesus Christ, protect us.' At the other end of the red
woolen braid was a picture of the sacred hearts of Jesus and Mary, the one
surrounded with thorns, the other
pierced by a sword, and both surmounted by a cross.
Several days
passed and the same picture represented itself to me daily. At length, upon the
feast of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross, Our Lord deigned to say to me,
'Priests of the Mission qlone are to have the power of giving this Scapular, and
all who shall wear it, blessed by those priests, shall receive every Friday entire
remission of their sins and an increase of faith, hope and charity'...I think
that Rome would not refuse to grant a plenary indulgence every Friday to those
who wearing the Scapular of the Passion, should fulfill the conditions necessary
for gaining indulgences."
In the Spring of 1847, Fr. Etienne went to Rome on business and in the course
of an audience with the Pope he made known to the Holy Father the secret which
had been confided to him. He related in his Circular Letter of Jan. 1, 1848, how
his communication was welcomed and the Scapular of the Passion approved of
without the slighest difficulty by His Holiness Pius IX. "Having taken advantage
of the opportunity of my journey to Rome, to make known to His Holiness, and
to submit to his wisdom, certain spiritual favors with which a Sister of Charity has been favored and which seem to bear the marks of a supernatural and
extraordinary grace of God, the Sovereign Pontiff has been pleased to judge
these favors worthy of his attention, and by a rescript dated June 25, has approved of the object of these revelations. He has consequently authorized me to
establish a new red scapular called 'the Scapular of the Passion of Our Lord and
of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary' to which His Holiness has designed to
attach divers indulgences, and in the same rescript he has granted to all the

priests of the Congregation of the Mission the faculty of blessing and distributing them to the faithful."
In this way was fulfilled Sister Apolline's prediction in answer to those who
suggested that there would be some difficulty in getting this, devotion approved.
"Our Divine Saviour desires," she said, "that the Scapular of the Passion be
established. I have not the slighest doubt about it. He knows well how to remove all difficulties to which new devotions generally give rise, and will make
the precious day of His death an exceptional day, enriched with the treasures
of Holy Church. I am happy to think that this will be one of the richest
treasures of the priests of the Congregation of the Mission."

No organization exists whose primary end is to propagate the Scapular of the
Passion. The Archconfraternity of the Holy Agony urges its members to wear
the scapular and to spread devotion to it but this is not its first purpose for
existing. Rather the task has been left to the personal zeal, ingenuity and interest of the Vincentians who have lived during the past hundred years. Today
the Scapular of the Passion has made its way to all parts of the world. May God
gr.nt its blessed and fruitful increase in the future.
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THE COMMUNITY SUPPLEMENT

CAMARILLO

Ordinations for the priesthood for
outside dioceses were held April 6 and
7. Fr. Roden went to Tuscon to help

at the ordination of Fr. George Dyke
and assisted at his first Mass. Fourteen men will be ordained for the
Los Angeles archdiocese in the Cathedral May 14. School closes June 1st.
The following are the statistics of
the work done by the students in their
instructions by mail during the year
1945:
Received materials for the course
188 military personnel
62 civilians
Completed course
41 military personel
9 civilians
Reported reception of Sacraments
11 Baptisms
3 First Communions
5 Confirmations
Tests and letters handled by the
students
437
Since the end of the year there have
been fewer soldiers enrolling in the
course, and though the number of
civilians is on the increase, it is not
yet sufficient to take up the slack.
Several parish priests have called for
help with the instruction of persons
whom they find it hard to reach.
CHICAGO, ILL.
The Very Rev. Comerford O'Myalley

has accepted membership on a committee named by Mayor Kelly to determine a method of selecting Chicago Board of Education members.
The annual retreat for the members
of the St. Vincent De Paul society will
be held May 1, 2, and 3 at 8 p. m. in
Holy Name Cathedral. Fr. O'Malley
will officiate.
Fr. Joseph Phoenix has been appointed a member of the Committee on
Education of Mayor Kelly's Commission on Human Relations.
Fr. John Murphy was the opening
speaker at the general session of the
Botanical Society of America, a section of the annual meeting of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, which was held in
S'. Louis, March 28, 29, 30.
Under the direction of Frs. William
Powers, Bernard Miller, Robert Cortelyou, and John Murphy, the Catholic
Science Teachers held a one-day convention on Easter Monday in the Uptown College of Arts and Science. Fr.
Powers gave the address of welc me.
Victor Herbert's musical comedy,
"The Red Mill," under Fr. Thomas
Connolly's direction, opens at the
Athaneum at St. Alphonsus on May 15.
Cardinal
His Eminence, Thomas
Tien of China paid a visit to De Paul
on April 25. Very Rev. Michael O'Connell escorted the Cardinal through the

downtown and uptown schools. After
the tour Cardinal Tien was the guest
of the University at a luncheon.

Fr. Jeremiah Lehane gave the open-

ing and welcoming address to the
Chicago Catholic Language Teachers'
Association, which held a meeting in
the Little Theater at 64 E. Lake Street
on Easter Monday.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
On May. 6 Fr. William Hopp will

speak on "Compatibility and Incompatibility in Marriage" at a meeting of
the Council of Catholic Co-operative
clubs.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

The Very Rev. Visitor, Marshall F.
Winne, recently received a letter from
the acting Papal Secretary of State declaring that "as a token of his
paternal solicitude
a nd benevolence, the Holy Father most cordially
imparts to the members of the Western Province of the Vincentian Fathers his special Apostolic Blessing.'
Several confreres attended the 43rd
annual meeting of the National Catholic Education Association. Those attending the sessions of the seminary
representatives were: Very Rev. Joseph Donovan, Very Rev. James Stakelum, Very Rev. Lewis Bennett, Fr.
Maurice Dodd, Fr. Thomas Navin, Fr.
Thomas Schmucker, Fr. Gilmore Guyot, Fr. Owen Quigley, Fr. Jereau

(of the Philippines), and Fr. Michael
Farren. Fr. Navin spoke on "The Ob-

jectives of Spiritual Direction in the
Seminary."
Frs. Comerford O'Malley,
Edward
Kammer, and Joseph Phoenix repre-

sented De Paul University in the College group sessions.

Fr. Gerard Stamm

conducted two

retreats for the nurses of De Paul hospital, St. Louis.
Frs. Charles Rice, James

Fischer,

and Dimond Ryan delivered a Lenten
series of sermons at St. Boniface
Church, Perryville, and St. Joseph
Church, Applecreek.
DENVER, COLORADO

Cardinal Stritch conferred the pallium on Archbishop Vehr on the 25th
of April. Fr. Bert Cunningham

will

read a paper at the Jesuit school in
Social Studies on May 9.
Ordinations will take place on the
first of June.
LOS ANGELES,

CAL.

Fr. William Kenneally gave the "Tre
Ore" at St. Vincent's Church.
Fr. Paul Lloyd attended the funeral

of Mrs. Quinn, Bishop Quinn's mother. The celebrant of the Mass was Fr.
Joseph Dyra; Fr. William Barr deliv-

ered the eulogy, and Archbishop Cantwell gave the obsequies.
Fr. Joseph Edwards is now chaplain

of St. Vincent's Hospital.
PAMPA, TEXAS
Fr. Thomas Gaughan has been ap-

pointed assistant pastor of Holy Soul's
Church.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

St. John's Seminary choir under the
direction of Fr. Henry Gagnepainsang

at the Music Hall in the Municipal
Auditorium as a prelude to a lecture
by Fr. James M. Gillis, C.S.P.
During Passion week a retreat for
women was conducted by Fr. Thomas
Mahoney.
DAUGHTERS NEWS
Washington, D. C.

After being open for almost 78 years
St. Rose School will close its doors as
a school and will become the temporary St. Ann's Infant Asylum.
Baltimore, Md.

Over 350 members of the religious
sisterhoods of Baltimore assembled at
Seton High Schodl recently to discuss
the Archdioct ean educational program
for furthering vocations.

HOLY FATHER
RENEWS APPEAL
(Continued from Page Five)
hout'burg, Zundert.
"The houses in greatest need
PERRYVILLE, MO.

Fr. Leo Moore is now stationed here.
During the Easter holidays Frs.
Comerford O'Mal ey, Freeerick Coupal,
Joseph Phoenix, and Gerald Mullen,
Bernard Fitzgerald, and William Ryan

visited the Seminary.
From April 9 to 17 Fr. Preston Mur-

phy conducted a Solemn Novena in
honcr of Our Lady of the Miraculous
Medal in St. Vincent's Church, Brewer.
At St. Maurus' Church, Biehle, FrJohn Zimmerman gave the

series of sermons.

Lenten

are

those at 1) Panningen (112 persons),
2) Nijmegen, 3) Wernhout burg.
"We would put to the best use coffe, soap, rice, dried currants and
raisins,
cheese, potted meats and
fish, collars, shoe?, cassock-buttons,
woolen cloth and thread for stockings,
white cloth for linings, and-natur. lly
-some cigarettes and tobacco...
"I shall make known your kind information to the rest of the houses...
"Your servant in Chri t,
"P. v. Kuijck, C.M.
"Superior."

This letter was sent to a third party
in Hollnd acting on behalf of the
students of St. Mary's.
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QUI DEDIT CORONAM AUREAM
DET ET AETERNAM
Fr. O'Regan, along with Fr. McCabe,
was a member of the third class at

Rev. Francis McCabe, C.M.

FR. FRANCIS
XAVIER McCABE
The golden jubilee of Fr. Francis McCabe signals at the same time a golden jubilee of vocations from St.
Stephen's Parish, New Orleans, forFr.
McCabe bears the distinction of being
the first of the many Community
priests whom St. Stephen's has produced.
Fr. McCabe, eldest son of Hugh McCabe and Eliza Gaffney, was born February 6, 1872, in the city of New Orleans, and attended there the schools
of the Sisters of Charity and Christian
Brothers, as well as public schools. On
April 23, 1887 he first came to St.
Mary's of the Barrens Seminary, and
it was on Christmas Day, 1891, that he
made his holy vows, having received
the permission of the Very Reverend
Visitor, Fr. Thomas Smith.
In 1895 he received the subdiaconate
at the hands of Archbishop J. J. Kain,
and the following day, Sept. 14, he received the diaconate from the same
prelate. June 12 of the following year
he was ordained priest at Kenrick
Seminary, and on June 22 he celebrated
his first Solemn Mass at St. Stephen's,
the church of his Baptism, Confirmation and first Holy Communion.
After his ordination, Fr. McCabe was
sent to St. Vincent's College, Los Angeles. Here, in addition to the regular
work of teaching, he also directed plays.
Later, he was put in charge of the
(Continued on Page Three)

the Barrens after its re-opening in
December, 1886 as the Mother House
of the Western Province. He was born
in 1871 and was received into the novitiate December 25, 1889.
He pronounced his holy vows on
Christmas Day, 1891 and began his
course of studies through Philosophy
and Theology. The first of the Major
Orders was conferred upon him by
Archbishop J. J. Kain, ordinary of the
St. Louis Archdiocese, September 13,
1895, and the following day he was
ordained Deacon. Then came the final
step a year later on the 12th of June,
the day that Fr. O'Regan was ordained a "Priest forever."
Fr. O'Regan's first appointment after his ordination was to St. Vincent's
College, Los Angeles. Since that time,
he has served the Congregation of the
Mission in various capacities in several
houses. After his term of service in
Los Angeles, he was sent to Kenrick
Seminary, St. Louis. At this time there
was an Apostolic School combined with
Kenrick major seminary, and Fr.
O'Regan was assigned along with other
duties the charge of Prefect over the
boys in the minor seminary. After a
short interim mission to St. Vincent's,
Chicago, he again returned to Kenrick,
and when the Apostolic School was
transferred to a new location on Washington Blvd. in St. Louis, Fr. O'Regan
was made Superior of the new establishment. Later he served on the
faculty at De Paul University, and then
for several years he was pastor alternately at St. Joseph's and St. Stephen's
Parishes, New Orleans. He now reside:s at the latter parish.
Fr. O'Regan has 'been very prominent
in the activity of the Holy Name Societies of the Archdiocese of New Orleans, serving as director of those organizations. His activities in this capacity have entailed his travelling
throughout the various parishes of
Louisiana, giving addresses and leadring
pledges in the induction of Catholic
men into this work. To him also has
been entrusted these past several years
the charge of Spiritual Director over
all the religious communities of women
in the New Orleans Archdiocese.
Fr. O'Regan helped as de,?con of
honor at the seventy-fifth anniversaly
of St. Stephen's in 1924 and has ever
taken part in like occasions of commemoration of things dear to the history of the Community in the United
States. In 1925 he participated in the
Sexennial Provincial Council and Pro-

Rev. John O'Regan, C.M.

CONGRATULATIONS
THE DE ANDREIN extends its
heartiest congratulations to all those
who received the Subdiaconate and Minor Orders on May 26. May they draw
ever closer to the Heart of the Master
and become more like unto Him in
their every action.
Rev. Messrs. Robert Brennan, Francis Gaydos, Jacob Johnson, Stephen
Ganel, and Bruce Vawter received the
Sacred Order.
To those who recently consecrated
their lives to God by their Holy Vows
and to those who were recently received into the Novitiate we offer our
warmest felicitations. Those who pronounced their Holy Vows are: Messrs.
Garrett Winne, Manuel Pelleteri, Edward Rowland, Lowell Fischer, Clarence Miller, Robert Schwane, Harold
Persich, Rudolph Miller. Those who
were received into the Novitiate are:
Messrs. Floyd Fournier, Francis Mannina, Terrence O'Donnell, Eugene McGuire, Robert Salzer, Bernard Quigley,
Glennon Figge, Mitchel Tassin, Francis Shine, Raphael Foley, Thomas Jordan, Walter Reisinger, George Bonnett,
Lester Dufresne, Felipe Martinez, and
Godden Menard.
vincial Assembly of the Western Province.
To this golden jubilarian, whose celebration honors the confreres of his
Company, we wish to extend our own
congratulations at this happy time and
hope for him an indeed golden crown
from the Giver of all good gifts.
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Let us love God, but let it be at the expense of our arms
St. Vincent de Paul
and in the sweat of our brow.

THANK YOU!
In this closing issue of Volume i1 of THE DE ANDREIN,
we wish to thank everyone who helped us in any way during the past year-our subscribers for their financial support and our correspondents, especially the Very Reverend
Visitor, Fr. Winne, who so willingly and generously supplied
us with news. May this wonderful spirit of St. Vincent
continue to flourish through: the coming years!

Fr. Joseph Monaghan Dies
Funeral services for Fr. Joseph P. :Monaghan, spiritual
director of St. Louis Preparatory Seminary, were held on
June 3rd at 10 o'clock in the seminary chapel. His nephew,
Fr. John Tackaberry, was the celebrant of the Mass. Fr.
Monaghan was buried in the Community cemetery at
Perryville. that afternoon His Excellency, Bishop Charles
Quinnj, C.M., officiated at the burial service.
Fr. Monaghan died suddenly of a heart attack on May
31st. He was 61 years old.
In 1.909 Father wvas ordained 'at tiee Barrens by the late
John Cardinal Glennon, Archbishop of St. Louis. Fr. Monaghan taught at St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau and at
St. John's Seminary, Kansas City, and was at one time
chaplain of Mullanphy hospital in St. Louis.
He is survived by three sisters, Mrs. J. E. Tackaberry, St.
Louis, Miss Mary L. Monaghan, Perryville, and Sister Lillian Joseph, Nazareth Convent, St. Louis County; and a
bro.ther, Thomas' Monaghan, Perryville.
(Taken from Records of the Principal Events at St.)
Mary's Seminary, 1886-1889.)

Jan. 2, 1888-Studies resumed at 7:30 a. m. Divine Office
recited for: the first time in choir.
Jan. 6-Epiphany-Solemn Mass at 8 o'clock, followed by
Benediction. Frs. Smith, McCarthy and Leyden celebrate
the 34th anniversary of their vocation.
Jan. l11-Fr. Weldon is appointed and installed Assistant
of the house.
Jan. 30-The half-yearly examinations begin today.
March 7-Feast of St. Thomas of Aquin. In the evening
a magic lantern entertainment in honor of the day. A grand
success.
March 24-Collected the cedar in the rain for Palm Sunday.
March 26-Fr. Barnwell receives a letter from Fr. Smith
permitting baseball, but requesting the deacons to teach
and encourage handball among the boys. Ceremonies and
singing in the afternoo istead of the usual classes.
March 30-Services at nine o'clock; Fr. Barnwell was celebrant, Fr. Weldon was deacon and Fr. Remillion subdeacon. These three also sang the passion. The large wooden cross was used for the adoration. Fr. Weldon preached
an affecting sermon on the ceremonies of the day and the
passion of our Lord.
April -- Easter Sunday. Fr. McCarthy treats the boys
to candy after breakfast.

April 2-Recreation all day. After 8:30 Mass and Benediction which we all attended. Everybody, Fr. Smith included, proceeded to hunt up cedar trees for a hedge all around

the Seminary school grounds. Before supper we had about
a hundred and'fifty trees planted.
April 3-Recreaticn all day. The faculty spent the morning with Fr. Byrne showing him the beauties of the Barrens.
April 4-The hedge was finished. It consisted of 309
trees. Frank Walsh and J. Regan laid a brick wall from
the front of the school to the pump.
April 6-Fr. Smith gave the boys recreation to clean up
the grounds. At ten o'clock they had one of the finest
games of ball of the season.
April 11-The apple, peach and cherry trees are in full
bloom. Match game :of ball in the morning. Captains Barnwell and Hoover-slow pitching-game in favor of Barnwell: score 47-41.
April 14-A hedge of privat was planted along the fence
next to the garden. The walk to the statue was filled up.
Seven English Walnut trees were planted along the statue
walk. 4000 bushels of wheat were sold in Perryville at 68c.
A hogshead of sugar, weighing 1200 Ibs., a present of Fr.
Fitzgerald, arrived.
April 19-Before supper a large box arrived containing
a lovely statue of Our Mother of Grace. All the boys
came to see it. Joe Kennedy and Joe Rawling carried it
in their arms to the school while all chanted the Ave Maris
Stella.

April 20--A new pump was put in the cistern near the
bake house. Five cedars were planted between the bake
house and the school under the supervision of Fr. Smith.
April 21-Frs. Weldon and Remillion take charge of the
yard in front of the Seminary. Watering cars are procured.
April 22-Patronage of St. Joseph. Fr. Smith preached
at all the masses on the feast, and concluded that it was
determined to repair the church. He appealed to the people to ccme forward and be generous and show themselves
zealous for the glory of the house of God.
May 10-After dinner the faculty and the boys started out
for a picnic along the Saline. Two baskets of lunch were
carried along.
May 31- Corpus Christi. Solemn Mass of exposition at
8 a. m., followed by Benediction. After supper the May devotions were concluded at the statue of our Lady of the
Fields which was crowned with flowers.
June 5-Fr. Neck. arrives with two boys for the school: E.
Taylor and T. Murphy.
June 13-The boy take their first swim this year.
June 20-First day of examinations. The boys go for
a swim at 3 p. m.
June 26-Commencement, Program from 9 a. m. to 10:15.
Fr. S'mith announces that all must be back by the 15th of
August.'
SJune 27-The boys assisted at Mass in the'Church at 6
a. m. Benediction after Mass followed by the singing of the
Te Deum in English. The boys repaired to the refectory
where a grand breakfast was served. Shortly after 7 a. m.
everything was ready for the final departure.
July 10-The old gymnasium is pulled down and it is to
be replaced by a 'building 25 by 62, and 24 feet .in height,
to be used as a play hall and containing moreover a bath,
trunk-room and a place for the storage of wood.
July 28-Workmen commenced cutting timbers for the
new building.
Aug. 3-Thomas Morris, a friend of Fr. Weldon, arrived
today to enter the College.
Aug. 13-Work commenced on the Church.
Aug. 14-Nineteen boys arrive; Fr. Barnwell with N. O.
contingent, Fr. More with the Chicagoans, and Fr. J. P.
Neck with the St. Louis boys. The new boys are Jos.
Feely, Wmi Mullen, Ed. Cummins, Patrick McDonald, Harold McCauley, Joseph Depta, Bernard Zielenski.
Aug. 19-Ed. Taylor accompanied by his uncle, John
Keller, arrives.
Sept. 10-Mir. John .Bertke, C.M., arrives from Germantown to help in the college. Three other students accompanied him as far as St. Louis, and then branched off for
the Cape. Their names are John Nichols, C.M., Eugene Antill and Mr. Woods.
Oct! 4--The old shoe-Maker's shop is being turned into
a ;flower conservatory by Fr. Remillion.
Oct. 24-Preparing room for Novitiate.
Nov. 15-Opening of the Novitiate. Three novices ar-

rive from Germantown: Wm. Gorrell, Dan Hurley and Wm.
Musson. Fr. Weldon is Master of Novices.
Nov. 18-Cormac Lavin, John Moore and Frank Walsh,
(Continued on Page Seven)
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Community Historian
Marks Twenty-Fifth
Anniversary
"Ad cleri disciplinam"-for twentyfive consecrated years! The De Andrein
joyfully marks this anniversary of one
of our devoted confreres. We express
our gratitude to him, at the same time,
for the informed concern he has shown

Rev.

aipn isayara, vU.M.

for Community history. The past year
"Long Star Vanguard" was brought out
by Father Bayard, solicitous lest any
of the treasured heroic first years of
the Little Company in America be obscured irreparably in the course of
time. That decadal glimpse into our
Texan beginnings kindles the wish in
us that this work will not be the last.
When, therefore, we say "multos ad
annos" to Father Bayard, we mean
more than the usual salute.
Except for the time Father spent at
the Angelicum, where he took his degree in Theology, his sacerdotal life
has been passed in college and Seminary assignments. He was just eighteen
years old when he pronounced his Holy
Vows on May 2, 1916, at the Barrens.
July 16 and 17, 1920, Bishop Joseph
Glass administered the Tonsure, and
conferred on him the Minor Orders.
The following June, the 24th, 25th, and
26th, Father Bayard received at the
hands of the then-Archbishop Glennon,
the late Cardinal of St. Louis, the oi'ders of Subdeacon, Deacon, and Priest.
Father's assignments, after his return from Rome, were first to the University of Dallas, in Texas, where he
taught History and English until his
transfer in 1928 to St. Thomas Seminary, Denver, Colorado.
The post of professor of Church History at Denver was his for the next
thirteen years. In 1941, he was assigned
to St. John's Seminary, in San Antonio,
Texas, leaving there for St. Mary-ofthe-Bairens in 1943.

FR. McCABE, continued
Mission Band. In 1910 we was sent
to St. Vincent's Parish, Chicago, to replace Pr. John Martin as Superior of
the house and President of De Paul
University. He remained in that double office throughout the bitter days
of the first world war, creating for
himself there an imperishable name by
the many great things he effected. To
single out one accomplishment of
many, we recall that it was under Fr.
McCabe's administration that De Paul
University marked its greatest era of
expansion. He inaugurated the extension courses and to those courses as
well as to the regular courses women
were admitted for the first time during his term of office. When he relinquished that position to Fr. Thomas
Levan in 1920, it was after he had seen
De Paul grow from one building to
three and from less than two hundred
men students to over two thousand
men and women students.
In 1924 he had the pleasant task of
helping to officiate at thea
e ceremonies
commemorative of the seventy-fifth
anniversary of his own St. Stephen's
parish, and two years following, as
president of St. Thomas Seminary, he
assisted at the dedication of that new
edifice in Denver.
Only very briefly
c
have we touched
upon the many and varied capacities
in which Fr. McCabe has served the
Community, for through 'the heat of
his long day in the vine'yard he has
tbeen very active. To him, and through
him to the Congregation, we exteiad
our heartiest congratulations, coupled
with a desire for many more fruitful
and inspiring years.

OTHER JUBILARIANS
This year also marks the Silver anniversary of three other
beloved confreres. Fathers Emmett Gaffney, Raymond Harvey.
and John Taugher. THE DE
ANDREIN extends its best wishes to them and may they have
many more fruitful years in the
Sministry of the Master.
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FROM THE NETHERLANDS
"Panningen, May 9, 1946.
"Dear..
"Gratia D.N.J.C. etc.
"We too enjoy hearing some news
about our Little Company throughout
the world. The Little Company is the
great family of St. Vincent and members of the same family must be i'connection with each other. When ?
was a Novice I read most of the letters
of St. Vincent and there I saw he was
always writing to his missionaries, asking them what they wanted and comforting them in their troubles. And in
his conferences at St. Lazare he always gave the latest news about the
confreres.
"Our house is situated in a village
of about 2000 inhabitants in the south
of our country. People are all Catholics here and good Catholics. They
have done much good to the "Fathers"
(Continued on Page Seven)

BISHOP QUINN
VISITS BARRENS
His Excellency, the Most Reverend
Charles Quinn, C.M., spent Sunday and
Monday, June 2nd and 3rd at the Barrens. He celebrated Low Mass on Sunday in the Church of the Assumption.
In an informal talk with the Students Sunday evening, the Bishop disclosed that he is increasingly concerned
over recruits for the Chinese mission.
The harvest is great but the laborers
are few.
He mentioned that the works of the
missions went on, to some degree, for
the duration, except for the year of
occupation by the Japanese. The high
schools were closed in 1944, but at present they accommodate about a thousand boys and girls. When asked about
vocations, the Bishop pointed out that
the number had been greatly reduced.
Only eight men are preparing for the
priesthood. They are pursuing their
studies in the regional seminaries, under the Dominicans, a temporary condition arising from the- destruction of
the Vincentian-operated major seminary about five years ago.
Being requested to set forth the chief
qualities of a good missionary, he
stressed the need of a strong faith.
an equable temperament, and great
zeal for souls. Temptations to discouragement are frequent, produced
more often by apparently small privations, than by an incident like the
invasion of the Japanese. Conveniences are almost non-existent since
the war. Communication by radio,
newspaper and magazine has been
greatly limited.
The Bishop praised the work of the
Irish Columbans, who have charge of
the neighboring province, citing their
commendable loyalty to one another,
and their perseverance throughout the
harrowing years of the war.
Only in a few sections where the
Communists control the government
is the work of the missioners hindered.
Bandits offer no problem to the w0rk,
an indication of the fact that the
American missioner is respected on all
sides.
Consenting to the eager invitation
of the Students the Bishop joined
them and some members of the Faculty in an indoor game late on Monday
afternoon. He remarked that basketball was the most popular sport among
our confreres before the* war.

"Jesus is at the centre of everything,
He sums up everything, He bears everything, He suffers everything. It is
impossible to strike a being without
striking Him,
to
humiliate
anyone without humiliating Him, to
curse or to kill anyone whosoever without cursing and killing Him. The vilest
of blackguards cannot receive a slap,
from no matter whose hand, save in

the borrowed Guise pf Christ. Otherwise the blow would never reach him,
but would remain suspended, in the
void of planets, throughout the ages
of ages, till it might fall upon that
Face which pardons."
-Leon Bloy.
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FOR EVERY PRIEST TAKEN FROM AMONG MEN..
A native of Chicago is Fr. Joseph
Wagner, C.M. When he entered the
Community and .began his Novitiate
training on the 4th of June, 1938, he
had a score and three years behind
him, most of which had been taken
up with his early education at St.
Angela's School and St. Patrick's Academy, Chicago, Ill, and at St. Vincent's
College, Cape Girardeau, Mo. His Novitiate period completed in due time,
Father Wagner took his vows on the
5th of June, 1940. His first Solemn
Mass will be celebrated on the 9th of
June at St. Angela's Church, Chicago
with Frs. Nicholas Mann, S.J., William
Gillespie, C.M., and Richard Hills, acting as Deacon, Subde.acon and Archpriest respectively. The occasion will
be further honored with a sermon by
the Rev. C. F. Meade, Pastor of St. Hilary's Church, Chicago.

REV. JOSEPH WAGNER, C.M.

REV. CECIL PARRES, C.M.

Father Wm. J. Gillespie, C.M., will cel-

ebrate his first Solemn Mass at St. Vincent's Church, Chicago, Ill., on the 2nd
of June-just a week short of his twenty-sesventh birthday. There in the
parish of his birth and Baptism he
received his Grammar School education, which was followed by five years
at the "Cape". On the 7th of September, 1938, he was welcomed at the
Novitiate, and two years later, on the
14th of September, he pronounced his
holy vows. Father Gillespie will be assisted at his First Mass by Fr. Joseph
Wagner, C.M., Deacon, Fr. Jeremiah
Hogan, C.M., Subdeacon. and by Very
Rlev. John Overberg, C.M., Archpriest.
The sermon will be delivered by the
Rev. Philip Brennan, O.S.M.

Father Edward J. Virgets will offer
his first Solemn Mass to Almighty God
on Sunday morning, June 2nd, at 8:30.
Very Rev. Marshall Le Sage will be
Archpriest, Fr. Pennino, Deacon, and
Fr. Ed. Danagher, Subdeacon, at the
ceremony which will take place at St.
Joseph's Church in New Orleans. Fr.
Virgets has always claimed this parish
as his own, fcr here he was born and
received into the Church in 1919. The
parish school laid the foundations for
his priestly studies which began at the
"Cape' in 1933. Fr. Virgets has been a
member of the "Little Company" since
September, 1938, when he began his novitiate at the Barrens.

REV. WILLIAM GILLESPIE, C.M.

Father Arnold E. Martin made his
first appearance in this world in New
Orleans in May 1920. He completed

his elementary education at St. Stephen's School in 1933 and entered the
Cape that same year. Having completed this second stage of his journey to
the:priesthood, Fr. Martin was received into the Community in September,
1938. His first solemn Mass wll be offered in St. Stephlrn's Church of New
Orleans June 9th at 10:00 A.M., Assisting Fr. Martin will be Fr. O'Dea
as Archpriest, Fr. Foley as Deacon, and
Fr. Saunders as Subdeacon. The sermon will be delivered by Fr. Paul
O'Malley.
REV. ARNOLD MARTIN, C.M.

REV. NICHOLAS PERSICH, C.M.

NO MAN TAKES THE HONOR TO HIMSELF...
NO TAKES
MAN
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Fr. Parres was born on December 20,
1919, in Menfro, Missouri. He received
his early education at the Public
School in Menfro before entering St.
Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
On June 4, 1938 he was received into
the ncvitiate of the Congregation of
the Mission at Perryville and pronounced his holy vows on June 5, 1940.
Fr. Parres will celebrate his first Solemn
Mass on Sunday, June 2, in St. James
Church, Crosstown, Mo. The Rev. Edward Whoc:f2y, C.M., will serve as
Archpriest. The Rev. James F. McOwen, C.M., and Rev. James Fischer,
C.M., will be Deacon and Subdeacon
respectively. The Rev. Oscar Huber,
C.M., will deliver the sermon.

REV. JEREMIAH HOGAN, C.M.

The parish of Our Lady of Mt. Carmel, Long Island, N. Y. may well
claim some share in contributing a
vocation to the priesthood and the
Little Company of St. Vincent. It was
there on the 21st of Sept., 1918, that Fr.
Jeremiah Hogan, C.M., was born and
received part of his early education.
His Grammar School education having
been completed at Our Lady of Grace
Parish, Chicago, Father Hogan. was afterwards enrolled at the "Cape," where
he first began, his formal preparation
for the priesthood. On the eve of the
Feast of the Nativity, of the Blessed
Virgin he was received into the Community, and two years later, on the day
of that sanm Feast, he dedicated his
life to the service of God by his holy
vows. Father Hogan will sing his first
Mass at Our Lady of Grace Church,
Chicago, on the 9th of June. His Deacon and Subdeacon will be Frs. Francis
O'Malley, C.M., and Henry Piaciteli,
C.M. respectively. The Right Rev. Victor Primeau will act as Archpriest, and
the sermon will be preached: by the
Very Rev. Maurice Foley.

Fr. Sullivan was born in San Francisco, Calif., on January 28, 1920. He
received his elementary education at
St. Vincent de Paul's school in San
Francisco and the Vincentian Preparatory Seminary in Cape Girardeau. After completing the course, of studies
there he was received into the novitiate
of the Congregation of the Mission on
September 7, 1938. He pronounced his
holy vows on September 8, 1940.
Fr. Sullivan will celebrate his first
Solemn Mass on Sunday, June 16, in
St. Vincent de Paul Church, San Francisco. The Rev. James H. Lonq will
cerve as archpriest; Rev. Victor Roden,
C.M., will assist as deacon. The ReHv.
Charles E. Cannon, C.M., will deliver
the sermon.
REV. EDWARD VIRGETS, C.M.

On June 9th, 1946, at 8:30 A.M. St.
Jcseph's Church in New Orleans will
witness the first Solemn Mass of a son
to whom she gave the riches of Christ
in Eaptism some 24 years before, Fr.
Nicholas E. Persich. Assisting Fr.
Persnich as Archpriest will be his pastor,
Fr. Marshall Le Sage, with Fr. Frederick Marsch acting as deacon, and the
newly-ordained's brother, Mr. Harold
Persich, as subdeacon. The sermon will
be deliverd by Fr. J.P. O'Regan. After
his elementary training by the Daughters at St. Joseph's Grammar School,
Fr. Persich entered the "Cape" in
1933. A feiw short years found him at
St. Marys. Having completed his novitiate, Fr. Persich made his vows to
God on September 8, 1940. His years
of preparation in sanctity and study
were climaxed by his ordination to the
priesthood.
-

-

REV. HARTRICK SULLIVAN,

REV. EDWARD DANAGHER, C.M.

Fr. Danagher was born in Chicago,
Illinois, on July 11, 1919. He attended
St. Mary's school in Los Angeles, California; his preparatory studies were
pursued at the Archdiooesan Junior
Seminary in Los Angeles.
On July 18, 1939 he entered the Int3rnal Seminary of the Little Company.
His holy vows were pronounced on
July 19, 1941.
Fr. Danagher will cflebrate his first
solemn Mass at ten-thirty o'clock, Sunday, June 9, in St. Mary's Church,
Los Angeles. Right Rev. Msgr. O'Dwyer
will serve as archpriest. Father John
Danagher, C.M. brother of the newlyordained, will be deacon. Very Rev.
Robert T. Brown, C.M., will preach the
sermon.

·

.. HE TAKES IT WHO IS CALLED BY GOD.

C.M.

-Hebrews

V, 1, 4
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FRENCH NUNS AID IN RELIEF DISTRIBUTION

Tons of dextri-maltose, meat extracts, p6wdered milk and eggs, lactogen and vitamin cocoa have been
shipped by War Relief Services-NCWC to France. There the Sisters of St. Vincent de Paul distributed the food to undernourished French children in sanitoria and preventorfa maintained by the.
Sisters. This scene is typical of the daily distribution of the food from America.. (NC Photos)
---

EUROPEAN RELIEF
"Petite Seminaire, St. Benoit.
"April 30th, 1946
"Dear Brothers,
"The grace of Our Lord Jesus Christ
be with us forever!
"For a long time the charity of the
Americans and their ieadiness to help
the starving people of Europe have
been a comfort in our distress.
"We are happy to see that your charity is in proportion to your force and
!to the greatness of all American undertakings. But especially we are comforted by knowing that wie have in the
U. S. brothers and friends who. prove
true brothers and friends, coming to
our relief. Your charity makes you
grieve over not being permitted to send
larger parcels. We are very much affected by these marks of your love and
readiness to help which we know are
still greater than their material expresion.

"Yesterday we received these parcels. I am sorry to have waited so long

•--;----~----

-

to pay you thanks and to express to.
you how deeply we are moved by your
kindness We pray that God may be
as liberal towards you as you are towards us.
"As for our present necessities, for
your charity makes you ask about them,
allow me to say that we are greatly in
need of shoes. Everyone one speaks
to complains more about that than
about want of food, and we ourselves
are in the same predicament..
"If you intend to send other gifts
some pairs of shoes would be received
most gratefully. Any kind of shoes
will do, durability being the first quality looked for.
"Returning once more our hearty
thanks for your charity and wishing
you much happiness, we remain ever
yours affectionately in Christ,
"The Superior and the Community
of Ardouane

"C. Cazet."
And from Chieri, Italy, came the
following note:
"Chieri, 26 April, 1946.
"Our dear Brethren,
"The grace of Jesus Christ be always

With us!
"Your letter and the three parcels
have already arrived and have given
us a much welcomed surprise. Hertily
we thank you for your brotherly and
Vincentian charity.
"Two parcels have arrived in very
good condition; .the third, on the contrary, which should have contained
some soap, arrived opened and the
soap was missing.
"The most necessary things to us
at present are: 1st. Knitting cotton,
preferably black. In Italy we wear long
and black stockings, and need cotton.
2nd. Handkerchiefs. 3rd. Sugar, coffee,
chocolate, cocoa. 4th. Some boxes of
pens. Some injection-syringes also, and
some fountain pens would be useful to
us.

"The houses which are more in need
of these things :are those of the Internal Seminarists, of the Students,
and of the Aspirants, who live by
charity.
"We thank you for all, and remain
"Yours very truly,
"Superior, Missionaries, Students,
and Semiliarists of the Mission.

J&h_
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SISTER STANISLAUS
RETIRES
After sixty-two years, Sister Stanislaus is retiring from Charity IHospital
in New Orleans. Sister Zita, who had
been administrator of St. Joseph's Hospital in Chicago, will succeed to the
superiorship. Sister Stanislaus, it was
lannounced by Dr. O. P. Daly, hospital
director, will be retained in aniadvisory capacity.
In an interview for a local newspaper, she manifested her fondness for
the work she began in 1884, when the
present institution of 2000 patients and
300 interns, had only 14 interns and
200 patients. The tokens of gratitude,
ranging from wordless looks of appreciation, to the endowments of the~
wealthy, or the unexpected bequest of
$16,000 in return for "consideration and
kindness" by an ailing German, tourist,
bring her the greatest pleasure.
In February, 1945, a New Orleans
newspaper awarded "her lifelong service to the sick and needy" with a Loving Cup. Loyola University of the
South tendered her an honorary degree of doctor of science in 1939.

SISTER STANISLAUS

NETHERLANDS,

continued

especially during the war when foci
was very scarce. Most of the people
ate farmers, and they procured for us
what we needed iri those bad years.
Now conditions have improved, but we
are still very glad when they bring us
something like eggs:, mat, and so forth.
"There are about 25 novices and 50
students in our house. In July we'll
have 14 young priests ordained. Our
Province is flourishing and perhaps we
will get a new Vicariate in China,the Tientsin Vicariate, for our French
confreres have not personnel enough
for that mission. Msgr. de Vienrne,
Vicar Apostolic of Tientsin, s:ems to
have asked the Dutch Vincentians but
we are not sure cf it.
"Our minor seminary--or do you call
it college?-suffered much from the
war. It was damaged by British shells
terrible
and two German V-one's,
things, that have destroyed much in
the south of Holland. But it has been
restored and studies are continuing
now. It lode'es more than 150 stiudents now, so that the future of our
Province seems assured.
"Another time I'll give you some
other news about our house and our
Province. When I can get some pictures of the; building here, I'll send
them, of course!
"My best wishes for all your fellow
confreres.
"Yours in St. Vincent,
"Toon Bastiaensen, iccm
"Missiehuis St. Joseph
"Panningen, Holland."

CAPE TRIP
At alout 10:30 A. M. on the morning
of May 8th, two well filled buses pulled
into the Barrens. The men from the
Apostolic College at Cape had arrived
for their Springtime visit, a day that
is eagerly anticipated for months and
relived in memory for an equal length
of time afterwards. Hearty greetings
were exchanged all around, and soon,
moving off in diffiereit directions to
visit the various spots of interest
around the grounds, were small groups
of Scholastics and Cape Students.
'he first of the sports activities
to get under way were tennis and
handball. Representing Cape on the
tennis court were. Messrs. Glennon
Figge,. Francis Shine and Felipe Martinez against Messrs. Thomas Meik and
William Mahoney, C.M. After plenty
of opposition in both sets the score
finally indicated :victory for the Students, 8-6 and 6-2. In both the handball games Rev. Mr. Virgets and Messrs.
,Louis Derbes and Ray Ruiz, C.M. came
cut the victors ove-r Messrs. Louis
Franz, Larry Derbes, Kenneth Grass
and Richard Grosch who were battling
it out for Cape.
At inoon both spectators and players
took time out for a fried chicken dinner, after which the baseball players
donned theiir uniforms and began
:warming up for the afternoon's con-,
itest. Messrs. Glenncni Figge and Ed:die Croak made up the battery for
Cape, while Mr. John O'Connor,. C.M.
was on the mound and Mr. Wilbert
Bruns, C.M. caught for the Barrens'
team. It proved to be one of most interesting games witnessed here within
the last few years. The Cape team
was leading 1-0 in the second inning

and from the fourth to the seventh
inning was ahead by the score of 2-1.
The Students finally made a rally in
the seventh inning, and the game ended 7-2 in favor of thet Students.
A few more hours of pleasant visiting followed the evening repast. Then,
after what seemed like a very short
but enjoyable day, the buses lumbered
off into the darkness in their return
trip to Cape. May the grand old tradition live on!

THE DIARY
(Continued From Page Two)
all of the college, begin their retreat
for admission into the Community. As
they were the first to enter from the
restored College into the novitiate, the
boys of the school displayed great enthusiasm..
Nov. 20-C. Lavin, J. Moore and F.
Walsh received, Fr. Weldon presiding.
Nov. 21-Fr. James Foley leaves for
the Cape to be second prefect.
Nov. 30-Mr. Hoover and Mr. Heuber
told to begin retreat for ordinations.
Dec. 4-Messrs Hoover and Heuber
are ordained in St. Louis at St. John's
Church by the newly consecrated Bishop, J. J. Hennessy, lately appointed
for the diocese of Wichita.
Dec. 5-The two young priests are
joyfully and reverently received by all
priests, brothers, novices and boys. Fr.
Smith, V.C.M., leaves for California.
Dec. 8-Fr. Heuber says his first
Mass at 8:30 a. m., a low Mass. The
boys, at their own request, assisted;
Novices also present. At 10:30 a. m.,
Fr. Hoover celebrates for the first
time Solemn Mass.
Dec. 11-Tinners from St. Louis begin work on the Church.
Dec. 14-Mr. Krueger and artist

from St. Louis commenceed to fresco
the Church.
Dec. 25-30-The holidays have been
spent very agreeably by the boys. Several entertainments, etc.
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THE COMMUNITY SUPPLEMENT
Hann, Myles Moynihan, Cary Newsum,
Lawrence Zoeller, Edward Riley, John
Walker, Owen Quigley, Clarence Corcoran, Paul Lloyd, Maurice Dowd, Robert Corcoran, Clarence Bogetto, and

the Very Reverend Visitor, Fr. Winne.
KANSAS CITY

St. John's Seminary was recently
the scene of "Vocation day" for all the
sixth- and seventh - graders of the
Catholic schools of Kansas City.
The Catholic lawyers of the Knights
of Columbus recently attended a Red
Mass and a retreat at the Seminary.
On Sunday, June 2, Fr. William
Stack delivered the sermon at the
First Solemn Mass of, Fr. Joseph V.
Sullivan celebrated in St. Vincent's
Church.
PERRYVILLE

Ordinations to the minor orders and
to the subdeaconship were held on
Sunday, May 26, in St. Mary's Church
of the Assumption. The first tonsure
was conferred on the afternoon preceding in the students' chapel. Ordinations to the sacred priesthood were
held on Ascension Thursday, May 30.,
His Excellency, the Most Rev. George
J. Donnelly, Vicar Capitular of the
Archdiocese of St. Louis, was the ordaining prelate in each instance.
Present at the Barrens for the
priestly ordinations were among others,
Frs. Peter Diliberto, William Casey,
Peter Frommell, Walter Cook, Francis
0 Malley, Ignatius Foley, Cyril LeFev-

re, Raymond White, Edward Brennan,
Jefferson Wesner,
Charles Cannon,
James Cashman, Orlis North, Thomas
Murphy, William
Brennan, Julius

L

LOS ANGELES
Fr. Robert Brown preached at the

investiture of Msgr. James Dolan at
the Cathedral Chapel and also at the
silver jubilee of Fr. Peter Corcoran of
Christ the King Parish.
May 16 was "Parents' Night" at the
junior seminary. In honor of the
parents of the students an entertainment was staged. High point was "Career Angel" under the direction of Fr.
George Brennan.
Bishop Charles

Quinn

celebrated

Mass for the students and afterwards
addressed the student body on the
work of the Chinese Missionaries.
SAN ANTONIO

School closed officially at the seminary on May 30 with ordinations to
the subdeaconship, at which time six
candidates received the sacred order.
No other orders are to be conferred

--

until next fall, owing to the prescription of the health authorities dismissing schools in San Antonio on account
of the threat of polio in the city. The
priesthood was conferred last March.
This summer, Frs. Alvin Burroughs

and Donald Fallen will attend summer
school at St. Louis University, Fr.
Zimmerman will attend Northwestern
University, and Fr. Thomas

Kavan-

augh will attend the National University of Mexico in Mexico City.
Fr. James Stakelum gave the retreat

to the Oblates of Mary Immaculate at
the DeMazenod Scholasticate.
CHICAGO

With 7,675 students, DePaul University is now the largest Catholia University in the United States.
June 12, Senator O'Mahony of Wyoming will deliver the main address for
the graduating class and will receive
an honorary degree. Fr. Jeremiah Le-

hane will deliver the baccalaureate
sermon.
Fr. William Gaughan will commence
his assignment in the fall as instructor
in sociology at the University.
In the first television broadcast of
microscopic organisms, Fr. John Murphy projected slides with a microprojector and lectured on the different
types of invertebrates.
Presentation of "The Red Mill" under the direction of Fr. Thomas Connolly was a huge success.
The botany and zoology departments
of the University have been merged
to form a Biology department. Fr. William Powers has been appointed chairman of the department.
THE DAUGHTERS

Sister Zita of St. Joseph's, Chicago,
is succeeding Sister Stanislaus of
Charity Hospital after the latter's sixty-two years of faithful service. Sister Alberta is being transferred from
Hotel Dieu, New Orleans, to take over
St. Joseph's, Chicago, and Sister Celestine of Hotel Dieu now becomes Sister Servant. Changes in directresses of
nurses include Sister Aloysia of Waco,
now at Hotel Dieu, Sister M. Louis of
Birmingham to Alton, and Sister
Catherine of Alton to St. Vincent's,
Chicago.
ROME
Fr. Salvator Burgio has
Rome since May 3.
I
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NECROLOGY

Fathers

Herbert Vandenberg

and Vincent Smith in their cabin aboard

the U.S.S. Lakeland Victory soon after they set sail for China.

In your charity kindly remember in your prayers Fr. Joseph
Monaghan, Fr. Carroll Rosensteel of the Eastern Province, the
mother of Fr. Raymond Harvey,
and the father of Pr. William
Ryan.
i

